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DISCLAIMER 
 

This report conveys the academic and engineering position of Prof. Dr. Birol Kilkis, reflecting his 
opinions and expertise about the subject matter. The sole responsibility of the views, suggestions, and 

statements presented herein belongs to the Author. 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

`We are paying for the quantity of energy but we are using only the quality (Exergy) of energy` 
 

                                                                                                                Prof. Peter Novak, ASHRAE 
 

During the last ESTIF and EUSEW events, which took place in the week of June 19-23, 2017, it became 

more evident that the First-Law of Thermodynamics has accomplished its mission rather successfully 
within its capabilities. Yet we have a long road ahead of us in order to achieve our ultimate goals of 
decarbonization and a truly sustainable future.  However, these objectives may only be realized with 
the Second-Law of Thermodynamics. In other words, now it is the turn of this Law. Only by joining 
forces of this Law with the First-Law, shall enable us to move faster, stronger, higher, and farther that 
cannot be reached with today’s limited perspective of energy and environment. The main reason of 
coming to such an end today with the over-reliance to the First-Law is summarized in later sections of 
this report. 

It is time for EU to move in this promising direction for the ultimate benefit of all countries, nations, 

and the World. 

Today’s apparently limited ability to cope with the real issues that affect sustainability, global 

warming, and energy security, stems from the fact that all energy projections, model studies, carbon 
emission, and mitigation calculations, international protocols, and energy system designs are based on 
only the quantity of energy efficiency. In contrary, the root cause of the thermodynamic irreversibility 
that impacts harmful emissions with the end result of global warming lies within the scope of rational 
exergy management, which deals with the quality of energy resources and the quality of energy 
required for different applications in the built environment. With current systems, which largely count 
on fossil fuels, there is an unbalance among them, that compounds energy spending and harmful 
emissions, because the opportunities of fully utilizing the quality of energy resources are missed. A 
simple exergy input and output type of exergy balance, similar to the energy balance cannot show the 
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scale of the unbalances at large either. A key definition and a new methodology is necessary to bring 
all the energy supply, demand, and environmental issues and parameters on a common platform with 
a unified metric of rational allocation of energy resources in both quality and quantity so that humanity 
may re-establish a sustainable balance with the nature.  This balance is especially essential with the 
diversification, hybridization, and systems approach of the EU along with the increasing share of 
renewable energy resources, smart cities, and low- energy and low-exergy buildings (Sustainable and 
green buildings). 

All EU Directives, being issued so far are based however on the First-Law, which recognizes only the 

quantity of energy but not its quality. In fact, every energy resource has a different quality, named 
exergy. Exergy is the amount of useful work that can add value to the society and to the built 
environment, if utilized properly from a given amount of energy of a given type. This is defined in terms 
of the ideal Carnot Cycle. For example, natural gas may be utilized by 86% of its amount into useful 
work in the built environment. For solar heated water at 60oC, this percentage is only about 15%. 
According to the Second-Law it is important to use the right quality of energy at the right balance of 
quality demand at a given application, at the right time, and at the right order in addition to the right 
amount (energy). Therefore, it is crucial to establish also a quality balance among different sources of 
energy having different exergy and different energy demand points at different exergy. Even the forms 
and quantity of energy sources are balanced, with the demand points, remaining exergy imbalances 
cause exergy destructions, which are responsible for additional energy demand and additional but 
avoidable CO2 emissions, which are all transparent to the First-Law. 

During our discussions at the ESTIF and EUSEW meetings last week, at different levels, the need for 

exergy mind-set was seen but with a common fear that exergy is too complex and difficult to 
implement it in the EU initiatives, guides and directives. This report shows how simple it may be with 
rewarding results simply by adopting the existing key terms, definitions, and formulae by simply 
including so-called Carnot Factor. This initiative will also make the French physicist and engineer Sadi 
Carnot (1796-1832) and us-the followers of him- today much happier. 
 

The exergy of heat follows directly from Carnot’s analysis (Circa 1824): the maximum amount of 
reversible work that can be obtained from conversion of heat Q at temperature T,  

with temperature T° of the surroundings, equals to (1-To/T)Q 
  

Today one can include non-thermal energy sources like solar (electromagnetic) and wind (mechanical) 

in the above statement by simple transfer functions into a common thermal platform. These transfer 
functions may enrich EU directives in a broader context and environmentally sustainable success. More 
importantly, the Second-Law will easily and instantly resolve the ongoing debate about whether the 
Primary Energy Factor (PEF) should be limited only to electricity or nota,b. Yes, heat and electricity have 
different exergy so they should be separately treated. This is the answer.  
 
So far, the only European initiative about the inclusion of exergy in EU energy analyses is published by 
Science Europe (2016)c. In appreciation and thanks to the motivation and insight into the subject 
matter by the Authors of this important publication, namely Dr. Paul Brockway, University of Leeds, 
Professor Jo Dewulf, University of Gent, Professor Signe Kjelstrup, Norwegian University of Science and 
Technology, Professor Susanne Siebentritt, University of Luxembourg, Professor Antonio Valero, 
CIRCE, Research Centre for Energy Resources and Consumption, University of Zaragoza, Dr. Caroline 
Whelan, Science Europe, the following statement of there is included. In quote: 
_____________________________________ 
a AEBIOM, EGEC, ESTIF, Joint Position Paper: Primary Energy Factor for Electricity in the Energy Efficiency Directive 
b AEBIOM, EGEC, ESTIF, Joint Position Paper: Renewable Heat Sources: The Best Available Solution to Decarbonise the Heating  
  Sector. 
c Science Europe, In a Resource-constrained World: Think Exergy, not Energy, D/2016/13.324/5, June 2016.  
  http://users.abo.fi/rzevenho/PET15-1-XRG.pdf 
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`Educators, researchers, policy makers, stakeholders and citizens are urged to consider energy and 
natural resources on the basis of exergy, and in doing so understand that:  

 exergy measures energy and resource quality;  

 exergy-destruction foot printing promotes improvements in industrial efficiency;  

 exergy offers a common international energy-efficiency metric;  

 optimal use of our limited mineral resources can be achieved by the application of exergy rarity;  

 and exergy should be integrated into policy, law and everyday practice. ` 

 
HOLISTIC APPROACH IN SUSTAINABLE BUILDINGS 

 
Sustainable buildings of today are thermodynamically interconnected to the built environment, 
because of the fact that such buildings generate, share, and consume energy with all elements of the 
built environment, which also need to be sustainable. Such a level of interconnection along with the 
hybridized utilization of renewable energy sources, including reject heat of different types, 
temperatures, and exergy also makes it necessary to acknowledge and identify the existence of 
different sources and demands of exergy in different forms, temperatures, and locations. Today, we 
do not speak only sustainable buildings but sustainable and smart cities. A smart city on the other hand 
is not just a city of smart automation controls, smart transport, driverless buses, and electric cars. A 
smart city is a complex combination of individual buildings that generate, share, and utilize the energy 
with the maximum use of the quality of energy as well as the minimum use of the quantity of energy, 
while the environment is sustained. For example, the city of Delft is planning to rent the suitable roof 
areas of town houses install photo-voltaic and photo-voltaic-thermal panels to generate, share, and 
utilize solar energy collectively at city wide and grid-wide, not only in terms of power but also heat of 
different forms. Therefore, we cannot speak any more an individual building but a collection of 
buildings, building u a sustainable built environment. Thus, the term collective becomes a key word in 
the cities and buildings of the future. Therefore, one needs to analyze buildings with a holistic approach 
with all its connections both upstream and downstream- with the built environment, because buildings 
are not isolated any more. In such an approach, an exergy-water for net-Zero Exergy Cities with 
energy/exergy and water nexus, by using the Rational Exergy Management Model is possible.  
 

NET-ZERO ENERGY OR NET-ZERO EXERGY? 
 
In the quest of reaching the goals of the recent Paris Agreement for reducing CO2 emissions, net-zero 
energy buildings (NZEB) and net positive-energy (NPEB) buildings are becoming common [1]. Although 
common definitions for NZEB have been published, there are other issues to be resolved [2]. A major 
issue that has not been addressed in the building and energy sector is the fact that with the increasing 
share of renewable energy resources and systems in the built environment at different exergy levels, 
their exergy differences and the need for exergy balance between the supply (resource) and the 
demand points (built environment, such as buildings) need to be identified and their importance in 
optimum and net-positive solutions have to be acknowledged [3]. Almost all of the literature is 
concerned with the First-Law of Thermodynamics, which is not sufficient to address these problems 
and therefore, the Second-Law needs to be incorporated in all related analyses, design, and operation 
phases. Current practice is primarily focused on the exchange of electrical energy only. Today, 
Denmark is the only EU country that factors-in the thermal energy exchange. Thermal energy at 
different states and temperatures mean a wide variation of the thermal energy quality (exergy).  
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BACKGROUND TO EXERGY AND NET-ZERO TARGETS FOR EU 
 
The shortcomings of the First- Law is demonstrated in the following two examples. 
 
Example 1. The Net Zero Exergy Building (NZEXB) definition becomes more important than the NZEB 
definition while renewable energy systems become more diversified and connected to the district [4, 
5, 6]. This situation is exemplified here by representing a district energy system where a low-exergy 
building is connected to the district thermal distribution/collection system for heating, cooling, and 
domestic hot water system. Other shortcomings of the current NZEB or nZEB (nearly-zero Energy 
Building) definitions, which may be inferred from Kılkış Ş. [7, 8, 9] are: 
 

 Thermal energy exchange definitions must distinguish different forms of heat with different 
exergy levels like steam, hot water, service water, cold water etc. 

 Quality of energy exchange needs to be embedded in the nZEB definition.  

 The quality of energy exchanged in calculating the harmful emissions must be taken into 
account by a new definition. 
 

More importantly, the temperatures of the heat received from and supplied to a district system must 
be taken into account in determining the supply and demand exergy balance as shown in Figure 1. For 
example, an exergy exchange deficit occurs in the grid-connected building if the building delivers 30oC 
water from its solar system to the district but receives 40oC water from the district in the same amount 
over a given period of time. A similar deficit occurs for cooling, because exchange temperatures of the 
chilled water supply and return between the district and the building are different.  
 
A net-zero energy building exchanges both electrical and thermal power with a district energy system. 
On an annual basis, the building receives 10,000 kW-h of AC electrical energy with an average power 
rms of 5% and provides 10,000 kW-h AC electrical energy with an average rms of 10%. In the same 
time period, the building receives 15000 kW-h of heat in the form of hot water annually from the 
district at an average supply temperature of 353 K (80oC) and provides thermal energy to the district 
in the form of hot water annually 15000 kW-h at an average temperature of 343 K (70oC).   
 

 
 

Figure 1. A Net-Zero Energy Building is not a Necessarily a Net-Zero Exergy Building [3]. 
 
From the ideal Carnot Cycle, the thermal exergies exchanged by the building with the grid are: 
 
Exsup = (1-283/353)·15000 = 2974,5 kW-h. Exret = (1-283/343)·15000 = 2623,9 kW-h. 
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Also in this example, the qualities of the exchanged electrical energy are different. Evidently, this 
building is not a net-zero-exergy building, because the supplied and returned thermal exergies are not 
equal. In terms of exergy exchanges, the conventional district energy system should be equipped with 
exergy meters in order to establish a fair distribution of charges to the subscribers related to their 
consumption and return of district services for heating, cooling, and domestic hot water systems, by 
charging for the quality of heat rather than the quantity of heat. Therefore, the unit exergy of each 1 
kW-h of the supply heat, εsup according to the ideal Carnot Cycle must be considered. Equation 1-a may 
also be used for destroyed exergy, εdes, demand exergy, εdem, and εret. In principle, equations 1-a,1-b, 
1-c, 2-a, 2-b, and 2-c establish the energy, environment, and economy nexus, respectively. 
 

                                                       {Unit Exergy}               (1-a) 

 

                                                                {Energy and Exergy}        (1-b) 

 

                                                                        {Rationality of Exergy Use}                  (1-c) 

 
Here, ψR is the new metric for the exergy utilization rationale, namely the Rational Exergy 
Management Efficiency [7].  
 
In a hydrogen economy district, for any connected building, the annual average of ψR must be greater 
than 0.70. Equation 2-a defines the compound CO2 emissions, including the avoidable emissions due 
to exergy destruction. 
 
     
                              {Environment}            (2-a) 
 
 
Equation 2-a, which is derived from the Rational Exergy Management Model (REMM), establishes the 
environment metric of the nexus. The following expression, namely EDR is the Ratio of Emissions 
Difference, which must be close to one. 
 
                                                           EDR = 1 – [CO2/CO2 base]                        (2-b) 
 
The CO2base term is the standardized emission rate calculated with practical defaults for 0.5 kW-h 
thermal and 0.5 kW-h electrical load per hour (C =1). See Equation 2-c, where CO2base is 0.63 kg CO2/kW-
h, which is derived from Eq. 2-a.   
  
     
                                  (2-c) 
                       
 
 
Example 2. The second example is a ground-source heat pump (GSHP) driven by grid electricity [10, 
11]. Figure 2 shows the energy and exergy flow. According to a recent study of the Authors, the First-
Law of thermodynamics is not sufficient to evaluate such hybrid systems [11]. For example, the electric 
power input to GSHP is utilized to supply heat with a given First-Law COP at given operating conditions. 
But the input side and the supply side has different exergy levels. The First-Law of Thermodynamics 
cannot distinguish this difference. From an exergy point of view, the COP of the GSHP needs to be at 
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least equal to 7.28, by considering the ideal Carnot Cycle (Temperature Factor) of the heat supplied by 
the GSHP at 55oC, and taking the unit exergy of electric power to be unity: 
 
 
                                                    
                                                                             =7.28 
 

 
    

 
Figure 2. Exergy input and output for GSHP. 

 
This value is the minimum value for a heat pump, which operates by using grid electricity, in order to 
become even with the electrical exergy input with the exergy of thermal output that may be supplied 
at 55oC. This example clearly shows that a single heat pump, which is not integrated with other 
systems, is not exergetically feasible with the technology of today [11]. 283 K is the environment 
reference temperature (in this case the ground temperature is taken as 10oC). New developments, 
however, are promising: A company has recently developed a water-source heat pump with heat 
recovery, which boasts a heating COP of 8.15 and a cooling EER of 5.02 [12]. With further technological 
advances, heat pumps may better compete in hybridized applications, like the ones shown in Figures 
11 and 12. In this model, the performance of the heat pump or the system entirety is expressed in 
terms of COPEX: 
 

                                                            (3-a) 

For electricity, εin may be taken unity. If for example, the source temperature, Tin is 288 K, COPEX is only 
0.137 times the COP. 

One may find the optimum Tout for a given Tin value in terms of the a, b characteristics of a particular 
heat pump, which define the variation of the COP of that heat pump with Tout in a linearized format: 

                                                                  Rout TTbaCOP          (3-b) 

Combining Equations 3-a and 3-b and taking a derivative of the product, and then equating it to zero 
gives the optimum Tout value: 
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Figure 3. Sample variation of COP and COPEX.  

a = 5, b = 0.04 K-1, Tin = 288 K, Tref = 283 K 

According to the optimum value of Tout, which is equal to 342 K (69oC) in this example, the demand 
side, like the space heating system may be accordingly selected if possible. In this case, a fan-coil 
system coupled to the heat pump would achieve maximum COPEX. If another heat pump would have 
different a and b values, such as 4 and 0.006 K-1, then Topt would be 320 K (47oC). In this case, a radiant 
panel system would be more suitable. Otherwise the fan-coil unit should be oversized from its design 
size in order to compensate for the decrease in heating capacity for the lower than-design supply 
temperature [11].  

These examples show the strong correlation between the heat pump characteristics and the demand 
side temperatures affecting the exergy-based COP. 

Further stating, these examples are strong evidences about the potential benefits of the Second-Law, 
which otherwise would not be possible with the First-Law approach alone. In fact, the above 
calculations and results are one of the tools that may be used in furthering the decarbonization efforts 
using electricity in heating. 

Equation 4 gives the primary exergy ratio starting from a conventional power plant running on fossil 
fuels. This ratio replaces the traditional PER (Primary Energy Ratio) definition.  
 

         EXI COPPEXR                                            (4) 
{Quality flow of energy from the primary resource} 

 

 
NEW DEFINITIONS 

 
The following definitions were developed [4, 5, 6, 13, 14]. So far in the literature, exergy is mentioned 
and used only at a scale of a building, which defines only a low-exergy building [15, 16].  
 
NZCB: Net-zero carbon building is a building, which on an annual basis has an EDR of 1. 
 
nZCB:  Near-zero carbon building is a building, which on an annual basis has an EDR equal or greater 
than 0,80, but less than 1. 
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NZEXB: Net-zero Exergy Building is a building, which on an annual basis, supplies the same total exergy 
of heat and power to the local district energy system of the total exergy of heat and power received 
from the district energy system. Exergy of power and different thermal energies like heat or cold or at 
different temperatures are calculated separately on the ideal Carnot Cycle and then summed. 
 
nZEXB: Nearly- zero Exergy Building is an individual building or compound connected to the district, 
which on an annual basis provides at least 80 % of the total exergy of heat and power to the district as 
the total exergy of heat and power received from the district.  
 
NZEXDd: Net-zero Exergy District is a district, which has its own (local) centralized and/or distributed 
energy (Sub-stations) system in the same district, which on an annual basis, supplies the same total 
exergy of heat and power to the local district energy system as the total exergy of heat and power 
received from them. This is generally known to be 4th Generation District Energy System or beyond 
(>4DE). Figure 4 shows the physical relation between NZEXD and NZEXP. 
 
LoWEXB: Low-Exergy Building is a building, which can satisfy its heating loads with low exergy sources 
at about 40oC and sensible cooling loads at about 15oC to 18oC. 
 
NPEXB: Net-positive Exergy Building is a building, which on an annual basis, supplies a surplus of total 
exergy of heat and power to the local district energy system to the total exergy of heat and power 
received from the district energy system.  
 
MtoEX: Another major universal flaw and energy platforms is the use of Mtoe (Megaton of oil 
equivalent), which is a First-Law definition for a given quantity of energy. Crude oil has a standardized 
adiabatic flame temperature, about 2373 K and its unit exergy, εsup is 0.881 W/W in terms of the ideal 
Carnot cycle. Its exergy, EX is 10.25 MW-h for an energy amount, Q of 11.63 MW-h for one tonne of 
crude oil. Now consider 11.63 MW-h of hot water supplied by solar energy at 50oC (εsup = 0.124 W/W). 
According to the widely-used Mtoe definition, this amount is exactly 1 Mtoe. In contrary to this 
misleading equivalency, 11.63 MW-h of water at 50oC has only 1.44 MW-h exergy (0.124 W/W x 11.63 
MW-h), which is equivalent to only 0.14 tonne of oil (1.44/10.25). Evidently, the exergy levels of solar 
heat and crude oil do not match at all.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
         
 
 
 
 

Figure 4. NZEXD and NZEXB. 
 
 
 

_________________________________________ 
d H. Bloem, A. Kona, I. Maschio, G. Martirano, M. Borzacchiello, P. Cipriano, R. Boguslawski, F. Pignatelli, Spatial data for 
modelling building stock energy needs, Proceedings of the JRC Workshop, Publications Office of the European Union, 2016. 
Targets of “Net-Zero Exergy District”, producing as much energy at the same grade and quality as consumed on an annual 
bases. 
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DECARBONIZATION WITH THE SECOND-LAW 
 
Without an exergy consideration, the important factor of avoidable CO2 emissions due to exergy 
destruction may not be identified and controlled. In fact, exergy destructions are major reasons of CO2 
emissions of equal or higher magnitude due to energy inefficiencies. The previous Equation 2-a 
explains this argument [3]: 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Six Major Parameters that affect the global efficiency in Cities [4]. 
 

Figure 5 identifies five major parameters for improving the overall efficiency and CO2 emissions, 
defined by the Efficiency Index, VE. These are namely [4, 5]: 
 

1. Type of fuel or renewable energy source 
2. Equipment and plant efficiency (First-Law) 
3. Rationality Ratio, defined by ψR. 
4. Heat loads 
5. Plant and grid power transmission efficient, transformer losses etc. 
6. Power loads. 

 
With a trend of transitioning from coal to gas, the use of renewables, biogas, biofuel add-ons, and 
other technologies are already improving the first parameter. The second parameter, namely the 
equipment efficiency, is also improving. For example, combined heat and power (CHP), condensing 
boilers etc. are approaching to the theoretical limits. Therefore, there is not much room for 
improvement. For example, a condensing boiler with a rated First-Law efficiency of 0.95 has only 5 
percent points for improvement. Even if it is practically possible to increase the efficiency a little more, 
the law of diminishing returns makes it unfeasible. Parameters 4, 5, and are also on the right track, 
with smart grids, DC underground lines (except their transformer issues are yet to be solved), and 
energy saving measures about both thermal and electric loads. Yet, the third parameter, namely ψR 
remains unresolved, even though it has a large room for improvement. Therefore, this parameter is 
very important, because the current average value for cities at large is less than 0.3, which is shown in 
Figure 6 [4]. This is due to the imbalance between the supply and demand exergy, which generate 
excess exergy destruction, which may be tracked to avoidable CO2 emissions. For example, if a `high-
efficiency` condensing boiler is used only for space heating, its ψR value is less than 0.10. Revisiting 
Equation 2-a, Figure 6 has strong implications on CO2 emissions in cities.  
 
With existing technology, but simply changing the mind set from the First-Law to the Second-Law, this 
value may improve up to 80% and even more simply by re-thinking about exergy and considering 
innovative combinations of equipment in a circular economy approach. For example, the most polluted 
ten cities of Europe may be improved by increasing VE by increasing ψR. 
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Figure 6. Improvement of Efficiency Index, VE with the Rationality Ratio, ψR [4]. 
 
 
By referring to the Rational Exergy Management Method (REMM) [11, 28], it is possible to quantify the 
exergetic advantages that may also be directly translated to avoidable CO2 emission calculations. In this 
context, one may also compare direct geothermal heating versus geothermal ORC power generation. 
Figures 8 and 9 show the so-called Exergy Flow Bars, respectively [29]. They are about a geothermal 
energy utilization alternatives in a sustainable city. The first alternative is direct use of the thermal exergy 
in the buildings. The second alternative is to generate power in an ORC turbine. In Figure 8, which relates 
to the first alternative, exergy destruction (εdes) takes place both in upstream and downstream of the 
energy resource usage. Because exergy is also destroyed upstream, based on ideal Carnot Cycle, the 
following equation is used to calculate the REMM Efficiency, ψR [29]: 
 

                                                                           (6) 

 

Re-visiting Equation 5, an increase in the rationality term, namely ψR, not only improves the (2-Rationality 
ratio, ψR) term, but because at the same time exergy destructions are reduced   thermal and electrical 
power loads also decrease. Thus, a triple effect is obtained in decarbonization efforts. 
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Figure 7. The Need for an Integrated Approach for Cleaner Cities and the Opportunity  
of Increasing VE [4]. 

 
Here, εdem represents the demand exergy of the district heating system between 60oC and 40oC for Low-
Exergy buildings connected to the system. Another feature of REMM is the ability of identifying the 
exergetic effect of the final application. The final application in this case is comfort heating say for example 
at 20oC indoor air temperature in buildings. Then the εdem term is replaced by (1-283/293). In this case, ψR 
reduces to 0.172. Figure 14 shows the Exergy Flow Bar for the ORC case for power generation. The un-
utilized thermal output of the ORC is taken to be at about 60oC (333 K). Because practically no exergy 
destruction takes place upstream, the following equation is used in this case [29]: 

 

 
         Figure 8. Direct Geothermal District Heating                  Figure 9. Geothermal Power with ORC. 
 

VE 
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                                                                       (7) 

Here, 353 K is the resource temperature, Tf. In this case, it is the geothermal fluid temperature at the well 
head. If any fuel like biogas or natural gas is used, then this temperature is equal to the Adiabatic Flame 
Temperature, AFT. If solar, wind, and any other renewable energy resources that do not have a direct Tf 
value, a Carno-Cycle equivalent Tf value is defined.  

 
 

REMM shows that direct geothermal heating is more exergy-rational than just ORC power generation. It 
is not possible to arrive to this conclusion simply by the First-Law of Thermodynamics. This conclusion 
may further amplify the use of a composite index that combines the quantity and quality features of the 
systems is used. A composite index was developed, namely Composite Rationality Index, CR: 
 

                                                                        or,                    (8-a) 

                   .                    (8-b) 

 
After comparing this result with geothermal district heating only case with CR = 0.19, the CO2 reduction 
potential ratio R from the carbon stock may also be compared according to REMM [13]: 
 

                                             
          (9) 

 
This calculation reveals a double advantage of potential CO2 reduction from the carbon stock in the built 
environment. The major parameter in this achievement is due to the high CR value obtained in circular 
geotherm model. The same comparison with power-only ORC case with CR = 0.09 shows that Geotherm 
Model has about 2.15 times higher potential. 
 
 
Partial REMM Efficiencies, ψRi-j between any node i and j, may be calculated by using Equation 6, or 
Equation 7, depending upon the location of the major exergy destruction, either upstream or downstream 
of the major application. 
 
Then, the Exergy-Flow Averaged (overall) REMM Efficiency is found to be [28]: 
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Here, Exi-j is the exergy flow between nodes i and j, which is the energy flow between nodes i and j times 
the temperature factor (1-Tref/Tout), divided by the First-law efficiency between nodes i and j. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Above review of the theory in the Report reveals that the Second-Law provides further insight and 
ability to further decarbonize EU and the globe in a more realistic and effective way, beyond the point 
where the First-Law stops. 
The key parameter, namely the ψR is a derivation from the Carnot Cycle in terms of supply and demand 
exergies. Thus, a simple transformation of all EU directives is possible by applying the factor ψR. 
Based on this simple approach, transfer functions and sample applications are given below and 
summarized in Table 1.  Tref is the average environment temperature, which may be taken to be the 
average global temperature of about 14oC (290K). https://www.universetoday.com/55043/earths-
temperature/ 
 
For cold processes where the temperatures are below Tref, the term (Tref/Ts) in all equations are inversed. 
 
 
Exergy-Based COP 
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So, COPEX is a simple multiplication of ψR and existing definition of the COP term. A simple rule like this 
follows for all other terms: 
 
Exergy-Based PER (Inverse of PEF) 
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                                                                                 {From plant source to point of use} 
 
or, 
 

EXITH COPPEXR      (12-c) 
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Exergy-Based PEF 
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Because the exergy of electric power and thermal power at different temperatures and enthalpy have a 
great difference, PEF and PEFX need to be broken down to thermal and electric power separately.  
 
  
Exergy-Based PES (For co-generation) 
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Today, the industry and building sector average value for ψRref  is 0.2. So the multiplicator in the second 
term in the denominator simply becomes (1.8/[2- ψR]). 
 
Exergy-Based Mtoe 
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      (15) 

 
Here, ψR is indexed to the unit exergy of crude oil, εF, namely 0.881 W/W. 
 
Table 1. Sample Transfer Functions for Certain Key Factors in Adapting EU Directives. 
 

EU Term (Sample) First-Law 
Definition 

Second Law 
Definition 

Comments 

Coefficient of Performance COP COPEX Multiply COP by ψR. 

Primary Energy Ratio PER PEXR (Inverse of PEF) Multiply PER by ψR. 

Primary Energy Factor PEF PEFX Divide PEF by ψR. Apply to electrical and 
thermal power separately. 

Primary Energy Savings 
Ratio  

PES PESEX For cogeneration applications. Use Eq. 
14-b. 

Tonne of oil equivalent Mtoe MTEX Multiply Mtoe by  ψRF. 
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From the exergy point of view, it has been shown above in terms of PEXR that once the electrical power 
is generated- even from solar or wind- it must stay as electrical power instead of converting it to thermal 
power unless the average COP value of heat pumps in heating reach beyond a value of 8. This also shows 
that one needs a common base by converting exergy to cost or vice versa. In this respect, the cost of 
exergy destruction per unit supply exergy may be embedded into cost equations, like life cycle cost 
analysis optimizations.  
 
                               (16) 
 
 

 
Here, c is the unit cost in Euros. 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

The executive report presented in this document shows the need to transform to the Second-Law of 
Thermodynamics, if EU wishes sincerely to pursue decarbonization further with all fairness to all stake-
holders. Such a move will also become a role model for all other countries of the World. In quantified 
terms, the task is not of a paramount magnitude. Instead, Table 1 shows that a single key term, namely 
ψR shall transform all directives and rules in a simple fashion with a new mind-set and perspective towards 
the exploitation, generation, transformation, and utilization of our limited energy resources for a truly 
sustainable future that we all envision. 
 
The second-Law transformation does not need rocket-science, like many think. It is a simple change of the 
mind-set: 
 
  We should use; 

 The right quality of energy, 

 At the right application, 

 At the right order of utilization, 

 At the right time and, 

 At the right location. 
 
So, what EU needs is a strong willingness, motivation, mobilization of the stake-holders and mind-set to 
accomplish such a monumental task with minimal effort with minimal transformation, simply by using few 
key parameters. 
 
Finally, a Task Force within the body of EU must be established for a transition towards the Second-Law 
with the mobilization of experienced scientists and engineers on an international scale. 
 
 

 
NOMENCLATURE 

 
a, b  Heat pump COP versus heat output temperature function constants 
C  Power to heat ratio of CHP, dimensionless 
c  Emissions ratio (Factor), gCO2/kW-h 
CF  Carnot (Temperature) Factor 
CO2  Carbon dioxide emission, kg CO2 
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COP  Coefficient of Performance 
COPEX  Exergy-Based Coefficient of Performance 
CR  Composite Rationality Index 
E  Electrical energy (load), kW-h 
EDR  Ratio of carbon CO2 emissions difference to the base emission, dimensionless 
Ex  Exergy, kW or kW-h 
I  Net solar insulation perpendicular to the collector surface 
PER  Primary energy ratio 
PEXR  Exergy-based primary energy ratio 
Q, QH  Thermal energy (load), kW-h 
R  CO2 Reduction Potential Ratio 
T  Temperature, K 
VE  Efficiency index 
Greek Symbols 
ηEX  Second-law efficiency, dimensionless 
ηT  Power transmission and distribution efficiency (Eq. 2-a) 
ψR  Rational exergy management efficiency, dimensionless 
ε  Unit exergy, kW/kW 
ψR  Rational Exergy Management Efficiency 
ηI  First-Law Efficiency 
ηII  Second-Law Efficiency 
Subscripts 

base  Base 

dem  Demand 

des  Destroyed 

E  Electric 
f  Resource temperature, or Adiabatic Flame Temperature (Real or virtual), K 

H  Thermal (Heat) 
i,j  Node indexes for partial REMM efficiencies between two nodal connections 

in, out  Inlet and outlet connections of a hydronic circuit 

l, m  Local power plant, distant power plant, respectively 

min, max  Minimum, maximum 

opt  Optimum 

R  Reservoir 

ref  Reference 

ret  Return 

s  solar 

sup  Supply 

ref  Reference 

sup  Supply 

T  Power transmission 

w  Wind 

X, EX  Exergy, exergetic 
Abbreviations 
CR  Composite rationality Index 
DHC  District heating and cooling 
DHW  Domestic hot water 
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DC  Direct Current 
4DE  Fourth-Generation district energy system 
GSHP  Ground-source Heat Pump 
LowEX  Low-exergy 
Mtoe  Megaton of oil equivalent (According to First Law) 
MtoEX  Megaton of oil equivalent exergy (According to Second Law) 
PV  Photo-voltaic 
PVT  Photo-voltaic-thermal 
REMM  Rational Exergy Management Model 
rms  Root-mean square 
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APPENDIX 
 

In this section, three related recent papers are reproduced in order to further exemplify and shed more 
insight about the use and benefits of the Second-Law in EU. 

 
 



 

Optimum hybridization of wind turbines, heat pumps, and 
thermal energy storage systems for nearly zero-exergy buildings 

(NZEXB) using rational exergy management model 
 

Birol Kılkışa, Şiir Kılkışb, Şan Kılkışc,* 

aBaşkent University, Energy Engineering Graduate Program, Eskişehir Yolu 20 km Bağlıca 06810, Ankara, Turkey 
bTÜBİTAK, Atatürk Bulvarı 221, Kavaklıdere 06100 Ankara, Turkey 

cTU Delft, Aerospace Engineering, Kluyverweg 1, Delft 2629 HS, the Netherlands  

Abstract 

The definition Nearly-Zero Exergy Building (nZEXB) is a new concept regarding 4DE (Fourth-Generation 
District Energy) systems. It recognizes different energy exchanges between the district and the building at 
different exergy levels. In nZEXB systems, a multitude of sustainable systems and renewable energy resources 
are mobilized. Their optimum bundling in design and load allocation is a complex problem and must be based 
on a robust platform of a common objective, which in this case is the minimization of exergy destruction that 
eventually leads to additional CO2 emissions. An optimization model was developed for a ground-source heat 
pump with thermal energy storage coupled to a wind turbine. Coefficient of performance (COP) and Primary 
Energy Ratio (PER) were redefined in terms of exergy to serve the objective function of minimizing exergy 
destructions. In developing the optimization model, the Rational Exergy Management Model (REMM) was 
employed, which aims to increase the balance among the supply and demand exergies and helps to establish a 
circular exergy flow. The impact of several design variables like the type of terminal units, the size and 
efficiency of the wind turbine, reservoir temperature, and the split of the turbine electricity between the heat 
pump and the building were investigated. It has been concluded that heat pumps play a major role in achieving 
nZEXB status provided that an optimum bundling with other sustainable systems and equipment is achieved.  
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                   LowEx building ; primary exergy ratio ; exergy coefficient of performance 

Nomenclature 

Symbol Description Symbol Description 
a Heat pump constant (Eq.2) d, des Demand, design, destroyed 
C Cost E, EX, x Exergy 

COP Coefficient of performance f Primary Energy Source (Fuel) 
c, d Coefficients (Eq. 3, Eq. 10, Eq. 5) HP Heat pump 
E Electrical power, W o Environment 
Ex Exergy, W r Reservoir, return 
h Overall heat transfer coefficient, W/Kz  ref Reference 
m Exponent in Eq. 5 TH, H Thermal, heat 
n Exponent in Eq. 3 p Pump 

OF Oversizing factor s Supply 
OT Operative temperature, K z Temperature power for overall heat 

transfer coefficient, h 
PER Primary energy ratio Acronyms  

PEXR Primary exergy ratio AC, DC Alternating, direct current 
Q Thermal power, W CHP Combined heat and power 
T Temperature, K GSHP Ground-source heat pump 
X Electrical power split to the building 

and heat pump 
HVAC Heating, ventilating, air-conditioning 

y, z Coefficients in Eq. 16 and Eq. 12 LowEX Low-exergy 
η, ηI First-law efficiency nZEXB Nearly-zero exergy building 
ΔP Unit pressure drop due to oversizing nZEB Nearly-zero energy building 
ΨR REMM efficiency PV Photo-voltaic 
ε Unit exergy, W/W or kW/kW REMM Rational Exergy Management Model 

Subscripts  TES Thermal energy storage 

a Comfort air WT Wind turbine 

 

1. Introduction 
Heat pumps are becoming particularly important for the net (or nearly) zero energy buildings. The main claim 
is their high Coefficient of Performance (COP) according to the First-Law of Thermodynamics but the Primary 
Energy Ratio must be factored in for a better understanding of their performance: 
 
PER= ηITH · COP  {Quantity flow of energy from the primary resource}                    (1) 

This equation shows how much primary energy in terms of quantity is used for unit heat provided/extracted by 
a heat pump with a given COP, where ηITH is the overall thermal efficiency covering the entire energy flow 
process starting from the fuel input to the thermal power plant and ending up to the point of use at the heat 
pump, including transmission and distribution losses. Eq. 1 is also useful in predicting the primary CO2 
emissions that is the responsibility of the heat pump. However, as will be shown later, there are other avoidable 
CO2 emissions responsibility of the heat pump due to exergy destructions and mismatches in supply and 
demand exergies. The most recent EU28 average for ηITH is about 0.43 [1] minus 0.081 for transmission and 
distribution losses of the power output at the plant (2013 World average) [2]. In many other countries, this 
figure is less than 0.3. Therefore, ηITH at best is 0.4. If for example, seasonal average of a space heating ground-
source heat pump COPH is 3, then this heat pump hardly beats a condensing natural-gas boiler with an average 
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efficiency of 0.90, because PER of the heat pump in this case is only 1.2.  

                                                        
Fig. 1. Embedding boundaries of a heat pump and emission points [5] 

 
PER further decreases if a building demands higher heating fluid temperatures. Therefore, the trend is to use 
LowEx (Low-Exergy) buildings [3], with moderate demands for comfort heating and cooling temperatures. A 
logical approach is to eliminate distribution losses by generating mechanical power on site and drive the heat 
pump directly, and better to mention is, to use on-site cogeneration systems [4]. These points remind that in 
evaluation of the performance of a heat pump may not be considered isolated from the source and the demand 
points. Figure 1 shows the proper boundary selection of a heat pump operation (dotted lines) [5]. Fig. 1 shows 
that a heat pump is functionally embedded between the thermal source (in heating mode)/sink (in cooling 
mode) and the application point like a nearly-zero energy building (nZEB) or nearly-zero exergy building 
(nZEXB). In order to normalize the heat supply and demand rates plus storing energy in order to time shift 
energy obtained from interrupted renewable energy resources and systems like wind turbines and PV systems, 
an energy storage system is essential between the building and the heat pump. Furthermore, the same heat 
pump is linked to the power plant using primary energy resources and linked by the power transmission and 
distribution lines. The entire system has CO2 and other harmful emission responsibilities not only due to energy 
inefficiencies but also the exergy destructions at several points. CO2 emissions are greatly reduced in LowEx 
buildings with high COP heat pumps and radiant panel systems [6]. This is especially true if an optimum 
operating temperature Ts is calculated [7]. In this token, radiant panel systems are exergetically the best couple 
to heat pumps in net zero energy buildings [8]. COP of a heat pump in heating is directly related to the supply 
temperature of the heat pump. In an approximated form over a relatively small range of 35oC≤ Ts≤ 70oC:

)( rs

H
TT

a
COP


                                  (2) 

 
It is evident that for a given resource (reservoir) temperature Tr, like the ground temperature for a shallow 
geothermal system, COPH increases with decreasing Ts, so that space heating with low supply temperatures are 
becoming more and more important for sustainable and green buildings. On the other hand, the heat output of 
terminal equipment, Q decreases with a decrease in Ts: 
 

n
as TTcQ )(                           (3) 
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Here c and n are the characteristics of the specific equipment used. Ta is the indoor comfort temperature. To be 
more precise, Ta may be replaced by OT, namely the operative temperature, because most of the terminal 
equipment types, like panel heating and cooling systems transfer heat with both convection and radiation in 
different proportions depending upon the type of the equipment. Eq. 3 clearly shows that heating capacity of a 
given terminal equipment of any type with a power of n decreases if Ts decreases. This conflict, i.e. while trying 
to decrease Ts in order to increase the heat pump COPH, reduction of the heating capacity of the terminal 
equipment the building may be resolved simply by oversizing the equipment [7, 9]. If the terminal units are 
operated at a different temperature than their design value Ts, namely Tsd, then the oversizing factor, OF is: 
 

n

as

asd

TT

TT
OF 














)(

)(                         (4) 

 
Equipment oversizing may be done either by series extension or parallel addition of equipment [4]. In series 
oversizing, the hydronic circuit length becomes longer (i.e. the length of the tube coils in a panel heating or 
cooling system), thus the head loss becomes proportional to the OF. However, according to a specific pump 
curve, the flow rate decreases and therefore the average fluid flow across the tube length further decreases, 
which ends up in a further decrease of the heat output while the average fluid temperature decreases [9, 10], 
requiring a larger OF. This is especially important in long circuits and district heating systems [11]. Additional 
pressure losses due to singularities of oversizing makes the relationship between the pressure head increase ΔP 
and OF different than a linear one. In parallel oversizing, the flow rate, V increases proportionally with OF, 
thus the relationship between ΔP and OF becomes primarily a parabolic one or similar: 
 

mOFdP                          (5) 
 
Here, d and m depend upon the type of oversizing, the equipment used, and specific application of oversizing. 
Equations 3 and 4 show that terminal equipment with the power n close to one, like panel heating systems are 
preferable to other type of units like fan-coils with n about 1.4, because if n is high then the need for oversizing 
will be higher. An economical optimization methodology was developed for determining the most economical 
solution by oversizing the heat pump and/or oversizing the equipment [7]. A further parametric study for 
design optimization of nZEB buildings was carried out [10]. Yet economical and First Law analyses may not 
be sufficient to describe the actual performance of renewables and heat pumps and their true impact on the 
environment by applying the principles of the Second Law of Thermodynamics. Exergy analysis is becoming 
more critical and descriptive for systems operating at low temperatures and using low-enthalpy renewable 
energy resources with or without heat pumps. In order to accomplish such a task, an exergy-based methodology 
for design optimization and analysis have been developed in this study. So far in the literature, almost all 
performance analyses have been mostly based on the First Law of Thermodynamics. Especially with the advent 
of district energy systems, connected buildings are not only exchanging power but also several levels of 
heating, cooling, and domestic water exergy. Because these exergies may not match with the exergy supply of 
the district, an nZEB building may not be an nZEXB building [12]. An example follows in Fig. 2. A green 
building exchanges both electrical and thermal power with a district energy system. On an annual basis, the 
building receives 10,000 kW-h of AC electrical and provides 10,000 kW-h AC electrical energy with the same 
quality. At the same time, the building receives 15000 kW-h of heat in the form of hot water annually from the 
district at an average supply temperature of 353 K (80oC) and provides 15000 kW-h of thermal energy at an 
average temperature of 343 K (70oC) annually. Electrical and thermal power is generated in the premises of the 
green building (solar PV, solar collectors, wind turbine, heat pump, biogas-operated combined heat and power). 
According to the current practice, this building is an ideal net-zero energy building, because on an annual basis 
it receives and returns the same quantity of electrical and thermal energy. This conclusion is based on the First 
Law of Thermodynamics, without taking into account the exchange of the quality (Exergy) of heat. In fact, the 
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temperature of hot water received is higher than the hot water supplied to the grid. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Thermal and power relation between nZEB and district [12] 

 
The quality of heat supplied from the grid, namely the unit exergy of the 1 kW-h of the supply heat, εs 

according to the ideal Carnot Cycle must be considered: 
 

)h-kW 1(1 
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                               (6) 

 
Tref is the equilibrium environment reference temperature. In this example, it is taken to be 283 K (Average 
ground temperature at shallow ground loops of the heat pump). The green building receives annually15000 
kW-h. The total supplied exergy Exs is:  
 
Exs = (1-283/353) · 15000 = 2974,5 kW-h. 
 
Repeating the same calculation for the exergy of the annual heat supplied to the grid from the green building: 
 
Exr = (1-283/343) · 15000 = 2623,9 kW-h. 
 
Exr is less than Exs and the exergy balance is in deficit. These exergy-based results conclude that, although the 
building seems to be a net-zero energy building, it is not when both the first and second laws of 
thermodynamics are considered. This consideration is also very important for CO2 emission calculations. 
Therefore, besides the definition of LowEx building NZEXB and nZEXB, these definitions must follow: 
NZEXB: Net-zero Exergy Building is a building, which is connected to a district energy system and on an 
annual basis, supplies an equal amount of the sum of thermal exergy at different temperatures and power 
exergy to the district to the total amount that receives from the district .. 
nZEXB: Nearly- zero Exergy Building is a building, which satisfies 80% of the NZEXB target.  
LoWEXB: Low-Exergy Building is a building, which can satisfy all thermal loads between 40oC and 17oC. 
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Here, εs is the unit exergy of the heat supplied by the heat pump at a temperature of Ts. The heat pump demands 
electrical power at a rate of 1/COP per unit heat output power. This power is supplied by the primary fuel by an 
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overall efficiency of ηITH at an adiabatic flame temperature Tf. Defining COPEX in the following format, 
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EXITH COPPEXR    {Quality flow of energy from the primary resource}                  (9) 

 
PEXR deals with the quality flow of primary energy resource up to the demand point, while PER deals with the 
quantity flow. It is worth to mention that PEXR takes into account the type (exergy) of the fuel input in terms of 
its unit exergy, which enables a more comprehensive analysis, where PER is insensitive to the type or quality 
of fuel. Thus, the type of fuel, whether it is renewable or not is not distinguishable, leaving the analysis of the 
performance of a heat pump incomplete. For the same example given earlier in this paper (ηITH = 0.4, COPH = 
3, PER = 1.2), if Tf is 2000 K, Td is 333 K, and Tref is 283 K, then the corresponding PEXR from Eq. 7 is: 
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Fig. 3. Energy and exergy flow chain for a heat pump performance 

 
 
Comparison of this value with, PER, which is 1.2 shows that PER alone may be misleading for designers and 
energy planners. PER may only be useful to a certain extent in economic analyses, but not in environmental 
and technical issues. Yes, on one side this ground-source heat pump provides 20% points more heat output 
(utilizing reservoir heat) than the primary energy resource used, but on the other side, it more importantly uses 
a high-exergy fossil fuel with a unit exergy of about 0.86 W/W (εf) but produces only hot water (low-exergy) at 
333 K, corresponding to a unit exergy of 0.15 W/W (εs). This means that there exists a big exergy destruction in 
the process, which at the same time translates into additional emissions [13]. If this system needs to have a 
break-even value for PEXR= 1, then the required COP may be calculated. From the above arithmetic, this COP 
has to be 14.3. With the current technology, this is a hardly achievable value compared to practically maximum 
COP value of 6. Heat pumps need to be driven with on-site or close-to-site renewable energy resources and 
systems for better environmental performance. For example, if the fossil fuel is replaced with solar power 
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having εf = 0.49 W/W [4], then PEXR improves to 0.37.  Furthermore, if the heat demand temperature is 
reduced from 333 K to 313 K considering a LowEX building, the result becomes complicated due to the fact 
that, while the supply temperature is reduced, supply exergy is also reduced. This reduces PEXR, but at the 
same time the same reduction in the supply temperature increases the heat pump COP. For example, if the COP 
increases from 3 to 4.5, then PEXR becomes 0.35, hardly equals the previous value. One may conclude that the 
use of LowEX building technology may not be sufficient to improve the exergy performance of a heat pump 
system. A more effective solution is to use on-site renewable sources. For example, if ηITH increases from a grid 
power value of 0.4 to 0.7, then PEXR increases to 0.61. Therefore, we suggest the future priorities: 
 

1. Use local power 
2. Use renewable energy resources (wind, solar, etc.) for power production on-site 
3. Use high COP heat pumps 
4. Use LowEX buildings 
5. Try deep geothermal rather than shallow geothermal resources to increase Tr in ground-source heat 

pumps, while the additional costs are taken into account and a careful optimization is made. 
 

Literature survey 
 
Almost all research deal with the heat pump alone. Even heat pump systems with wind turbines or other 
renewable systems are treated separately from each other. Furthermore, most of the literature are based on the 
quantity of the primary fuel consumption and analyze the associated CO2 emissions accordingly. The results 
are only useful for economic evaluations like the pay-back period. Fig. 4 on the left-hand side shows such an 
approach, where the operating fluid temperature is optimized for a compromising situation for equipment 
versus heat pump oversizing in order to minimize the cost of installation and operation [14, 15]. According to 
this graph, the required heating capacity of the heat pump versus terminal unit outputs are in conflict and this 
conflict may be resolved at an optimum oversizing split at the optimum operating fluid temperature. The right-
hand side graph in Fig. 4 shows the reduction in the pay-back period of a specific example in terms of the 
power split (X) between the heat pump and the building (1-X) received from the on-site wind turbine [16]. 
According to this graph dedication of the entire power to the heat pump (X=1) seems to be economical. 
However, from the exergy point of view it has been shown above in terms of PEXR that once the electrical 
power is generated it must stay as power instead of converting it to thermal power. This shows that one needs a 
common base by converting exergy to cost or vice versa [4]: The cost of exergy destruction per unit supply 
exergy may be embedded into cost equations, like life cycle cost analysis optimizations [17].  
                       (10) 
 
 
Here, c is the unit cost in Euros. A recent approach is the GreenHP initiative, which aims at developing a new, 
highly efficient urban heating system based on retrofitting of buildings [18]. This is indeed a very promising 
initiative, because the energy performance of buildings in Europe are quite poor [19]. In this respect, Dietle [20] 
presented an optimization approach on a components to system synthesis, based on the first-law. Tsaros et al. 
[21] studied on exergy analysis of heat pumps. They gave a good account of heat pumps alone by considering 
exergy transports between the components, to the loads, and to the environment. Regarding exergy and energy 
analyses about wind energy-coupled heat pumps, Ching-Song J. et.al. analyzed direct wind turbine and solar 
collectors coupled heat pump with emphasis on the First-Law [22]. Performance of a rooftop wind solar hybrid 
heat pump in terms of the Second-Law was investigated for homes and was concluded that solar systems have 
low exergy efficiency and therefore wind energy must be prioritized. In this respect, Qin-Yi Li 
et al. [23] performed an exergetic analysis of a domestic-scale system combining a 5 kW wind turbine and an 
array of 11.4 m2 copper flat-plate solar collectors as well as two heat pumps, capable of producing space heating, 
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hot water, cooling and electricity [24]. They found that wind power can provide 7.6% of the yearly heat pump 
power demand to satisfy the thermal loads of a 198 m2 residential building in Beijing. The system can yearly 
reduce 31.3% carbon dioxide emission compared with conventional energy systems. Dincer and Rosen discussed 
wind turbine driven heat pumps giving fundamental equations regardless of analyzing their mutual energy and 
exergy relations [25]. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

                                                                             

                                                                                     

Fig. 4. Economy-based optimum fluid temperature and power split analysis 
 
 
Development of the REMM-based optimization model 
 
In this model, there is a wind turbine system (WT), which provides electric power to the ground-source heat 
pump (GSHP). It also provides electricity to the nZEXB. The power split is denoted by X, which is the ratio of 
the power dedicated to the GSHP at design conditions to the total power generation capacity of the wind 
turbine at design conditions. Excess power is stored in the form of heat produced by the GSHP in TES. The 
model is shown in Fig. 5, which is divided into three sections, namely the supply, storage, and demand. The 
demand side is the building with floor heating system and is going to be oversized by adding more parallel 
circuits. Inverter exergy destructions are eliminated by using DC power in the building and the entire system 
(lighting, appliances, pumps etc.). Assuming that the TES tank is properly insulated, two major exergy demand 
points are identified namely the circulation pumps, namely P1 and P2.  In the optimization process P3 is not 
included, because it is fixed at design conditions. Thus, the model reduces to optimize the operating fluid 
temperature, which affects COP, COPEX, equipment (floor panel) oversizing, and circulation exergy demands. 
In this model, the oversizing related exergy demands are identified by the following expressions derived for 
unit heating load in nZEXB: 
 
Pump P2: Based on Eq. 4 and Eq. 5, 
 
 
                       {Here E is exergy}                  (11) 
 
Here, Tsd and Ta are the design values for the equipment supply temperature and the indoor comfort air 
temperature, respectively. h and To are given values for a specific design and environment. 

Power split, X [16] 

Operating fluid temperature [14, 15]                                  
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TES: TES has a heat loss with an overall heat transfer coefficient of h, to its environment at a temperature To. 
 
 
                         (12) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5. nZEXB with GSHP and wind turbine 

 

Pump P1: This pump follows P2 and in thermal energy balance between the heat pump and nZEXB, EP1 is 
Equal to EP2, with the exception that it must take into account of ηTES. The reservoir pump P3 has a fixed 
operation (practically independent of Ts) so that it is not taken into account for the optimization process. 
 
EP1 = EP2 /ηTES                        (13) 
 
Heat Pump 
 
                         (14) 
 
 
Then the partial objective function becomes: 
 
ΣE = EP1 + EP2 + ETES + EHP   {minimize}                  (15) 
 
Here E is exergy. The performance of the wind turbine for unit power output depends on Ts in terms of REMM 
efficiency ΨRWT. This value may be added to Eq. 15 with a weighing factor, y for complete optimization. 
 
ΣE = EP1 + EP2 + ETES + EHP+ y/ΨRWT  {minimize}                  (16) 
 
 
     [4]                      (17)
                                                    
 
For a given design, Eq. 15 is a function of the single variable Ts, so that Eq. 18 gives the optimum Ts.  
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dE/dTs = 0,                                      (18) 
Case study 
A specific design example similar to the arrangement given in Fig. 5 has been optimized. The design inputs and 
other equipment parameters are: n = 1.3, d =1, ηP2 = 0.9, ηTES = 0.85, ηHVAC = 0.9, h = 20, a = 2, z = 1.1, Ta = To 
= 293 K, Tsd = 333 K, Tref = 283 K, ηWT = 0.40, y = 5, Tr = 288 K. Using these values in Equations 16 and 17 
with a simple search yields the optimum Ts. Results are given in the next section. 
 
Sample Results 
 
A parametric study for a limited number of variables were carried out. It is possible to analyze the impact of all 
other variables of the model. Here, the impact of Ts on ΣE is analyzed first, which reveals the optimum Ts value. 
From Fig. 6, the optimum value of Ts is found to be 308 K (35oC) for an equipment with n = 1.3. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

               

 

 

Fig. 6. Variation of the total exergy demand with Ts due to oversizing for the case study, n = 1.3 

 

By varying the equipment exponent (n) between 1 and 1.4, the optimum temperature change has also been 
determined and shown in Fig. 7. Here, the minimum Ts is achieved for an equipment with n = 1, which 
approximately corresponds to a radiant floor panel in heating. The variation of PEXR, which is the most 
important parameter in this model is maximum for n = 1 and Ts = 305 K, which is shown in Fig. 8. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. Variation of the optimum temperature with equipment (n).                         Fig. 8. Variation of PEXR with Ts 

 
Discussion of results and conclusions 
 
This study has presented a new model in order to provide a tool for optimizing the operating fluid temperature 
of a GSHP coupled to a wind turbine, which collectively serve an nZEXB building. In this model the energy 
and exergy interactions among the supply, storage, and demand are fully recognized and expressed in the 
objective function, all reduced to the operating temperature. Such a model, which encompasses thermal energy 
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storage (TES) also enables to optimize the energy storage for wind energy in the form of heat, both in TES 
(daily or weekly) and in the ground (in cooling: seasonal storage).  Yet it is debatable to whether converting 
electrical energy into heat just for comfort purposes is rational or not. From an exergy point of view, it is not 
quite rational. Instead, electricity must be used in more value adding applications in the built environment, 
especially in district energy systems, rather than space heating, which can be accomplished by waste heat or 
solar heat in the district. Even PVT systems may be mobilized, which add on power generation capacity over 
the wind turbine supply. The use of solar power generation system in general and wind generation system 
together assures a more daily sustained power supply, because there is about six hours of time difference 
between peak solar and peak wind periods. This study demonstrated that the new PEXR and COPEX definitions, 
which bring a new performance metrication scheme, supplementing the First Law is instrumental in optimally 
hybridizing the renewable energy bundles and sustainable systems. If the absolute purpose is to use wind 
energy both for appliances, lighting etc. in nZEXB and also to heat and cool the building in a remote area (off 
the grid in particular) an optimum power usage split may be the first step to make the wind energy use in space 
comfort purposes more acceptable, provided that the operating fluid temperature is optimized. The case study 
presented herein shows that the terminal units for space heating must have their n values close to one (panel 
heating). Fig. 7. demonstrates this rule: if n increases above one, Ts increases, which reduces PEXR (Fig. 8). 
Other important design parameters are the pump efficiency, TES insulation, TES efficiency, COP of the heat 
pump, and the efficiency of the wind turbine. More these values are improved, then at an optimum split of wind 
power (X), GSHP use for comfort purposes in an nZEXB building may become reasonable and admissible. 
These arguments also apply for other renewable systems like cogeneration units running on biogas, absorption 
systems, and ORC [25]. the model developed in this study lets the designer to optimize any design variable to 
any sort of objective function selected. 
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a b s t r a c t

For the feasible and continuous utilization of intermittent wind and solar energy sources for

electricity generation in district energy systems in hot-climates, where cooling loads are

dominant, ice storagemaybe anoption. In this study, the rationality of the ice storage system

for wind energy was investigated using the Rational Exergy Management Model, REMM for

twooptionsandcomparedwithabase scenario,whichcomprisesawind turbinesystem, grid

connection, conventional chillers, and the district cooling system. The main objective is to

minimize exergy destructions and thus to improve the exergy performance. The first ice

storage option is composed of wind turbines, deep chillers for ice making, ice storage tanks,

and the district cooling system. The second option is similar to the first option but it also

includes a ground-source heat pump upstream the deep chiller. These options were also

comparedagainst amini-hydrogeneconomy (District size) alternative,whichencompassesa

hydrogen-water cycle with excess renewable energy-powered PEM electrolysis unit,

hydrogen tank, fuel cell, absorption chiller, gas compression chiller, and the district cooling

system. These two options and the hydrogen-water cycle alternative were compared in

terms of their REMM efficiency, First and Second-law efficiencies, and the primary energy

ratio. A new Sustainability Performance Index, namely SPIwas also defined. SPI is the product of

the REMMefficiency, First-LawEfficiency, and the load coincidence factor,CF ofwind energy.

In order to establish a realistic application background for the comparisons, first a nearly-

net-zero exergy farmland (nZEXF) utilizing biogas, cogeneration, solar photovoltaics, heat,

absorption cycle, ground-source heat pump, Organic Rankine Cycle, and wind turbines was

introduced as a model. The primary objective of this study is to determine the best option

with the least avoidable CO2 emissions responsibility of the systems considered in terms of

the REMMefficiency in thermal or hydrogen storage systems. Results have been compared in

terms of SPI with the base scenario and it has been concluded that the second option

(SPI ¼ 0.88) is better than the first option (SPI ¼ 0.38). However, hydrogen storage is an even

better alternative with an SPI value of 1.06. These figures according to REMM with the coin-

cidence factor being considered, mean that the avoidable CO2 emissions may be reduced by

up to 54% compared to the base case. Hydrogen cycle optionmay also be usedwith the same

effectiveness in district heating, while ice storage options are limited to district cooling only.

This paper provides the relevant theory, shows the fundamental calculations about the

option rankings based on a unit cooling load, makes recommendations for future district

energy systems, and refers to a conceptual hydrogen economy driven city.
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Introduction
In the US, all building operations consume about half of the

total electricity generation, namely 47.6% [1]. The world-wide

figure of this consumption is about 54.3% [2,3]. Much of this

consumption is due to cooling, especially in warm and hot

climates for air conditioning. Commercial cooling operations

like in a dairy factory in a farm adds more to these figures. For

applicationswhere cooling is the dominant load, ice storage of

wind turbine-generated electrical energy may be a techno

economically feasible option. Without any type of energy

storage, cooling systems are designed and built to satisfy peak

loads. This adds redundancy of the installed cooling system at

off-peak periods. This redundancy reduces the cold genera-

tion efficiency, and this feature coupled with the intermit-

tency of the solar and wind energies make it very critical to

use properly designed and optimally sized energy storage

systems. In this respect, ice storage systems in cooling are

quite common; they simplymake ice with excess power, store

the corresponding electrical energy in the form of ice, and

then at peak cooling periods use the ice for cooling [4e6]. This

method brings the renewable energy supply and the cooling

demand closer to each other time wise and matches them

better [7]. Thus, ice storage system acts like a thermal battery.

The US Department of Energy (DOE) forecasts ice thermal

storage share could increase to 20% of the non-pumped hydro

storage capacity by 2030 on the back of growing wind capacity

[8]. This trend is supported also by the development of 4DE

(4th Generation District Energy Systems). Another alternative

is chemical storage [4], including the hydrogen option. In this

case, the excess renewable power is utilized in hydrogen

production with PEM electrolysis, the hydrogen produced is

stored in tanks. The cooling load is satisfied by a fuel cell or

cogeneration system, which generates power to drive chillers

for following the cooling load. At the same time useful heat is

generated for other useful applications in the district or

commercial building [9]. Such an application at the same time,

completes the energy, water, and environment nexus for the

future hydrogen economy cities [10]. Developed in a partner-

ship with Xcel Energy, NREL's Wind-to-Hydrogen Demon-

stration Project serves as a working model of such a scenario,

which integrates wind turbines and photovoltaic arrays with

an electrolysis system to produce hydrogen, which can be

compressed and stored [11].
Literature survey

Carr et al. [12] analyzed the optimal operation of hydrogen

refueling stations combinedwithwind power in the electricity

market. In this case, hydrogen refueling stations are used for

wind energy storage and stabilization of the intermittent wind

energy supply. Belmonte et al. made a comparative study

about storing electrical energy obtained from solar PV system

either through batteries or hydrogen-based fuel cells. Their

case study for Turin, in Italy revealed that the environmental

LCA gave better results for hydrogen-fuel cell case [13]. Wind

energy may be stored in many different forms. For example,

flywheels may be used to mechanically store the electrical
Please cite this article in press as: Kılkıs‚ B, Exergetic comparison of w
economy cycle in off-grid district cooling, International Jou
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energy. Lately, Beacon Power in the US began testing of their

Smart Energy 25 (Gen 4) flywheel energy storage system in a

wind farm in Tehachapi, California. The system is part of a

wind power/flywheel demonstration project being carried out

for the California Energy Commission [14]. Other more prac-

tical options are energy storage in underground, in the form of

compressed air or chilled water in abandoned aquifers

[15e17]. One of most practical but seldom applied way of

storing wind energy is in the form of pumped hydropower

[18,19].

Literature about the exergy analysis of storage systems

cover only the basic energy storage system itself like an ice

tank [20e22], instead of approaching to the problem in a wider

context with hybrid bundling of several renewable systems

and its connections with other systems, like the one shown in

Fig. 1. In order to address the problems in the analysis of

complex applications that is exemplified in Fig. 1, Kılkıs‚ S‚ . has

developed the Rational Exergy Management Model, REMM,

which looks into the rationality of using and matching

different sources of exergy with different exergy demands in

the built environment [23e26]. This model is especially useful

for Net-Zero Exergy Districts [27,28].

This new definition from the original study of Kilkis S. [23],

namely the Nearly- or Net-Zero Exergy follows from the DOE

definition of nearly-zero energy building, which refers to the

balance of energy supply and demand between a sustainable

building and the district energy system. If the building gen-

erates a certain amount of energy over a period of one year

using renewable energy sources on site, which is close to the

total energy demand of that building over a year, it is a nearly

net-zero energy building. Thus, it is a matter of balance of

local supply and demand versus external energy supply.

Obviously, the term nearly-zero energy does not imply a

building that consumes nearly-zero energy over a given period

of time. The same applies for the new term nearly-zero

exergy.

Because the current sustainable buildings use different

renewable energy resources at different exergy, and their

demand is diversified in terms of exergy too, nearly net-zero

energy building does notmakemuch sense. Consider this: The

building connected to a district heating system provides 40 �C
warm water but uses 60 �C hot water. If the supply and de-

mand is close in terms of the energy amounts (Quantity) this is

a nearly-net-zero building but not nearly net zero exergy

building (in terms of Quality). Therefore, now the nZEXB

building concept has been developed. This definition does not

of course, indicate or imply zero exergy by no means, but a

balance among supply and demand exergies over a period of

time. A further survey of the literature that may be useful for

the comprehension of wind to ice and wind to hydrogen

concept is given below.

In one of the case studies, California is faced with an

increasingly urgent need to deploy utility-scale energy storage

solutions to support the integration of a rapidly expanding

supply of intermittent renewable power generation resources.

One promising approach to address this need is the use of

hydrogen as an energy storage medium in an approach

referred to as Power-to-Gas (or P2G). In this approach,

hydrogen produced from electrical energy via electrolysis is
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Fig. 1 e Base case.
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used as an energy storage medium either directly or after

further conversion to methane as the carrier. Electrolysis is a

mature technology which converts electricity into hydrogen

(and oxygen) by splitting water. Beyond the storage function

of converting electricity to gaseous fuel for later use, these

systems can cycle up and down rapidly providing additional

grid support functions including voltage and frequency regu-

lation and rapid ramping up or down as needed [29]. In

another study by NREL [30], hydrogen storage in wind turbine

systems have been investigated. In particular, they analyzed

the technical feasibility of storing hydrogen in conical wind

turbine towers. They found that an 84-m tall hydrogen tower

for a 1.5-MWe turbine would cost an additional $84,000

(beyond the cost of the conventional tower) and would store

950 kg of hydrogen. The resulting incremental storage cost of

$88/kg is approximately 30% of that for conventional pressure

vessels. Designing turbine towers for relatively low-pressure

storage may help prevent hydrogen embrittlement. It is

fortunate, therefore, that the storage pressures under

consideration are only about 10% of hydrogen pipeline oper-

ating pressures. Olateju, Kumar, and Secanell [31] analyzed

the techno-economical aspects of large-scale wind hydrogen

production in Western Canada. They concluded that for their

specific case hydrogen production costs from wind powered

electrolysis ($3.37 to $9.00/kg H2) are uncompetitive with SMR

(Steam methane reforming, ($1.87 to $2.60/kg H2). In an

alternate approach, Hamzaoui, Bouchafaa, and Talha inves-

tigated the wind energy storage in a flywheel system [32].

Their flywheel energy storage system was based on a

flywheel, an induction machine, and an electronic power

converter associated with the wind generator via the D-C bus.

Daily and seasonal simulation results of Maton, Zhao, and

Brouwer [33] in Germany suggested that with the same size

wind farm and salt cavern, a compressed hydrogen energy

storage system could better complement the wind intermit-

tency and could also achieve a successful load shifting on a

daily and seasonal time scale. Zhang and Wan [34] developed

a model of integrating curtailed wind energy with hydrogen

energy storage based on real time data in terms of 10-min
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intervals through a whole year in a wind farm. Two wind/

hydrogen production scenarios via water electrolysis was

analyzed in terms of the payback period by electrolyzer power

and hydrogen price. Their model proved to be useful for

different scenarios. Du Bois discussed the important impact of

ice storage in reducing the HVAC peak demands [35]. He

mentioned that California has recently redesigned their effi-

ciency standards to consider the time and location of energy

demand. The legislature's objectivewas for building standards

to model the real cost of delivering a kW of electric power.

Relatively new rules in California's Title 24 Part 6 now affect

most new homes and buildings in the state. They have

complicated the task of calculating a building's energy effi-

ciency. Designers now must take into account a multiplier

called the Time Dependent Valuation, or TDV.

Supplying energy generally costs more when demand is

high, because a utility must resort to their most costly sources

of energy e firing up older power plants, or buying on the spot

energy market, for example. The cost differential can be sig-

nificant, and the TDV quantifies it. A building designer must

predict not only the building's overall energy consumption,

but the consumption by time of day and season, as well. It is

not enough that buildings are more efficient than a national

standard, if their collective power consumption jumps up at

the same time in the afternoon. Yang, Shi, Li, and Wang [36]

developed a seasonal cold storage system in the form of ice

by using heat pipes to transfer cold from the ambient air in

winter. The charged cold energy is stored in the form of ice in

an insulated tank and is extracted as chilled water for cooling

supply in summer, which help to reduce the chiller running

time and reduce the associated electricity consumption and

greenhouse gas emissions significantly. They developed a

quasi-steady two-dimensional mathematical model of the

system for characterizing the dynamic performance of ice

growth (i.e., cold charging). The model is validated using the

field measurement data from an ice charging experiment

conducted in a kindergarten in Beijing. Wind energy is not the

only one subjected to ice storage. Boubakri investigated a new

absorptive ice maker operating with a single, double function
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heat exchanger [37]. He showed that with a consistent design

of the different components of the double function machine

has a COP value higher than 0.14, compared to 0.08e0.2 with

separate condenser and evaporator.
Development of the model

Objective

Complex thermo-electric systems like the ones presented in

this paper for the utilization of wind energy with ice storage

and/or hydrogen economy pose serious challenges in

improving, rating, and comparing the options and alterna-

tives. This requires at the first hand a new comprehensive

rating metric, involving the First and Second Laws of Ther-

modynamics together, a factor, which assesses the storage

effect, and CO2 emission removal potential from the energy

sector. Without such a new metric that covers all these pa-

rameters, this paper would be inconclusive. Therefore, the

first objective is to define and apply such a new metric. The

second objective is to define and apply a multivariable objec-

tive function, which covers all pertinent parameters affecting

the performance of all options and alternatives. The third

objective is to link the CO2 emissions reduction potential to

the objective function to be set and to relate it to exergy de-

structions. The third objective is to demonstrate the ability of

the REMMmodel to solve these complex options and calculate

exergy destructions.

Method

The above-mentioned main objectives were sought by the

following steps as summarized by their respective equations

given in the text:

1 Develop and define a new sustainability index with ther-

mal storage effect (see Eq. (5-a) and (5-b)),
Fig. 2 e A hybrid renewable energy system for distric
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2 Establish a multi-variable objective function (Eq. (6))

3 Relate CO2 emissions reduction potential from the stock

(Eq. (2-e))

4 Apply REMM by drawing the so-called exergy flow bars for

each option and alternative (Figs. 4, 5, 7e9)

In order to investigate the thermodynamic performance

with newmetrics, two wind energy storage in ice options, one

hydrogen economy alternative, and one base scenario were

prepared. The base scenario establishes the common de-

nominator of comparisons. Fig. 1 shows the base case of the

model.

Base case

The base scenario comprises a wind turbine system (WTS),

grid feed/grid supply, chillers (CH), and district cooling system

(CS) without ice storage (CTES). In this scenario, if coincident

with the cooling load, wind generated electrical energy is

directly used to drive chillers for cooling purposes. If the wind

energy is not coincident with or does not match the cooling

load, then the grid power is used in other on-site applications

or fed in to the grid.

The grid is also used for indirect wind energy storage.

Biogas production relies primarily on the animal waste and

milk whey catalysis. Biogas is used in a tri-generation system,

which produces power, heat and cold on demand through an

absorption system [4,5]. Waste heat of chillers may also be

utilized in low-exergy applications in the system.

Wind energy and ice storage

In this study, a nearly-net- zero exergy farm (nZEXF) in a hot

climate was conceptualized and modeled with wind energy

storage besides a base-load renewable energy system bundle.

This bundle also includes the intermittent solar PV power

supply systems, which should be in the ice storage box of

Fig. 2, but because the subject is to analyze the wind energy
t cooling with ice storage of excess power [4e6].
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Fig. 3 e Section of Fig. 2 showing the addition of a ground-source heat pump to option 2.
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system alone with different options and a hydrogen economy

alternative, solar PV is left on the left-hand box (Base load

Module). The base load bundle is composed of a biogas plant

feeding a cogeneration (CHP) system, which generates both

electricity and heat, a geothermal heat-driven organic

Rankine cycle, which generates primarily power. Direct

geothermal heat on demand and some waste heat from ORC

are also available. Concentrating solar collectors and the heat

supply from the CHP system generates cold through absorp-

tion/adsorption cycles. This is the cold energy supply from the

base load module, which provides other supplies, like heat

and power. This base load module however, is kept outside

the scope of our analysis, because it will be kept the same for

all design options and the alternative hydrogen economy case

in the study. The wind energy and ice storage module is

shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

Option 1: In this option, surplus wind energy, if coincident

with low cooling load periods, is stored in the CTES. CTES is

charged with ice from DCH using electrical energy derived

from the Wind Turbine System (WTS). If there is any, surplus

electrical energy from the ice making process may be used to

satisfy the wind-coincident other electrical loads. Wind en-

ergy stored in the CTES in the form of basically latent heat of

ice is used during peak cooling loads and when the wind

power is not coincident with the cooling loads. CTES will be
Fig. 4 e Exergy flow bar when the exergy is destroyed

upstream the useful application.
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used to level the intermittent energy and better satisfy the

cooling loads, meaning that the demand response is sub-

stantially improved.

Thus, the CTES and WTS must be primarily designed ac-

cording to the average wind energy profile. CO2 emissions

must be calculated and factored into the overall analysis

[26,27]. The result may most likely be a hybrid system, which

means that both CTES and conventional chiller system, both

selected at optimum capacities, satisfy the cooling load with

changing load shares during the day or the season.

Option 2: The main difference from Option 1 is the use of a

ground-source heat pump (GSHP) upstream. This combination

increases the COPc of DCH (Deep Chiller), when it is called for

lowering the cold-water temperature supplied by the GSHP to

the ice making temperature.

For cases when the coincident loads are appropriate, cold

output of GSHP may be directly fed to the loads through an

intermediate cold water tank (CWT), which extends the cold

storage capacity, improving supply reliability and stability.

Otherwise, DCH, probably in cascade form, is fed either

directly from the GSHP and or from the CWT. There are other

advantages for using a ground-source heat pump: The same

heat pump may be seasonally used in heating mode when

heat loads become dominant. The same tank then may be

used for heat storage. Heat stored in the ground may also be

used to heat the biogas tank and for other low-exergy heat

demands. Thus, ground serves for seasonal storage. Some

ground heat may be coupled with the geothermal wells to

serve the ORC system in the Base Load Module.
TE

Tref

Tf

Fig. 5 e Exergy flow bar when the exergy is destroyed

downstream the useful application.
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Fig. 6 e Master block for sub- system ( j) connected in series with others on a single branch (i).

Fig. 7 e Exergy flow for the base case (In all cases, Tref ¼ 283 K).

Fig. 8 e Exergy flow for option 1.
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REMM analysis

The exergy rationality of the two options and the alternative

hydrogen economy system have been investigated with

REMM [23] and compared with the base scenario. Main metric

is the Rational Exergy Management Efficiency, based on the ideal

Carnot Cycle, (JR). REMM is a new model, which calculates
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and evaluates the unit exergy balance between an energy

supply and an energy demand, linked together.

Inputs of the REMM are application temperatures and over

the new Exergy Flow Bar chart (see Fig. 4), REMM shows the

useful exergy output, destroyed exergy and supply exergy re-

lationships and further provides information to calculate the

REMM efficiency. REMM is mainly the major new metric to

calculate avoidable emissions, which is the main objective.
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Fig. 9 e Exergy flow for option 2.
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REMM is an investigation of the exergy balance between the

supply and demand. If there is a large unbalance between the

supply and demand (Supply exergy is high for example: natural

gas just used for comfort heating, which has a low demand

exergy, both according to Carnot cycle) the result is an increase

in the indirect CO2 emissions. REMM can calculate the new ef-

ficiency and points out the exergy destructions that may be

avoided through the new exergy flow bar originally being

developed for this purpose (Fig. 4). Smaller the blankareas in the

chart are, better is the efficiency and thus lower the avoidable

CO2 emissions, as shown in Eq (2-e). The REMM Model may be

static or incrementally dynamic with small time steps.

Ideally, JR should be equal to one (perfect supply and de-

mand balance in terms of unit exergies, namely εdem and εsup,

respectively). Lesser than one is the JR value, more exergy is

destroyed: εdes. This situation is shown by the exergy flow bar

shown in Fig. 4 [4]. Here, the symbol (ε) is the unit exergy

defined in terms of the ideal Carnot cycle between the two

operating temperatures, namely an operation or source tem-

perature (Tf) and the reference environment temperature

(Tref), or between two application temperatures (Tapp1 and

Tapp2). In order to establish a robust common base for rating

and comparing several options and alternatives, the reference

temperature is fixed to 283 K as a standard of the Model. No

more climatic data is required. REMM does not use for

example the external air temperature. Everything is refer-

enced to a fixed base temperature (283 K).

jR ¼
εdem

εsup
¼
�
1� Tref

Tdem

�
�
1� Tref

Tf

� <1

fIf exergy isdestroyedupstreamtheusefulapplicationg
(1-a)
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ε ¼
�
1� Tref

Tsup

�
; or if Tsup is smaller than Tref ; then

ε ¼
�
Tref

Tsup
� 1

� (1-b)

ε ¼
�
1� Tapp1

Tapp2

�
etc: (1-c)

The corresponding First and Second-Law efficiencies are

given in Eq. (2-a) and (2-b), respectively. First-Law Efficiency:

hI ¼
Qdem

Qsup
(2-a)

Second-Law Efficiency:

hII ¼
Exdem

Exsup
¼

�
εdem

εsup

�
hI ¼ jR$hI (2-b)

If there are more than one device or unit with multiple

applications arranged in series (cascade), then the First-Law

Efficiency is given by Eq. (2-c).

hI ¼
Ys

j¼1
hIj fFor s number of sub systems in seriesg (2-c)

here, hj is the individual efficiency of any given jth sub systems

considered in the analysis. The overall efficiency in series

connection is the simple product of them. If the sub-systems

like heat pumps and chillers are present with known COP

values, then the Primary Energy Ratio, PER is used instead of hI:

PER ¼ hI � COP (2-d)

The importance of the new efficiency definition, namely

the jR is the fact that it directly relates avoidable (because
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exergy destructions may be reduced with better designs and

applications) CO2 emissions, namely DCO2 due to exergy de-

structions in the process [4]:

DCO2fð1� jRÞ (2-e)

In some applications, exergy is destroyed after the main

useful application. An example is the solar PV module, which

generates electric power but then the heat accumulated on

the PVmodule iswasted.When exergy destructions take place

after the main useful application, the following equation is

used:

jR ¼ 1�
P

εdes

εsup

fIf exergy is destroyed downstream the useful applicationg
(3-a)

First-Law Efficiency, hI:

hI ¼
Ym

j¼1
hj or PER ¼

Ym

j¼1
PERj (3-b)

Second-Law Efficiency, hII:

hII ¼
�

1

εsup

�
� hI or hII ¼

�
1

εsup

�
� PER (3-c)

here, TE is the exit temperature of the useful exergy genera-

tion. According to Fig. 5, exergy after TE is lost, because there is

not any other useful application in cascade. After modifying

the expression for a multitude of exergy flows in different (n)

branches of a system [1], the following equation was derived

when exergy destructions are moderate (εi z εsup z εdem) in a

sustainably optimized system:

jR ¼
Pn

i¼1jRi

�
Qi�εi
hIi

�
Pn

i¼1

�
Qi�εi
hIi

� (4-a)

here, (Qi) is the energy flow in branch (i), (εi) is the average unit

exergy on branch (i), (hIi) is the First-Law efficiency, and (JRi) is

the REMM efficiency. (n) is the number of branches. When

exergy destructions are large, like steam is generated in a

boiler but then used only for comfort heating after converting

steam to hot water, then the following Equation is used [4].

jR ¼
Pn

j¼1 jRj � Qj�i � εsupj-1Pn
j¼1 Qj�1 � εsupj-1

(4-b)

In this study, there is only one branch (i ¼ 1) and all sub-

systems (j) are connected in series (except absorption chiller

and gas-compression chillers arranged in parallel in Hydrogen

Economy alternative). Then the master block shown in Fig. 6

ay be used for sub any system (j).

Considering that at the absence of ice storage, wind energy

may or may not coincide with the cooling load, or partially

coincide, a coincidence factor has been defined, such that (JR)

is modified for useful applications. For a properly sized ice

storage system, (CF) may be taken 0,8 by taking into account

charging and discharging inefficiencies and associated exergy

losses. The (CF) value at the absence of ice storage may be

much smaller [4].

jRF ¼ jR � CF (5-a)
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Finally, a new sustainability index was defined, namely,

Sustainability Performance Index, SPI. This index comprises

the REMM, energy storage effect, and the First-Law of Ther-

modynamics and thus provides a composite metrics for

evaluating renewable energy systems.

SPI ¼ jR � CF � hI for PER replaces hIg (5-b)

Another new index is the CO2 emission reduction potential

from the energy stock, EI. is the base average REMM efficiency

based on the base case, which is shown in Fig. 7.

EI ¼ 1�
�
1� jRF

�
�
1� jRFbase

� (5-c)

Finally, the multi-variable objective function, OF may be

written in a concise format:

OF ¼ aSPIþ bEI (6)

here, a and b are the weighing functions between the sus-

tainability index and the environmental index. Normally, they

should be 0.5, each.
Calculations

Base case (no ice storage)

Master blocks of the base case with no ice storage is shown in

Fig. 7. In order to analyze the system on a temperature scale

based on the ideal Carnot cycle, wind turbine shaft power is

represented by a virtual temperature, Tf in terms of turbine

efficiency (hI) and Tref:

Tf ¼
Tref

1� hI

(7)

In this problem hI is taken 0,45 and Tref is 383 K. Then, From

Eq. (7), Tf is 514,5 K. Turbine mechanical room is assumed to

heat up to 333 K (TE). Let the final output (cold energy) from the

chiller (CH) be 1 kW-h at 275 K (Unit useful energy), which

keeps the warehouse at 277 K, and the chiller cooling COPc be

3. First-Law Efficiency of the cooling system is 0,9. Other fea-

tures of the sub systems are shown in Fig. 7. According to Eq.

(4-b) with n ¼ 1 and s ¼ 3, output cooling power set to 1 kW,

and starting from the output side (downstream):

jR ¼
0;745� 0;029�1

0;9 þ
�

0;96
3�0;9

�
� 0;065þ

�
0;96

3�0;9�0;45

�
�0;843

0;029
0;9 þ

�
0;96
3�0;9

�
þ
�

0;96
3�0;9�0;45

� ¼ 0;713

PER¼ 0.9� 3� 0.45¼ 1,21; hII ¼ εdem/εsup ¼ 0,029/0,96¼ 0,03.

Option 1

Exergy flow for Option 1 is given in Fig. 8. Again, there is only

one branch but one more sub system, namely the CTES. CES

introduces another First-law inefficiency but increases the CF.

Unit exergy of electrical and mechanical power is taken 0.96

(simply equal to one).

jR ¼
0;843�0;96

0;9�0;8�2;3�0;45 þ 0;246�0;96
0;9�0;8�2;3 þ 0;403�0;048

0;9�0;8 þ 0;745�0;029
0;9

0;96
0;9�0;8�2;3�0;45 þ 0;96

0;9�0;8�2;3 þ 0;048
0;9�0;8 þ 0;029

0;9

¼ 0;644
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Compared to the base case, in Option 1 the COPc of the DCH

decreases, because it is required to form ice at 270 K instead of

simply providing chilled water at 275 K. In addition, intro-

duction of the CTES introduces another inefficiency of

hIT¼ 0,80. In contrary, the factor CF increases because thewind

power becomes more coincident with the cooling load due to

the CTES system. This makes a better choice compared to the

base case in terms of JRF.

PER ¼ 0,9 � 0,8 � 2,3 � 0,45 ¼ 0,7452; hII ¼ εdem/εsup ¼ 0,029/

0,96 ¼ 0,03.

Option 2

Exergy flow of Option 2 is given in Fig. 9. This time one more

subsystem, namely GSHP is added upstream CS. GSHP pro-

duces chilled water at 278 K. This chilled water is further

cooled by the DCH unit. Electric power delivered by theWTS is

split between the GSHP and the CH. According to the values

given in Fig. 9:
jR ¼ 0;843� 0; 96� 2;307þ 0;14� 0; 96� 0; 496þ 0;205� 0; 96� 0; 542þ 0;403� 0; 048� 1;388þ 0; 745� 0;029� 1; 11
0;96� 2;307þ 0;96� 0;496þ 0; 96� 0; 542þ 0;048� 1; 388þ 0;029� 1; 11

¼ 0;6314;
PER ¼ 1.74; hII ¼ εdem/εsup ¼ 0,029/0,96 ¼ 0,03.

Hydrogen economy alternative

In the hydrogen economy alternative, electric power ob-

tained from the wind turbine is used in the production of

hydrogen in the PEM type of electrolysis unit. If the

hydrogen tank is full, then the excess electric power may be

directly supplied to the district. Hydrogen obtained through

the electrolysis of water is stored in the hydrogen tank.

Following the cooling load of the district, hydrogen is uti-

lized to re-generate electric power in the fuel cell. Powered

by the fuel cell electricity output, a regular chiller generates

cold to be supplied to the district. Simultaneously, the heat

output of the fuel cell is used in the absorption system to

provide additional cold to the district. Excess heat from the

fuel cell and the low-temperature waste heat from the ab-

sorption system (instead of sending the waste heat to a
Table 1 e Comparison of the Cases with the base case.

Case/option CF JR JRF

JR � CF

PER

Base case 0.3 0.713 0.214 1.21

Option 1 0.8 0.644 0.515 0.74

Option 2 0.8 0.631 0.505 1.74

Hydrogen economy 0.85 0.75 0.637 0.62b 2.1c

Bold represents the base case value.
a Averaged for ABS and CH outputs (1.6).
b For Absorption chiller.
c For gas-compression chiller.
d a ¼ b ¼ 0.5.
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cooling tower) may be directly used in the district [1]. The

REMM efficiency and other efficiencies were calculated for

this alternative by following the same procedures given in

the calculations of the previous options and the base case.

Cumulative results are shown in Table 1.
Results

According to Table 1 and based on exergy flow analysis by

REMM, Option 1 seems to be a slightly better solution than

Option 2. However, based on energy flows, Option 2 becomes

better than Option 1 if the COPc of the GSHP becomes greater

than 3.5, Furthermore, Option 2 has a much higher PER value.

The Second-Law efficiency in terms of the simple relation

hII ¼ εdem/εsup is the same for all options, because the input

unit exergy (0,96 W/W) and the final unit exergy (0,029 W/W)

are the same for all cases. Therefore, a simple exergy input

output relation is not conclusive at all. If, however the
hydrogen economy alternative is considered, it is a better

solution. CF is higher because, hydrogen storage is more

efficient than ice storage. In ice storage, about 20% of the

cold must stay in the tank. JR and PER values are also

higher. SPI is therefore the highest. Because JR and PER are

the highest, SPI is also the highest for the Hydrogen Econ-

omy case. This also translates to less CO2 emissions that the

system is responsible for. The worst case is the base case,

mainly because the net coincidence factor, i.e. direct use of

wind energy when there is cooling demand, is low. This

argument does not include the situation when the grid is

used for off-site energy storage. However, in this situation

PER decreases and the result does not change much in favor

of the base case. The multi-variable objective function OF

shown in the last column of Table 1 is the highest for the

hydrogen economy case. Therefore, it may be concluded in

view of the new metrics and OF, hydrogen economy option

gives the best solution.
SPI hII EI
Relative to the base case see Eq. (5-c)

OFd

0.26 0.03 0 0.13

0.38 0.03 0.383 0.38

0.88 0.03 0.37 0.62

1.06a 0.03 0.538 0.80
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Fig. 10 e Exergy flow for hydrogen economy.

Fig. 11 e Variation of wind turbine size with COPc in Option 2.
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Conclusions

What ismissing in the analysis for the sake of simplicity is the

humidity control (latent cooling load), which effects the

economy and above all, reduces the wind energy available for

sensible cooling. In Options 1 and 2, desiccant dehumidifiers

may be usedwhile chargedwith reject heat of chillers and part

of the CHP heat supply (stored in awater tank). A further study

may investigate different humidity control systems using

REMM (see Fig. 10).

Although according to Fig. 11, the turbine size required in

Option 2 decreases with COPc, it will always be greater than

the turbine size required for Option 1. This condition may be

optimized regarding the associated CO2 emissions reduction

potential. Using the values given in Table 1 and according to

REMM, avoidable CO2 emissions reduction potential due to

minimization of exergy destructions for the Hydrogen Econ-

omy Alternative is the most by about 54% compared to the

base case.

EI ¼ 1� ð1� 0:637Þ
ð1� 0:214Þ ¼ 0:538
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This result means that the hydrogen economy case im-

proves the CO2 reduction potential the most compared to the

base case, even the base case also uses wind energy. This fact

may only be revealed through the model and its algorithm

presented in this paper. Here, the CO2 emission reduction

potential is related to the JR value, which represents indirect

but avoidable exergy destructions in the system by a propor-

tionality factor (1-JR). Referring to Table 1, Option 2 is not

better than Option 1 in terms ofJR. By nature of the definition

ofJR, this conditionmay be reversed by choosing a lower COPc
for the GSHP. However, this anomaly may be eliminated by

using Eq. (4-b). According to Eq. (4-b), JR increases with COPc.

Furthermore, this study for the first time has demonstrated

that the alternatives about storing wind energy in ice may be

rated, compared with other options, and linked to CO2 emis-

sion reduction potential from the stock in more detail and

comprehension by using REMM, which otherwise would not be

possible by the First Law analysis alone. According to the

findings listed in Table 1 for example, base case has a higher

First-Law efficiency compared to Option 1 (1.21 versus 0.74). If

this result was the only decisive factor, then ice storage would

not be desirable. Option 2 is better than the base case only
ind energy storage with ice making cycle versus mini-hydrogen
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because there is a heat pump, which increases PER but not

necessarily the First-Law efficiency. (1.74 versus 1.21).

Evidently, using the First-Law and Second-Law results shown

in Table 1 would not be conclusive for the best choice. The

Second-Law efficiencies are identical for both the base case

and the two options. On the other hand, the REMM efficiency

values on the Table 1, namely,JR and in particular,JRF show a

clear distinction and show which option is better for the de-

cision maker and the designer. The REMM methodology pre-

sented herein also makes it possible to calculate the so-called

avoidable CO2 emissions solely due to exergy destructions

although the system does not employ any fossil fuel [23,26]. As

demonstrated and scientifically speaking, this new approach

enables the engineers to create new alternative hybrid com-

binations and effectively and decisively compare them for the

best performance and least avoidable CO2 emissions using

wind energy and storing them in different forms.

As a mainstream conclusion, without relating and linking

the exergy performance to other environmental parameters,

metrics and the First-Law of Thermodynamics, there is no

conclusive benefit for optimizing a thermo-electric design. For

example, in Table 1, the exergy efficiency in terms of REMM (jR)

alone gives a different ranking among all options. The First-

Law (PER) gives a different ranking. Furthermore, the Second-

Law (hII) efficiency cannot give any ranking at all: The simple

exergy analysis is insensitive. Only SPI, EI, and OF can give

meaningful comparisons to choose the optimum alternative

among many others. It is worth to underline that as demon-

strated in this paper, complex thermo-electrical systems may

only be properly evaluated with collective metrics, including

but not limited to exergy. Exergy plays an important role but

only when complemented and grouped with other metrics.

Symbols

a, b Weighing factors for the objective function

CF Coincidence Factor

COP Coefficient of Performance

COPc Cooling Coefficient of Performance

Ex Exergy, W or kW

EI Environment Index (Based on CO2 emissions

reduction from the stock)

n Number of branches (i) in the system

OF Objective function

PER Primary Energy Ratio

Q Power (heat or electric), kW

s Number of sub systems (j)

SPI Sustainability Performance Index

T Temperature, K

Greek symbols

JR Rational Exergy Management Efficiency

jR Average Rational Exergy Management Efficiency in a

System

JRF Coincident Rational Exergy Management Efficiency

ε Unit exergy, W/W or kW-h/kW-h

hI First-Law Efficiency

hII Second-Law Efficiency

DCO2 Avoidable CO2 Emissions due to Exergy Destructions,

kg CO2
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Subscripts

app Useful application

base Base value

c Cooling

dem Demand

des Destroyed

E Exit temperature from power generation stage

f source

final Final

h Heating

i i th application

I First-Law

II Second-Law

j Indicator for a given sub system

ref Reference

sup Supply

T Tank

IT Ice Tank

Abbreviations

ABS Absorption Chiller

CS Cooling System

CH Chiller

CHP Combined Heat and Power, aka Cogeneration

CTES Cold Thermal Energy Storage (System)

CWT Cold Water Tank

4DE 4th-Generation District Energy System

DC District Cooling

D-C Direct current

DCH Deep Chiller, aka Double Stage Chiller

DE District Energy

DOE Department of Energy

FC Fuel Cell

GSHP Ground-Source Heat Pump

HT Hydrogen Tank

IT Ice Tank

LCA Life-Cycle Assessment

nZEXF Nearly-Zero-Exergy-Farm

NREL National Renewable Energy Laboratories

ORC Organic Rankine Cycle

PEM Proton Exchange Membrane

PV Photo-Voltaic

REMM Rational Exergy Management Model

WE Wind Energy

WTS Wind Turbine System
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This paper introduces the Nearly-Zero Exergy Airport (nZEXAP) concept that brings an energy, envi-
ronment, and economy nexus to a common basis using the Second-Law of Thermodynamics. An nZEXAP
airport has a district energy plant of its own, which receives at least 70% of the total exergy input at
winter design conditions and 60% at summer design conditions, from onsite renewable energy resources
and sustainable systems. These numerical criteria are consistent with the fact that especially ground
heat, and solar heat have low exergy, compared to fossil fuels, and solar and wind energy applications in
airports are limited. This definition is the basis of the new optimum plant design model for satisfying
these new conditions with the least cost that is attributed to the cogeneration (aka CHP) system using an
optimum mix of fossil and alternative fuels, such as on site-produced biogas. The main renewable exergy
inputs are biogas, ground heat, building integrated or attached PV, and waste heat. Extensive use of on-
site wind and roof-top or on-land type of solar applications are limited in compliance to Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) regulations against glint and glare to pilots and air traffic controllers besides po-
tential electromagnetic hazards on avionics. The exergetic performance of the airport district plant is
defined and analyzed with the use of the Rational Exergy Management Model (REMM). New exergy
metrics for the performance analysis and rating of nZEXAP airports, based energy, economy, and envi-
ronment nexus were also developed. The optimization problem has three primary design variables,
namely the ratio of the optimum cogeneration engine capacity to the peak power load, the split of the
generated power supply between the airport and the groundsource heat pumps, and the natural gas to
biogas mixing ratio. The objective function solves the primary design variables by a simple search
method. The new tool was applied to a conceptual study for the Amsterdam Schiphol Airport in order to
compare the impact of an nZEXAP design with the ongoing deep retrofit work. Amsterdam Schiphol
Airport aims to make its own activities climate neutral and to generate 10% of its own energy sustainably
by 2020. In this comparison, the relative impact of the biogas share, solar input, size and performance of
the ground-source heat pumps, and the power-to-heat ratio of cogeneration and absorption cooling were
investigated. The results indicate that with the new optimization model, nZEXAP objectives may be
satisfied, if techno-economic constraints are also satisfied. Further refinements in the definition may be
needed.

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Commercial aviation is one of the fastest growing sectors in the
kış), siir.kilkis@tubitak.gov.tr
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world. The world-wide aviation industry has been developing at an
annual average growth rate close to 5% since 1970 [2]. With over 3.3
billion passengers a year, this industry has generated about 2.2
trillion dollars of contribution to the world economy [2]. While the
airline industry is striving to improve aircraft sustainability and CO2
emissions, airports are pursuing to satisfy their own sustainability
goals. Among other goals, the airline industry has developed a
three-pronged approach to satisfy a 1.5% average improvement in
nergy, environment, and economy nexus and optimumdesignmodel
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annual fuel efficiency, namely through new technology, more effi-
cient operations, and better use of infrastructure. The latter mea-
sure can extend to airports, terminals, and related energy
infrastructure.

In this token, aircraft that are parked at the gate either use their
auxiliary power units (APUs) for maintaining cabin comfort, which
is the most expensive and least efficient way, or connect to bridge
mounted AC units. The latter is also relatively expensive and inef-
ficient. Instead a prudent infrastructure could be a central air sys-
tem connected to more advanced airport energy systems, such as a
Nearly-Zero Exergy Airport (nZEXAP) as will be introduced in this
paper. Such an infrastructure will have higher efficiencies and will
provide cheaper options. A recent study pointed out to the benefits
of such centralized systems and demonstrated the extent to which
the airline industry and land-side infrastructure (airports) may
reach tomore effective and efficient solutions in close collaboration
[45,50]. Other studies also indicate the advantages of central pre-
conditioned air (PCA) for parked aircraft at the gate [25]. Already,
a proof of concept that aims at a true centralization serving 73 jet
gates through a piping system of 15 miles at the Sea-Tac Airport in
Seattle has won first place in an award competition sponsored by
ASHRAE.

In airports, the demand side is also very important in the quest
of decarbonization. In this respect, terminal buildings play a central
role in the overall sustainability on the land side of the airline in-
dustry. Several airports have received green building certifications
of different forms. For example, San Diego International Airport
(SAN) is the first airport that has earned LEED Gold certification. In
addition, a carbon neutral airport program is initiated among
airport accreditation programs [1]. Among other examples, Dallas/
Fort Worth Airport Authorities have assembled a Green Building
Team that focuses on green buildings and green purchase [18]. The
Turkish Standards Institute and the Directorate of Civil Aviation of
Turkey have also launched green airport and green company
project [94]. District energy in airports are gaining popularity in
airports after such successful applications as in San Diego and
Dallas Fort Worth (DFW) airports with thermal energy storage
systems [15]. Terminal building sustainability and green building
status is subject to the same rules of green buildings and nearly-
zero energy buildings. Therefore, one needs to refer to nZEB
building practice and codes on the demand side.

Currently, European countries are in the process of developing
and implementing road maps for realizing nearly-zero energy
buildings (nZEB) according to the Energy Performance of Buildings
Directive [23]. This directive requires all new buildings to be nearly
zero-energy by the end of 2020 while all new public buildings must
be nearly zero-energy by 2018. These targets also hold true for new
terminal buildings and auxiliary buildings on airport premises for
airport functions.

There are several definitions for the nZEB concept yet all models,
definitions, and implementations are based on the First-Law of
Thermodynamics, which deals with the quantity of the energy
exchange between the building, grid, and the district [43]. In
practice, current applications in the field of nZEB are primarily
focused on the electric power exchange with the grid. In contrast,
district energy systems are key underlying components of smart
energy systems [26]. Today, Denmark is the only EU country that
directly factors-in the thermal energy exchange in nZEB concepts.

1.1. District energy systems

Pagani, Carbonaro and Savio [83] presented a study that trans-
formed the net-zero energy building concept to net-zero energy
districts based on the ‘P’ concept. The authors developed the
concept of an Energy Neutral Settlement with the entropy of local
Please cite this article in press as: Kılkış B, Kılkış Ş, New exergymetrics for
for nearly-zero exergy airport (nZEXAP) systems, Energy (2017), http://d
adaptation and demonstrated pathways from technological to ho-
listic solutions and from building to district/urban scales.

Kılkış [59,68,69] developed the Net-Zero Exergy District
(NZEXD) target and applied it by analyzing five scenarios for the
pilot district of €Ostra Sala backe in Sweden. The study involved the
analytical model of the Rational Exergy Management Model
(REMM) for curbing primary energy spending and CO2 emissions by
considering the level of match between the quality of energy re-
sources (exergy) on the supply and demand sides. Scenarios with
lower annual exergy consumption and higher on-site exergy pro-
duction presented advantages. Kılkış [43,44,57,58,60] further
elaborated on green cities by developing compound metrics using
exergy analysis and introduced the stepwise process of exergy
transition planning.

Østergaard et al. [82] analyzed a renewable energy scenario for
Aalborg municipality based on low temperature geothermal heat,
wind power, and biomass. Particular focus was dedicated to the use
of low-temperature geothermal heat in the district heating system.
The results of the analyses showed the feasibility of using locally
available sources to cover Aalborg's energy needs and producing
significant savings in electricity, heat, and industrial fuel usage as
well as fuel-substitutions in the transport sector. In their compre-
hensive study that targeted 100% renewable energy systems in
Denmark until the year 2050, Lund and Mathiesen [74] also
underlined the importance of the following measures that are
related to the expansion and advancement of district energy
systems:

� Replace individual house heating by district heating combined
heat and power (CHP),

� Supply 15% of individual and district heating demand by solar
thermal power,

� Increase electricity production from industrial CHP by 20%,
� Introduce 450 MW large heat pumps in combination with
existing CHP systems.

In their work, district heating, CHP, heat pumps, wind, and solar
were among the dominant systems. Lund et al. [75] further advo-
cated the benefits of district energy systems and presented the
characteristics of Fourth-Generation District Heating, namely
4GDH or simply 4DH. The centrality of smart thermal grids for
district heating and cooling are emphasized to obtain smart energy
systems.

Since, 1973, Denmark has achieved significant success with
energy programs [16]. In this success, district energy has already
achieved an important role in which the district-heating market
penetration has increased substantially. Now, renewable energy
systems supply 20% of district energy and the CHP share has risen
from 33% to 64%. In select European cities, nearly all of the required
heating and cooling is also being supplied via district networks.
Shares of district networks are significant and growing, such as 12%
of the heat demand in Europe, 23% in China, and 50% in Russia [19].
Based on multiple energy sources, Dincer and Rosen [19] also
emphasized the approach of hybrid district energy systems, which
are composed of natural gas, biomass, biogas, CHP, solid waste,
solar, and wind. In addition to district heating, the largest district
cooling capacity is indicated to be in the United States at 16 GW,
followed by the United Arab Emirates at 10 GW and Japan at 4 GW.
In South Korea, district cooling more than tripled between 2009
and 2011 [95].

1.2. Sustainable airport energy systems

The above-mentioned attributes of district energy (DE) systems
hold true for large airports. In this respect, this paper hereby
energy, environment, and economy nexus and optimumdesignmodel
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purposes the term Sustainable Airport Energy Systems to analyze
and develop such applications. Several airports now have district
energy systems with successful applications of district heating and
cooling technology. Examples may be given from the airports as
shortlisted below.

� Geneva Airport has 282 ultra-high vacuum (UHV) collectors
installed on the roof of the main terminal building that covers a
surface of 1139 m2 with a collector tilt of 0�. The solar field
produces hot oil at 130 �C for the distributed energy system to
heat the terminals. Hot oil is also used through an absorption
unit for cooling in the summer season. The authors expect that
the parabolic mirrors are not posing any glare risk while
providing energy for heating and air conditioning. A complete
survey according to FAA guides is essential [21,28].

� International Kansai Airport is situated on an artificial 4 km is-
land and has a central power plant with 40 MW power capacity,
central heating and cooling plant, a sewage disposal plant
(disposing 20,000m3 per day), and an incineration plant. The DE
system is set up in three districts with the aim of reducing
construction costs and heat loss from pipes. The central plant
supplies heat to the management and passenger districts, which
make up more than 85% of the total heat demand. The South
plant supplies heat to the international cargo and development
districts as well as for fuel processing, wastewater and waste
treatment. The North plant focuses on the supply of heat to the
domestic cargo district. The heat source for both of these dis-
tricts comes from boilers in the central plant in the form of
steam. The steam is used for heating and powering the steam
absorption chillers that are distributed on the island in each
plant to provide chilled water. In all, electric centrifugal chillers,
ice thermal storage systems, steam absorption chillers, and fire-
tube boilers allow for a variety of operations to be met.

� At Esenbo�ga International Airport in Ankara, a trigeneration
plant generates electric power running on natural gas and
provides heat for heating and operating absorption engines for
cooling. A wastewater thermal recycling system complements
the plant. The capacity is currently below the optimum level at
4 MW due to competition with grid power companies.

As another example, the district energy system of the city of
Frankfurt also serves the airport so that the two energy systems are
integrated. There are four large and ten de-centralized heating
networks in Frankfurt based on 350 de-centralized block-type
thermal power stations and five CHP stations, which include two
biogas plants and a wood-fired plant. They produce more than 50%
of the power efficiently and supply large parts of the city with
thermal heat, including Frankfurt Airport [30]. Sustainable airport
energy systems may be supported by several initiatives. The Sus-
tainable Aviation Research Society (SARES) is one of the recently
established institutions that have an outlook towards the quest for
sustainability in the aviation sector as a whole, including airports.
From the industry perspective, the American Association of Airport
Executives (AAAE) is active. Chicago Department of Aviation (CDA)
further developed guidelines for sustainable design and construc-
tion at airports. The Sustainable Airport Manual (SAM) was created
as a guide for implementing more environmentally sustainable
initiatives across all airport activities, including operations and
maintenance. Appendix DCA is devoted to the Green Airplane
Rating System that is composed of five project categories, namely
civil airside (CA), civil landside (CL), occupied buildings (OB), un-
occupied buildings (UB), and renovations/remodeling (RR). SAM
not only guides the implementation of sustainability initiatives at
O'Hare and Midway International Airports but also in several other
airports [8].
Please cite this article in press as: Kılkış B, Kılkış Ş, New exergymetrics for e
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1.3. Airport sustainability index

Comprehensive sustainability indices for the aviation sector
were developed for airline, airports, and the combination of the
two for both the air-side and land-side [48,54,55]. In the aspect of
airports, the authors developed and applied a Sustainability
Ranking of Airports (SRA) Index to benchmark the performance of
airports across multiple factors. The index is a composite indicator
with 5 dimensions and 25 indicators. The dimensions are airport
services and quality, energy consumption and generation, carbon
dioxide emissions and mitigation planning, environmental man-
agement and biodiversity, and atmosphere and low emission
transport. The index is applied to a sample of 9 airports that take
place among the busiest and best airports in the world based on
passenger traffic and passenger satisfaction. Amsterdam Schiphol,
Frankfurt, Munich, Istanbul Atatürk, and London Heathrow airports
are found to be the top 5 airports in the sample [48,54,55]. In
addition, Koç and Durmaz [70] indicated the trend of sustainability
reporting in 10 airports and analyzed the frequency in which air-
ports report on various performance indicators based on GRI
guidelines [32,33]. The authors concluded that the number of air-
ports that provide more than 50% coverage on indicators related to
environmental sustainability are currently limited.

1.4. Cogeneration and tri-generation

Airports can utilize cogeneration and tri-generation systems in
order to save energy. Jianzhong et al. [37] investigated the com-
bined cooling, heating, and power (CCHP) system in China and
concluded that the energy-saving ratio of the integrated CCHP
systems can be as high as 30%. In one case study, the authors
investigated the combination of fossil fuel energy and renewable
energy. In comparison, cooling services may be centralized in the
district or the heat may be transported to the buildings where cold
is produced in local absorption engines [73]. For city-wide, large DE
systems, hot water transport needs more piping insulation yet
larger supply and return temperatures (typically 20 �C) make the
pumping and piping costs lower compared to cold water circuits
(typically 5 �C). In smaller districts, such as in airports, individually
optimized parallel heating and cooling pipes can make more sense
where cold is prepared at the central power plant not only by ab-
sorption engines but also with ground-source heat pumps.
Centralization also enables the use of large-scale thermal energy
storage systems.

1.5. Renewable energy resources and systems in airports

Several renewable energy technologies and systems may be
considered for airports within the objective of attaining a nZEXAP
status. Hence, the sections below review aspects of solar, wind,
ground-source heat, energy storage, and waste and bioenergy op-
tion considerations for airports.

1.5.1. Solar energy
Narita Airport in Japan [81] installed a 120 kWpower generation

systemwith 882 solar panels. In the year 2014, about 126,000 kWh
of electric power was generated that was used for lighting and
other applications in the airport [81]. The airport undertakes such
initiatives under the EcoAirport Vision 2020 and the Eco-Airport
Master Plan. In addition, Wybo [99] analyzed several safety risks
of PV installations in airports. Zomer et al. [101] compared the
performance of building-applied (BAPV) and building-integrated
PV (BIPV) systems in two Brazilian airports. On average, both the
installed peak power and the energy generation density were found
to be higher for BIPV at 100% and 87%, respectively, while BAPV had
nergy, environment, and economy nexus and optimumdesignmodel
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7% higher annual energy yield. Moeketsi et al. [79] analyzed the
performance and the yield of the first grid-connected solar farm at
Moshoeshoe I International Airport, Lesotho. However, the
mentioned authors did not consider FAA restrictions and
regulations.

1.5.2. Wind turbines
Erecting tall wind turbines (150 m or more above ground level)

near airports presents special siting challenges. At the same time, in
the search for suitable terrain to erect new wind turbines, the area
around airports is generally abundant and suitable. The terrain
around airports is thus often targeted by companies developing
wind turbine parks as a preferable option for their plans [97]. In
contrast, aircraft approach needs visual contact with the airport
and this must be carefully analyzed [5]. Wind turbines may also
pose hazard to air traffic controller radars by causing blinks on the
screens [14]. Pilots could have trouble seeing the giant white tur-
bine blades, especially in snowy, cloudy, or rainy conditions, and
giant wind turbines may cause strong wake turbulence that is
invisible. Aircraft and turbine crash is also a possibility [31]. With
such hazard potential, very large turbine fields near airports may
not be highly recommendable.

1.5.3. Ground-source heat pump (GSHP)
Heat pumps present advantages mainly due to their coefficient

of performance (COP) values, which are greater than 1 except single
stage absorption engines. However, heat pumps may preferably be
driven by power generated from on-site renewable energy systems
to have a reasonable primary energy ratio (PER), including in air-
ports. If the airport land area is suitable, ground-source heat pumps
can play a major role in realizing the nZEXAP target. COP of a
ground-source heat pump is a matter of the fluid temperature of
the terminal side demand. i.e. if radiant panel systems and/or
chilled beams are used, which require moderate temperatures, COP
increases both in heating and cooling, thus the size of the GSHP
decreases [39,41,42,52,100]. Ajah et al. [78] have also pointed out
the importance of a good design match between the low temper-
ature energy resources and low exergy (LowEx) buildings, espe-
cially in space heating.

1.5.4. Thermal energy storage
Thermal energy storage (TES) is an essential part of a district

energy system and some airports are using this technology on a
wide scale. For example, Arlanda International Airport has set a
goal to have zero CO2 emissions. An Aquifer Thermal Energy Stor-
age (ATES) system was used to lower emissions. This system sup-
plies the airport with renewable heat and cold, thus replacing
conventional chillers and reducing the fossil fuel dependence of the
district heating. Per annum, the ATES plant is expected to reduce
electricity use by 4e5 GWh, district heating use by 10e15 GWh, and
CO2 emissions by 7000 tonnes. A comprehensive environmental
assessment study suggested that there will be no considerable
impact on the surroundings. The system is designed to cover a
cooling and heating load capacity of 8 MW at a maximum ground
water flow of 720 m3/h per aquifer [98].

1.5.5. Waste and biogas
Santoli et al. [88] analyzed scenarios to supply sustainable bio-

energy resources for a CHP system at Bari Airport with a capacity of
at most 300 kWe. The authors presented a decision-making
approach to meet the energy upgrading needs of the airport. The
study involved an economic and environmental analysis that is
related to the use of different bioenergy supplies from short chain
(<70 km).
Please cite this article in press as: Kılkış B, Kılkış Ş, New exergymetrics for
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1.6. Optimization of district energy systems

District energy systems may be optimized based on the plant,
energy and power distribution, energy supply collection system,
and the demand side. Fazlollahi et al. [29] developed a multi-
objective, multi-period optimization algorithm for district energy
systems. The authors focused on optimizing the pipelines rather
than the district plant. Koroneos et al. [71] developed an optimi-
zationmodel to determine the optimum share of renewable energy
sources in various end-uses, such as heating, cooling, and lighting.
Reliability and environmental parameters were considered for solar
energy, geothermal energy, and biomass. These authors focused on
First-Law analyses without any referral to the Second Law of ther-
modynamics. Similarly, on the side of buildings, Conci et al. [11]
planned a Net Zero Energy Building (NZEB) through passive stra-
tegies, the reuse of energy flows, the reduction of its energy usage,
and energy generation from renewable sources. The authors
investigated that a satellite NZEB terminal building would be more
sustainable in terms of energy usage and cost than the currently in
place expansion of Amsterdam Schiphol Airport. The authors
concluded that a free-standing NZEB may be energy neutral with
current clean energy-generation technology.

1.7. Optimization with the Second-Law

European airports are increasingly looking to on-site power
production and cogeneration to become more sustainable, envi-
ronmentally responsible, and becoming more independent from
the energy grid [13]. For example, Arlanda Airport also uses CHP
plants fueled with biomass. Other airports use gas-fired cogene-
ration, solar PV, biomass boilers, wind, and geothermal energy on-
site. District energy systems are indeed a strong asset for future
sustainable airports or current ones with a retrofit. At the same
time, district energy systems are handling more than one type of
heat and cold at different exergy levels. For this reason, the opti-
mum share of renewable energy plants and their exergy balance
with the end-demands in the district may not be solved and
analyzedwith the First-Law only. In spite of this, most studies in the
literature regarding evaluation and rating metrics of district energy
systems are based on the First-Law. Exceptions deal with compo-
nents while those that involve the entire district energy system are
even more limited. For example, conducted an exergy analysis of
TES in a district energy system. Li and Svendsen put forth an energy
and exergy analysis of a low-temperature district network. Shin
et al. used exergy analysis to evaluate the performance of a district
energy network proposal that also involved an electric heat pump
and TES. Kılkış [56] proposed an exergy per capita indicator to
evaluate urban metabolism in NZEXD targets. District energy sys-
tems, either in the form of a feasible retrofit or in new sustainable
airports, may be a key enabler of allowing the aviation sector to
catch-up to land-side and air-side sustainability goals and satisfy
CO2 emission restrictions. Among several benefits of district energy
in airports, one of the advantage is the ability to save energy and
minimize exergy losses by centralizing the air conditioning supply
to aircraft at the gates [45]; [50].

2. Objectives

The objective of this research is primarily to develop a dedicated
optimization model for the plant of district energy systems in air-
ports. Airports face several restrictions about the utilization of re-
newables, especially solar and wind. Other optimizable
components of such a district energy system, like the energy and
power distribution and collection piping and the grid may be
designed by the FirstLaw. The demand side is mainly a matter of
energy, environment, and economy nexus and optimumdesignmodel
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Fig. 1. Energy and Exergy, Environment and Water, Economy nexus of a sustainable
airport.

Fig. 2. Base model for the exergy-optimum district energy power plant in nearly-zero
or Net-zero exergy airports (nZEXAP, NZEXP). c and X are the main parameters of
optimization.
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nZEB design. Both latter cases are sufficiently covered in the liter-
ature, even with a certain amount of exergy analyses (LowEX
buildings). Therefore, a core model is essential for the optimization
of the plant itself, which must respond to the demand profiles both
energetically and exergetically. This core model also needs to be
flexible and expandable to other DE applications with more solar
and wind energy contributions in the built environment. Such a
fundamental core model is expected to advance the sustainable
airport district energy systems with Exergy-based principles and
newmetrics. In this token one of the other objective is to introduce
new exergy-based metrics or design and evaluation tools. For such
a model, Rational Exergy Management Model (REMM) may be the
background platform for advancement.

3. Development of the method

3.1. Fundamental nexus of sustainable airports

Airports have to provide and sustain human comfort, health,
safety, punctuality with highest reliability and efficiency with
economy and environmental sustainability in mind. They need to
satisfy electrical and different-exergy thermal loads in various
time-dependent proportions. All these factors necessitate the
employment of more than one energy conversion system and to
optimally bundle various energy sources, preferably by utilizing
different sustainable systems in a dedicated district energy system,
driven by a central power plant. Variation of load proportions
especially make TES (Thermal Energy Storage) systems at different
exergy levels, essential.

On the other hand, airports are becoming a vital partner of the
built environment and get multidimensionally connected to the
cities forming a nexus of economy, energy (exergy), environment,
and human health. Environment element of the nexus also includes
water use and protection of water reservoirs and sustain water
quality. With the recently increasing population transit especially
in large airports make passengers vulnerable to potentially exten-
sive epidemics. Terrorist actions also play an important role in risk
assessment. Therefore, aviation safety, human health, and hygiene
are the most important elements of the nexus. However, safety and
human health are subjects of another specific discipline and prac-
tice. Therefore, we devote this paper to only three elements of the
overall nexus, for an optimum design model for a sustainable
airport. Fig. 1 summarizes the elements of the overall nexus of
sustainable airports. These are:

1 Energy and Exergy of sustainability indexed to Rational Exergy
Management Model REMM,

2 Environment of sustainability indexed to CO2 emissions,
3 Economy (Economic sustainability) indexed to optimum size

selection of CHP in the plant.
3.2. Base model of the nZEXAP district plant

Based on the three elements of the nexus, an exergy-based
district plant optimization model was developed, which is shown
in Fig. 2. By recognizing the wind and solar system limitations in
airports, CHP (Combined Heat and Power), GSHP (Ground-Source
Heat Pump, ABS (Absorption cooling that may also include
adsorption cycle), TES, and IT (Ice tank for cold storage) are the
major components of the optimization model at the plant level. In
this model, natural gas is a transition fuel, mixed with biogas, for
decarbonization as described by Soltero et al. [89] towards 100%
renewable in district energy systems [76]. Biogas intake at an
exergy of EXBG is the starting point of the solution in themodel, i.e. it
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is known for the given biogas potential of the airport itself, because
waste intake from outside the airport boundaries is not permissible
due to security measures. Another study [93] has revealed that the
cost effective and technically optimal biogas mix with natural gas is
about 30% for similar commercial complexes. This mixing ratio then
shows the amount of the necessary natural gas intake, EXNG. For a
known CHP characteristic and partial efficiencies, the CHP size for
the fuel intake is optimally found. The term c in Fig. 2 represents the
ratio of the selected CHP plant capacity to the peak power demand
of the district. The term X in Fig. 2 is the power split ratio between
GSHP and other services at the airport. The biogas production ca-
pacity is estimated first. Then, the optimum fuel mix in terms of the
ratio of natural gas to biogas, denoted by the symbol m is deter-
mined. Because X is related to m, the optimum X value is thus ob-
tained. Finally, the optimum c value is calculated. Other sustainable
systems in themodel like ABS, GSHP, TES, and IT are solved from the
First-Law.

In this model, Solar PV systems are mainly limited to vertical
walls of the airport buildings in order to minimize the glint and
glare not only to pilot eyes but also to air-traffic controllers. Some
roof-top PV units are permitted, which is subjected to the scrutiny
of glare risk calculations.

Back-up boilers, chillers, and other auxiliaries are excluded from
the model, because in principle they are standard equipment and
nergy, environment, and economy nexus and optimumdesignmodel
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are not subject to optimization. Absorption system demand is
included in the heat output of the CHP engines. Then, EXBG, EXG, EXPV,
and EXW are the exergy inputs from biogas, ground, BIPV, andwaste,
respectively. Waste heat is mainly utilized locally in each building
in applications with low exergy demand rather than returning
waste heat to the district plant.
3.3. Net and nearly-zero definitions

This model is highlighted by the new definition nZEXAP: an
nZEXAP airport has a district energy system of its own, which re-
ceives at least 70% of the total exergy input of the district plant at
design conditions of the winter season and 60% of the summer
season, from on-site renewable energy systems, including waste
and waste heat. When both percentages approach to 100%, the
nZEXAP definition becomes NZEXAP (Net-Zero Exergy Airport).
This definition also applies to any district energy system. In this
case, the definition becomes nZEXD or NZEXD, respectively
[44,56,58].

From the nZEXAP definition and Fig. 2, we elaborate first on the
heating mode of the plant in order to exemplify the newmodel. We
write first of the two fundamental objectives of the optimization
algorithm (Eq. (1a)). In the heating mode, the inequality constraint
is set to 0.7 for OF1h in this study:

OF1h ¼ EXBG þ EXG þ EXPV þ EXW
EXNG þ EXBG þ EXG þ EXPV þ EXW

� 0:7; fMaximize in heating seasong (1a)

OF1c ¼
EXBG þ EXG þ EXPV þ EXW

EXNG þ EXBG þ EXG þ EXPV þ EXW
� 0:6 fMaximize in cooling seasong (1b)

These constraints may be set to another limit, depending upon
other constraints, specific to every different airport. The second
fundamental objective, OF2 is the cost minimization objective that
is indexed to the optimum CHP size with respect to the annual peak
power demand of the airport.

Each of several buildings comprising the airport may also be
individually subjected to near or net zero-energy building defini-
tions (nZEB, NZEB, respectively). Beyond these definitions, there
has not been any robust definition about near or net-zero energy
districts yet. U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has recently defined
Zero-Energy Building (ZEB) in an over simplistic format by using
only the First Law of Thermodynamics [21]. In their definition,
energy supplied-received balance is simply based on an annual
single cumulative basis of all kinds of energy with different exergy
values added together, without taking into account the exergy
variations and associated CO2 emissions, which are hidden in the
Second-Law, just focusing primarily of on electric power exchange.
In contrary, according to Marszal and Heiselberg, the definition of
net or near zero building is quite complicated [77]. One complica-
tion is the difficulty of load matching [86]. Other shortcomings of
the current nZEB or NZEB definitions, which may be inferred from
Kılkış [43,44,57e59] are:

� Thermal energy exchange information must distinguish
different forms of heat,

� Quality of energy exchange needs to be embedded in the nZEB
definition,

� The quality of energy exchanged in calculating the harmful
emissions must be taken into account by a new definition.

These issues were first addressed by Kılkış [57] by developing
Please cite this article in press as: Kılkış B, Kılkış Ş, New exergymetrics for
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new definitions for net or near building in terms of exergy (NZEXB,
nZEXB). Biogas generation potential is on the other hand is quite
high in or around airports with thousands of passengers and
hundreds of airplanes landing and taking off in a typical hub
airport.

District energy system is a requirement in the build environ-
ment and rapidly expanding over the globe. 4GDE systems [73] not
only distribute heat and power but at the same time distribute cold,
service water, collect trash, transmit data and communications.

3.4. Exergy balance in the district

In addition to the energy balance, exergy balance in sustainable
district energy systems is very important, because a sustainable
grid exchanges heat and or cold at different temperatures in
addition to different quantities. Especially when low exergy heating
and cooling with renewables and waste heat applies, the exergy
difference in supply and return branches of the grid become more
pronounced. This is also important, because exergy inefficiencies
(destructions) are responsible from avoidable CO2 emissions (Eq.
(14)). Therefore, application temperatures of the heat received from
and supplied to a district system must also be accounted for the
exergy balance. As exemplified in Fig. 3, if the building delivers
30 �C water (Treth) to the district but receives 40 �C (Tsuph) water in
the same amount over a given period of time, a deficit in exergy Ex
takes place in terms of the unit exergy, ε, based on the ideal Carnot
Cycle at a given temperature, T, and the amount of heat, Q,
exchanged. A similar deficit occurs for cooling, because exchange
temperatures of the cold water are different (Tretc, Tsupc). The ideal
district and the building balance (Net-zero) condition are given in
the following two equations. Electricity quality is assumed to be the
same (unit exergy almost equal to one), therefore electricity ex-
change is excluded from the exergy balance. Thus, electrical energy
balance may be described only by the First-Law. In Eq. (4), Tref is the
reference environment temperature.

Exsuph ¼ εsuph þ Qsuph ¼ Exreth

¼ εreth � Qreth fIdeal balance in district heating
o

(2)

Exsupc ¼ εsupc � Qsupc ¼ Exretc

¼ εretc � Qretc fIdeal balance in district coolingg (3)

ε ¼
�
1� Tref

T

�
(4)

3.5. Use of renewables in the airport district

According to International Energy Agency [36], the use of
renewable energy systems for both domestic and industrial heating
and cooling applications has received relatively little attention
compared with renewable electricity or transport biofuels. Where a
good biomass, geothermal, or solar thermal resource exists, heating
technologies can often be competitive with those using fossil fuels.

In a few countries, their natural deployment has occurred with
little if any policy support, resulting in greenhouse gas reductions.
Elsewhere, several of the few national policies in place to remove
barriers and encourage the greater deployment of renewable heat,
such as from ground-heat pumps have proved to be cost-effective.
Like in Frankfurt Airport, interconnection of airports with close-by
citiesmay have certain advantages. For example, some airportsmay
send their trash to biogas plants in the nearby cities and receive
energy, environment, and economy nexus and optimumdesignmodel
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Fig. 3. Supply and Return temperatures between buildings and services in an airport DE System [51,62,64].
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power and energy in return, or generate their own biogas using
their own waste plus some more waste from the city and sur-
rounding farms etc.

Although solar energy is becoming to bewidely used to generate
economically feasible power in recent years [34], airport applica-
tions are limited due to visual and electromagnetic hazards.
Therefore, in this optimization model wind energy is omitted. In
the same respect, although remote wind energy may be an option,
it is excluded in this model, which is shown in Fig. 2.
4. Metrics for energy, environment, and economy nexus

In this study, all elements of the nexus are reduced to a
simplistic model, consisting of unit exergy, ε based on the ideal
Carnot cycle and exergy, Ex depending upon and the associated
power (or energy), Q. Environment element is reduced to CO2
emissions (direct emissions according to the First-Law and the
avoidable emissions according to exergy destructions from the
Second-Law) in terms of Rational Exergy Management Efficiency,
JR [65]. Economy element is also indexed primarily toJR [60]. This
efficiency is simply a comparison between the unit exergy of the
supply and the unit exergy of the demand. It depends on the
boundary selected between the supply and the demand. In practical
terms,JR asks a question and gives an answer to it depending upon
the boundary that the question covers. For example:

Question 1: For a condensing boiler, if the question is about the
rationality of using natural gas in producing hot water at a certain
temperature, then the question will be such that this kind of solar
application is not quite rational. Here, the boundary covers the fuel
input (1) and the boiler hot-water output (2). In this question, the
application demands 60 �C hot water (Tdem).

Question 2: If now the question is expanded to the homewhere
the hot water is used for space heating, the question becomes about
how rational is the use of natural gas to comfort heat the house.
Now the application demand is the comfort air temperature Ta of
the house. In this question, the demand point shifts to the house
(3), Tdem shifts to Ta and the nature of the demand becomes indoor
comfort rather than hot water (like domestic hot water demand).
These questions and the answers are exemplified in Fig. 4. Adiabatic
combustion temperature of natural gas (fuel), Tf is 2200 K, Tref,
namely the environment reference temperature, is 283 K. Indoor
comfort air temperature, Ta is 293 K. Hot water is at 333 K.
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It is evident that JR depends on the selected boundary defining
the systems and therefore, JR must be associated with a descrip-
tion of the boundary.

Hereby, we define JR by the following expression, which is
applicable only for applications where exergy is destroyed up-
stream of a process.

jR ¼ εdem

εsup
fExergy destroyed upstreamg (5)

In this case, part of the supply exergy (εsup) is destroyed (εdes)
before satisfying the exergy demand (εdem) of the application at
Tdem. In this case, which is shown in Fig. 5, JR may not be high,
because the high-exergy part of the supply is destroyed. Therefore,
one of the objectives in the nexus may be set to the condition
JR � 0.40, for this case.

If natural gas drives an electric generator and its waste heat is
not utilized in a useful application, then, the exergy flow bar will be
different. Here, high-exergy electric power is generated first and
the remainder of the supply exergy is destroyed. (White boxes in
Figs. 5 and 6). Then,

jR ¼ 1� εdes

εsup
fExergy is destroyed downstreamg (6)

In this case, as shown in Fig. 6, JR may be quite high, because
only low exergy part of the supply is destroyed. Therefore,
JR � 0.70 condition may be selected.

Finally, we state that the Second-Law efficiency, hII and the
REMM efficiency, JR are different in the sense that hII refers to an
equipment or device, like a solar PV, solar collector, boiler or elec-
tric heater while JR represents the rationality of connecting a de-
vice and/or energy source with known exergy to a useful
application demand with known exergy. The term hII effects the
direct emissions of an equipment or device, while JR effects the
avoidable emissions due to exergy destructions (See Eq. (14)).

At any temperature step between T1 and T2 in Fig. 7, if the (1- T2/
T1) term is positive, then the process taking place between T1 and T2
is exergy destruction, εdes. Otherwise it is exergy supply εsup (see
Figs. 8 and 9).

If there are more than one equipment, sustainable system, and/
or power conversion process, then the following effective jR
equation, based on the supply power (or energy for a specified
time) flows,Qsupi in each branch (i) of exergy flowmay be used [63]:
nergy, environment, and economy nexus and optimumdesignmodel
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Fig. 4. Variation of JR according to the selected site boundary.

Fig. 5. Destruction order case 1: Major exergy is destroyed upstream in a single
application.

Fig. 6. Destruction order case 2: Major exergy is destroyed downstream in a single
application.

Fig. 7. Sign convention for unit exergy between two temperature points in a thermal
system.
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jR ¼
Pp

i¼1 jRi$QsupiPp
i¼1 Qsupi

� 0:50 (7a)

Let for example, a small diesel generator using biogas (Tf ¼ 2000
K) is used to generate 40 kW electric power during emergency
periods. Fuel input is 130 kW. 25% of the generated power is used
for lighting purposes and to supply power to essential appliances in
the apartment complex that is served. The remaining power is used
to maintain the minimum indoor comfort by underfloor electric-
radiant panels. The minimum comfort indoor temperature Tdem is
17 �C (290 K). Tref is 283 K. Heat leaves the generator at 550 K. Unit
exergy of electric supply and demand is taken approximately equal
to one [22]. There are three exergy flow branches (p ¼ 3). Then,
from Equation (7a),

jR ¼
P3

i¼1 jRi$QsupiP3
i¼1 Qsupi

¼ 0:434� 130� 1� 10þ 0:024� 30
130þ 10þ 30

¼ 0:395

Obviously, although this example uses renewable energy source,
the generator could have utilized the input fuel in cogeneration
mode and eliminate the use of electricity in space heating
(JR3 ¼ 0.024). The latter is the worst way to use electricity. An
alternative equation to Eq (7a) is the one that incorporates the unit
supply exergy flow (εsupi) in the branches:

jR ¼
Pp

i¼1 jRi$
�
Qsupi � εsupi

�
Pp

i¼1 Qsupi � εsupi
(7b)

Eq (7b) provides a further insight into to the exergy-based
analysis. Qsupi may be replaced by Qdemi/hIi. Here, hIi is the First-
Law Efficiency in branch (i).
4.1. Energy and exergy metrics

OF1 in Equations (1a) and (1b) is a reduced form of energy and
exergy elements of the nexus in terms of Ex. This element includes
three basic terms, namely Q (Energy quantity), ε (Unit exergy of Q)
at the given temperature, T, and the corresponding Ex (exergy
quantity). Repeating Equations (1a), (1b) and (5), 6, and 7 with their
specific targets, the energy and exergy metric of the model en-
compasses the following constraints:

OF1h � 0:70; fEquation is repeated hereg (7c)
energy, environment, and economy nexus and optimumdesignmodel
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Fig. 8. Average for a generator serving an apartment complex for both electrical and thermal loads.

Fig. 9. Energy and exergy flow chain for a heat pump [45,50].
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OF1c � 0:60: fEquation is repeated hereg (7d)

jR ¼ εdem

εsup
� 0:60 fExergy destroyed upstreamg (8)

jR ¼ 1� εdes

εsup
� 0:70 fExergy destroyed downstreamg (9)

If there are more than one exergy destruction in Equation (9),
like in a solar PVT system or CHP (See Fig. 16) at moderate tem-
peratures, then they may be algebraically added, because the re-
gions of exergy destructions happen at low temperatures. For
temperatures below 363 K the margin of error is less than 5% [63].

jR ¼
Pp

i¼1 jRi$QsupiPp
i¼1 Qsupi

� 0:50 fEq:7� a repeatedg (10)

Eq. (10) may most likely will include both cases of exergy
destruction according to Eq. (8), and Eq. (9), which apply only to
individual and simple applications. In addition, there may be other
parasitic exergy losses in such a complex system. Therefore, its
target is set to lower number, namely 0.50.

Equations (1a), (1b) and (8), 9, and 10 establish the energy and
exergy metric of the nexus. If the system involves a heat pump, like
GSHP, or ABS, then the exergy-based primary energy ratio PEXR and
the exergy-based COP, namely COPEX further define the energy and
exergy performance ([45,50,52].
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PEXR ¼ Exsup
Exf

¼ εsup$Qsup

εf $
Qsup

ðhl$COPÞ
¼

�
1� Tref

Tsup

�
�
1� Tref

Tf

�$ðhl$COPÞ

¼
�
1� Tref

Tsup

�
�
1� Tref

Tf

�$PER (11)

COPEX ¼
�
1� Tref

Tsup

�
�
1� Tref

Tf

�$COP (12)

PEXR ¼ hI � COPX fQuality flow of energy from the primary

resourceg (13)

PEXR deals with the quality flow of primary energy resource up
to the demand point, while PEX deals with the quantity flow. PEXR
takes into account the type (exergy) of the fuel input in terms of its
unit exergy, which enables a more comprehensive analysis, where
PER is insensitive to the type or quality of the fuel, rendering the
analysis of the performance of a heat pump incomplete.
4.2. Environment metric

X
CO2 ¼

�
cl
hl

þ cm
hmhT

ð1� jRÞ
	
Q þ cm

hmhT
Wg (14)

Eq. (14), which is derived from the Rational Exergy Management
Model (REMM) establishes the environment metric of the nexus.
nergy, environment, and economy nexus and optimumdesignmodel
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Table 1
Reference efficiencies for cogeneration.

Reference Efficiency

RefHha 0.85
RefEha 0.52
RefShb 0.75
RefjR

b,c 0.211

a EN [24].
b Kılkış and Kılkış [63].
c Kılkış and Kılkış [66].
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The first term represent the CO2 emissions of fossil fueled boilers, if
there are any, at the plant in the airport district energy system. The
second term in squared brackets is the avoidable CO2 emissions
responsibility of the airport district plant attributable to JR, ac-
cording to REMM. The first term in brackets and the last term of Eq.
(14) represent the direct CO2 emissions. EDR is the Ratio of Emis-
sions Difference. The CO2base term is the standardized emission rate
calculated with practical defaults for 0,5 kW-h thermal and 0,5 kW-
h electrical load per hour (C ¼ 1). CO2base is 0,629 kg CO2/kW-h,
which is derived from Eq. (10a). EDR must be close to one for small
CO2 emissions of the airport.

EDR ¼ 1�
�P

CO2

CO2base

	
fif EDR � 0:80; then nZCAPg (15)

nZCAP: nearly Zero Carbon Airport is an airport whose EDR
value is greater or equal to 0,80. CO2base is calculated in the
following way:

CO2 base ¼
�
0;2
0;85

þ 0;2
0;35

ð1� 0;21Þ
	
0;5þ 0;2

0;35
0;5

¼ 0:629 fkg CO2 per kW� hg (16)

Furthermore, new airport construction or expansion and their
operation can usually impose serious environmental risks [68,69].
These risks mainly cover deforestation for the airport and the new
connecting highways, train connections, bridges, settlements etc.

CO2 Responsibility of Deforestation in Airports: Loss of CO2

sequestration potential, LCS (ton CO2/a) due to DF number of cut
trees, and the annual CO2 sequestration potential of a single typical
local tree per annum, s, averaged over a 50-year period, which
corresponds to the life time of a typical airport, may be based upon
yearly-piece wise calculations taking into account natural survival
rate, CF [20,68,69]. The multiplier 3,67 converts carbon sequestra-
tion into CO2 sequestration.

LCS ¼ ðDF$s$CFÞ � 3;67 fkg CO2=ag (17)

For example, if DF¼ 700,000, s¼ 35 kg CO2/a, CF¼ 0,85 [68,69]:

LCS ¼ ð700000$35$0;85Þ � 3;67 ¼ 76:428� 106kg CO2=a

Reducing this result to a unit value by the annual total power
and heat consumption of the airport (Q þ E)a, the result is added to
the numerator (SCO2 term) in Eq. (15). For example, if (Q þ E)a is
300$106 kW-h/a, then 76.428$106/300$106 ¼ 0.255 kg CO2. This
result shows that deforestation in this example by itself alone does
not permit to satisfy the condition EDR > 0,80 for nZCAP.

4.3. Economic sustainability metric

The major installation and operational cost is the cogeneration
plant in a district energy system, provided that all other design
elements and equipment are accordingly optimized. Therefore, it
will be prudent to relate the economic sustainability to the primary
energy savings percentage of a CHP plant. The fundamental Pri-
mary Energy Savings Ratio, namely PES, defined in EU Directive
2004/8/EC [24] was modified by Kılkış, Şiir, and Kılkış, B. in terms of
the Second-Law of Thermodynamics in terms of the REMM effi-
ciency, JR [66]. Here we set the objective to have a PESR value
greater or equal to 50% [61]; [63]:

PESR ¼
2
41� 1�

CHPHh
RefHh þ CHPSh

REFSh þ CHPEh
RefEh

�
�
�
2�RefjR
ð2�jRÞ

�
3
5� 100

� 50% fEconomically sustainableg (18)
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Accordingly, not only a high-efficiency CHP system but also a
high REMMefficiency,JR is required, which is subject to Eq. (8) and
Eq. (9). In Eq. (18), CHPHh, CHPSh, and CHPEh are the partial effi-
ciencies of heat, steam, and electric power generation, respectively.
Reference values are given in Table 1.

The reference value for RefJR is based on separate heat and
power generation: heat is generated at 333 K in a natural gas boiler,
where the adiabatic flame temperature of natural gas is taken
2200 K. Power is generated in a natural gas steam boiler running a
turbine. Flue gas exit temperature is taken 550 K for a typical boiler
with the First-Law efficiency of 0.85. For a reference temperature of
Tref ¼ 283 K and a power to heat ratio of 0,8, RefJR according to
REMM is:

RefjR ¼ 1�
P

Exdes
Exsup

¼ 1�
�
1� 333

2200

�� 1þ �
1� 283

550

�� 0:8�
1� 283

2200

�� 1:8

¼ 0:211

JR is also a check point to see if the process is practically an
achievable one and what can be done to improve the rationality of
the utilization of the supply exergy.
5. Optimization algorithm

Following the argument about exergy based analysis by Kılkış,
and Kılkış [48] the optimization algorithm is composed of two non-
dimensionalized objective function sets, namely OF1 and OF2,
where a and b are the scaling and weighing factors.

OF ¼ aOF1 þ bOF2 fMaximizeg (19)

5.1. OF1

Referring to Fig. 2, we distinguish four exergy inputs. From Eq.
(1a), and with known design values of EXBG, EXPV, and EXW, the total
ground (soil) exergy derived from (in heating) or sinked to (in
cooling), namely EXG may be expressed in terms of CHP properties
(CHPEh), COP of the heat pump, soil temperature, Tg, and the power
split factor, X:

EXG ¼ ðCOP � 1Þ$X$CHPEh$QBG$

�
1� Tref

Tg

�
(20)

Then, by using Eq. (1a), and taking into common parenthesis of
EXBG, and setting EXNG equal to (mEXBG):

OF1h ¼ 1þ xþ yþ z
1þ xþ yþ zþm

(21)

Which, also holds true for Eq. (1b) for cooling. Here m is the
natural gas to biogas mix ratio. In practical terms, m is set to the
constrains. 0 � m � 7. Where from Eq. (20), x, which is simply the
EXG/EXBG ratio is:
energy, environment, and economy nexus and optimumdesignmodel
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x ¼
�

1
EXBG

�
$ðCOP � 1Þ$X$CHPEh$QBG$

�
1� Tref

Tg

�
(22)

y ¼ EXPV
EXBG

(23)

z ¼ EXw
EXBG

(24)

From an economical point of view, power split factor, X effects
economics of operation for a given COP, which is shown in Fig. 10
[46].

X ¼ 0:5þm
w

f0 � m � 14g (25)

For an initial solution of the problem for OF1, one may set a ¼ 1
and b ¼ 0. If b > 0, then the following OF2, optimization algorithm
must be applied.
5.2. OF2

The primary aim of the second objective, namely OF2, is to
maximize the performance of a CHP system under the energy,
environment, and economy nexus. Main parameters are the First-
Law efficiency, hI, c, Operating Factor (IF) of CHP, REMM efficiency
jR, CO2 emissions, and economic return. Fig. 11 shows a typical
daily power load profile at different c values with respect to PP
(Peak power load). The terms c is the ratio of the selected capacity
of CHP unit(s) to the peak power load of the demand that the CHP
system is connected. For example, if a CHP system in Fig. 11 is
selected with a capacity equal to PP, then it will only operate for
about only 2 h at a capacity near to its full capacity. At the same
time, because most CHP engines are not allowed to operate below
40% capacity, it will remain idle for about 9 h in a typical day. Unless
cascaded, the CHP unit at part load will have reduced efficiency. In
our model, the biogas input is known, so that for the optimized m
value, CHP capacity is also determined. Here, OF2 solves the prob-
lem from the reverse side, namely the optimum peak power de-
mand that the CHP plant may serve. In fact, c value does not appear
in OF1. So, OF1. and OF2 may be independently solved.

OF2 ¼ f ðhI; c; IF;JRi;CO2Þ fMaximizeg (26)
Fig. 10. [46,52].
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OF2 ¼ ½hI� �
�

0;9
IF � c

�
þ
2
4 CO2base�

ci
hI

�
ð1� jRiÞ

3
5þ 3�

1;84� IF�1;3
�

(27)

Equation (27) is a compilation of four non-dimensional terms
[48,60]. The first term is the first-law efficiency and must be
maximized. The second term represents the decrease in the CHP
plant life in terms of operation hours until the expected life. The
third term is representing the decrease of CO2 emissions against the
base value. The last term represents the simple payback period
term for a reference value of 3 years. The denominator is obtained
from a typical relationship, which is shown in Fig. 12 for a heat
demand to power demand ratio of 2.5, which is typical for airports.
The denominator is a typical expression for natural gas-driven CHP
engine, which is shown in Fig. 13. At this point the following re-
lationships are considered (see Fig. 12):

hI ¼
"
0;6þ jðIF � 0;6Þl

0;9

#
(28)

IF ¼ �1;2833c2 þ 0;7063cþ 0;8756 (29)

OF2 ¼ f **ðcÞ fMaximizeg (30)

dOF2
dc

¼ 0 fInitial solutiong (31)

The following constraints to OF2 apply:

hI � 0;80; 0;4 � c � 0;90; 0;7 � IF � 1; 0;1 � ci � 0;4;JR

� 0;6;CO2 � CO2base:

(32)

5.3. Annual optimization

The above case study has been devoted to only heating season.
The same algorithm may be extended to cooling loads also. If a
year-round optimization is desired, then the weighted, annual
objective function, OFa is defined in the following format:

OFc ¼ cOF1 þ dOF2 fIn coolingg (33)

OFa ¼ OFh$HDH$LFh þ OFc$CDH$LFc
HDH$LFh þ CDH$LFc

(34)

Especially in commercial buildings like airport terminals, latent
cooling loads and year-round humidity control are substantial and
from time to time, they may even exceed sensible loads. Cooling
and heating degree-hour values, namely HDH and CDH are defined
to cover only the sensible cooling loads. Therefore, in the above
annual weighing expression, both heating and cooling degree-hour
values must be modified with the latent load modification factors,
namely, LFh and LFc, respectively. The latter two values depend
upon an hourly analysis of the annual thermal comfort loads, and
they are inputs to this algorithm.

6. Amsterdam Schiphol Airport

As a case study and for the demonstration purposes of the
optimization algorithm presented herein, Amsterdam Schiphol was
chosen for the analysis and retrofit with renewables. Schiphol
nergy, environment, and economy nexus and optimumdesignmodel
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Fig. 11. Typical hourly change of power demand [60].

Fig. 12. Change of IF with c [51,62,64].

Fig. 13. Main terminal building of the Amsterdam Schiphol Airport.
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Airport is located 17.5 km SW of Amsterdam. The airport covers
2787 ha of land and annually serves more than 50 million pas-
sengers. There are seven piers connected to a main terminal
building (Fig. 13). The airport has 5 long and one short runways
(Fig. 20). Currently, the airport terminals are undergoing a major
expansion and renovation project. Amsterdam Airport Schiphol has
already been awarded the LEED Platinum certificate for sustainable
Please cite this article in press as: Kılkış B, Kılkış Ş, New exergymetrics for
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construction for its TransPort office building at Schiphol-East.
In spite of such greening efforts, recently the Airport Authorities,

having confronted by a dilemma, have reduced their 20% goal to
10% goal of the contribution of renewables [92]. In quote from their
report:

‘Generating energy on our own site? In previous years, our
ambition was to generate 20% of our own energy requirement by
sustainable means at Amsterdam Airport Schiphol itself. This year
we evaluated whether this ambition is still realistic. We were
confronted with a dilemma: on the one hand, we have a great deal
of land on the Schiphol location, but on the other, we are faced with
constraints due to airfield safety requirements …. .’

This dilemma is in fact valid for all airports. Solar and wind
energy systems have certain risks for aviation, in particular for the
approaching aircrafts. In our model, biogas has the priority, at a
high unit exergy, which is almost equal to the unit exergy of natural
gas. The most efficient way to utilize biogas is the use of the CHP
technology, because it saves fuel (PES, PESR). GSHP is the next
companion to CHP in satisfying the thermal loads through using the
ground heat. Ground heat and a heat pump becomes perfectly a
renewable energy source and a closed system, respectively, at a
proportion of the biogas used in the fuel mix with natural gas. TES
technology further improves the performance of a nZEXAP plant.
Biogas, CHP, GSHP, ground storage (TES) do not conflict with FAA
regulations, in contrast to solar and wind. In fact, heat and cold
Storage (HCS) is going to be used soon at the Airport in two
buildings. Ground is suitable for extensive shallow geothermal
energy utilization with GSHP technology with boreholes [35], or
without boreholes (Slinky tube ground heat exchangers). In 2015,
CO2 emissions attributable to all airport activities at the Schiphol
Airport was 98,635 tonnes due to natural gas and fuel consumption,
and electricity. CO2 per passenger was 1.71 kg CO2/passenger. The
number of total passengers was 56,190,445 [92].
6.1. Concept design for the new optimization model

The nZEXAP district energy plant is conceptually shown in
Fig. 14. In this concept, remote green power and PVT derivatives are
excluded, except PHVT-3 (See Fig. 18). The heart of the district plant
of nZEXAP is the CHP system. Its overall performance effects the
total efficiency of biogas utilization.

Here, radiant panel heating and cooling along with chilled
beams play an important role for high-temperature cooling and
low-temperature heating, by enabling to directly utilize the low-
exergy heat and cold of waste heat, solar thermal systems, and to
energy, environment, and economy nexus and optimumdesignmodel
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Fig. 14. nZEXAP plant concept for Schiphol airport (Shaded out systems are not applicable).
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operate the heat pumps (GSHP) at higher COP values both in
heating and cooling mode [40]. For any CHP with the characteristic
temperature of adiabatic flame temperature of the fuel used, Tf,
temperature of thermal energy, TE at the exit point of the CHP-
connected ORC bottoming cycle, and Tref, JR is calculated from
REMM, on the condition that the useful heat (including steam)
between Tapp (370 K) and Treturn (300 K) is utilized. Within the
framework of the concept design layout for further greening of the
Schiphol Airport, which is shown in Fig. 14 [63] the exergy flow bar
was drawn (Fig. 15).

jR ¼ 1� εdes1 þ εdes2
εsup

¼
�
1� 370

400

�þ �
1� 283

300

�
�
1� 283

2200

� ¼ 0:85

With the selected design values of the CHP, namely
CHPEh ¼ 0,35, CHPHh ¼ 0,45, CHPSh ¼ 0,10 and by using the
reference values from Table 1 and withJR ¼ 0,85 calculated above,
the PESR percentage value will be:

PESR ¼
2
41� 1�0:45

0:85 þ 0:10
0:75 þ 0:35

0:52

�� ð2�0:211Þ
ð2�0:85Þ

3
5� 100 ¼ 52%

This value satisfies the nZEXAP criterion for minimum PESR
value given in Table 2. Including steam output, the power to heat
ratio, namely C is:
Fig. 15. Exergy flow diagram for Schiphol CHP model (Not to any temperature scale).
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C ¼ CHPEhþ CHPHhþ CHPSh ¼ 0:64

For further evaluation, other thermodynamics efficiencies are
given below;

hII ¼
Exout
Exsup

¼
�
1� 400

2200

�
CHPEhþ �

1� 300
370

�
CHPHh�

1� 283
2200

� ¼ 0:45

h1 ¼ CHPEhþ CHPHhþ CHPSh ¼ 0:90
6.2. On-site biogas exergy, EXB

The largest waste to energy incineration plant of the world is in
Amsterdam It is charged by the city waste, and transported city
waste from near-by towns (http://www.aebamsterdam.com/). The
biogas sources at Schiphol is different than the Amsterdam incin-
eration plant: the Schiphol wastes are primarily human and food
waste. For such wastes, a biogas plant is more feasible. In fact, a
biogas plant is about 30% more efficient than an incineration plant
in terms of unit kg of waste. Due to strict security measures at an
international airport, biogas raw material may not be imported,
unless a separate digester is located outside the Airport territory,
and the biogas only is imported. The airport has relatively large
open field that may be used for biogas rawmaterial raising. Yet due
to safety concerns, animals and vegetation is not feasible, except
grass clippings. Such minor biogas potentials are omitted in this
analysis. When the only major biogas resource is humanwaste, one
needs to look into the number of persons at the airport complex.
Fig. 16 shows the monthly number of passengers in 2015, which is
56190445 passengers (Daily average:156,085). The total number of
employees is 65,000 persons [92]. Then with three shifts per day
and a diversity factor of 0.5, the average daily number of employees
present at the airport will be: 65000�(8/24) x 0.5¼10,833 persons
(see Fig. 17).

Typically, one cubic meter of Methane has a calorific value of
about 9 kWh-h [93]. Daily production of methane from 1 person's
faeces is 8445 L, corresponding to a unit methane production value,
eB of 0,076 kWh-h/person/day. Methane production capacities,
namely EB, were calculated from different sources which are given
in Table 3. Low case corresponds to biogas generation from the
airport facilities. High case requires a second plant next to the
airport territory, charged by farm and animal wastes. The daily total
nergy, environment, and economy nexus and optimumdesignmodel
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Table 2
Exergy-based new metrics for nZEXAP and nZCAP.

Nexus element Metric Condition Comments

1-Energy-Exergy jR �0.70 If exergy is destroyed downstream. Defines nZEXAP
�0.40 If exergy is destroyed upstream

jR ¼ 0:50 More than one exergy flow branch

PEXR �0.50 For heat pumps driven by on-site power
COPEX �0.50 For heat pumps driven by on-site power

2-Environment EDR �0.80 Defines nZCAP
3-Economic Sustainability PESR �50% Indexed to CHP system in the district plant

Fig. 16. Number of monthly passengers at Schiphol Airport in 2015 (Derived from
tabular data: [92].
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energy output, EB may be converted to an average fuel power-based
onmethane, denoted by the symbol Pf, based on a catalysis factor CT
(�1), average daily operating hours of the trigeneration system, td,
and PESR [93] as shown in Eq. (35), below.

QBG ¼ EB$CT�
1� PESR

100

�$
�
1
td

�
(35)

Whey acquired from near-by dairy farms is used as a catalyst in
the reactor with CT ¼ 1,3. This means that for a given biogas reactor
tank volume, more biogas fuel per time is produced. PESR is 52% and
CHP runs approximately 20 h per day (td). Therefore, from Eq. (35):

QfBG ¼ 15332� 1;3
ð1� 0;52Þ $

�
1
20

�
¼ 2076 kWh

¼ 2;076 MWh; fBiogas fuel input power; low caseg

QfBG ¼ 35332� 1;3
ð1� 0;52Þ ,

�
1
20

�
¼ 4785 kWh

¼ 4;785 MWh: fBiogas fuel input power;high caseg
Table 3
Low and High Cases for methane production capacities of the Schiphol airport complex,

Source Person EB kWh-h/day (Rounded)

Low Case High Cas

Total passengers 156,085 1483 1483
Non-travellingcompanions 15,608 5 5

General visitors 1500 11 11
Organic waste from restaurants na 3000 3000
Outsourced local organic waste na 0 20,000
All employees 65,000 10,833 10,833
Total 15,332 35,332
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With CHPHh ¼ 0.55, the thermal power capacities attributable
to biogas (before mixing with NG) is calculated:

QBG ¼ 2;076� 0;55 ¼ 1:14 MWh; fLow Caseg

QBG ¼ 4;785� 0;55 ¼ 2;63 MWh: fHigh Caseg
Similarly, With CHPEh ¼ 0,35, the electric power capacities

attributable to biogas will be:

PeBG ¼ 2;076� 0;35 ¼ 0;73 MWe and;

PeBG ¼ 4;785� 0;35

¼ 1;67 MWe; for low and high cases; respectively:

When biogas is mixed with natural gas at a rate of m (m is the
ratio of NG to BGmix), then the electric power output of the district
plant, Pe will be higher. If for example m is 3 for the low case, then:

Pe ¼ 2;076� 0;35� ð1þmÞ ¼ 2;9 MWe:

For the high case, biogas is more abundant and for the same
power output m should decrease. For the high case, for the same
electric power output m is 0.73 to give the same electric power
output with much leaner natural gas mix. This improves the
renewable energy source utilization rate for the same power output
from the CHP system:

Pe ¼ 4;785� 0;35� ð1þmÞ ¼ 2;9 MWe
6.3. Ground-source heat pump, EXG

Shallow bore [35,51,62,64] or slinky type of heat exchangers
may be applied widely on the free land of the Airport territory. For
example, since 1995, there is an ATES (Aquifer thermal energy
storage) system at Schiphol airport, with 2,4 MW cooling capacity
using cooling tower [87]. Therefore, in terms of our model the GSHP
application is rather unconstrained. The design capacity of GSHP is
a matter of the power split factor, X, soil temperature Tg, and the
EB. eB ¼ 0,076 kWh-h/person/day [93].

Comments

e

EB ¼ 156085 � (3/24) � 0,076.
EB ¼ 156085 � (1/24) � 0,076.
One companion in ten passengers residing 1 h at the terminal.
EB ¼ 156085 � (1/24) � 0,076
Total (estimated).
From Harlem and Amstelveen1 800,000 m3/a1 � 9 kWh-h/360.
65,000/(3 shift) � 0.5 (diversity) � 0.076.
High case requires organic biogas plant to be outside the airport zone.

energy, environment, and economy nexus and optimumdesignmodel
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COP at design conditions. Tg for the Netherlands are given by Adrie
et al. [3] and de Bakker [17]. In Eq. (36) PeBG is used, because that is
the power attributable to the biogas fuel input only. In a shallow-
bore arrangement (BTES: Bore hole thermal energy storage) it is
taken 293 K at about 10 m (See Table 4), [3,17].

EXG ¼ X$PeBG$COP$
�
1� Tref

Tg

�
(36)

6.4. Solar power, EXPV

Amsterdam Airport Schiphol has already an on-land type of
3000 m2 of PV panels at the Northwest corner of the air field
(Fig. 20). Our estimation is that the design capacity is about 0.2 MW
(3000 m2 at 500 W/m2 x 0.15 average efficiency). Additional solar
panels were installed earlier than this study on the roofs of the
Transport office buildings, the Schiphol Group headquarters, and
Cargo Building 19. It is estimated that the installed solar PV design
capacity at present is 0.5 MW. Due to lack of sufficient data their
FAA worthiness against glint and glare effect for pilots was not
clear. Our brief analysis showed however that rooftop panels at
cargo building 19may have some glint and glare effect.We used the
solar glare analysis program (FORGE Solar, PV planning and glare
analysis program, trial version (https://www.forgesolar.com/ last
visited on 10.11.2016).

6.4.1. Transparent facade surfaces (on windows)
Airport management may use façade surfaces in two ways: 1-

Semi-transparent PV systems on glazed surfaces and 2- PV panels
on opaque surfaces. Care must be given to specific applications in
terms of the architecture, type and construction of the building
envelope, internal thermal loads and indoor air circulation. For
example, the inside dry-bulb air temperature might rise 1e1.5 K,
which adds more cooling load thus power demand than it gener-
ates. A careful design and installation check must be carried out. A
semi-transparent PV module may also increase the artificial light-
ing load in winter but may help to reduce cooling loads in summer
by shading effect. For the given climatic conditions in Amsterdam
these effects may equally balance each other. In short, a careful
annual balance among solar gains, solar shading, thermal loads
from PVs, and artificial lightingmust be sought depending upon the
geographical region, building construction, architecture and
climate. With some parasitic losses, estimated solar power poten-
tial from PV modules on transparent facades is 250 W/m2 with
some shading x 150 m � 7 m x 0.08 efficiency x 10 buildings ¼ 0,2
MWe. Nearly-Infrared Harvesting Transparent Luminescent Solar
Concentrators may improve this potential by increasing the
efficiency.

6.4.2. Opaque façade walls: PHVT-3 system
Solar photo-voltaic and thermal (PVT) systems are marketed

with very high total efficiencies. This is according to the First-Law,
but actually the total efficiency must be defined in terms of the
Table 4
Design Exergy of PV system and its variants.

System EXPV, MW

Existing Panels (on land and roof-tops) 0.5
Transparent PV on building windows 0.2
PHVT-3 on Building facades 0.35
New roof tops 2.5
Total 3.55
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Second Law. These systems were developed in order to maintain
the PV efficiency when they get hot under the sun. Basically, water
is circulated through heat exchanging pipes attached to the back of
the PV panels. Circulation pump may however, negate the PV
cooling purpose, while it may needmore power than the additional
power gained from the PV panels by cooling. Cooling the PV and at
the same time, obtaining a useful hot water from PVT conflicts: If
the PV needs to be cooled effectively, then the water output tem-
perature will be low or vice versa. Due to this conflict, TES and
temperature peaking units are needed externally, which further
render a conventional PVT system unfeasible in many cases.

After a series of synectic [51,62,64] evolution, an integrated,
composite, pumpless PVT systemwas developed, which is shown in
Fig. 18. It is attached to the vertical wall of a building. Vertical po-
sition (90� tilt) minimizes the glare but at the same time reduces
the amount of solar insolation on its surface. Shading from other
buildings might be also a problem in certain areas. In this module,
the circulation pump is eliminated because there is no cooling fluid
in the system. Elimination of the circulation pump is important.
Heat pipes transfer the heat whenever necessary. Thermal energy
storage is realized within the module with a layer of PCM, hy-
bridized with the body of the PHVT-3 module, which is shown in
Fig. 18. The front glass cover and the air gap over the PV surfaces act
like an ordinary flat plate collector. After the sunrise, the solar
irradiation captured in this collector section starts to heat the PV
panels, while PV panels pick up to generate power with the sun-
light. At the first glance this looks like a controversy, because the
aim is to cool the PV cells. Cooling is effectively achieved by
transferring this additional solar heat to the back side of the TEG
modules with heat conducting sheet. While the packed-bed type of
PCM layer is in the thermal charging process at a relatively cool
temperature, there exists a temperature difference across the TEG
units, which on their top surface contact the PCM layer. This tem-
perature difference generates additional DC power. Depending
upon the thermal demand heat may be transferred to the outside
manifold via the heat pipes. After the sun set the PHVT-3 module
may start to back radiate to the cooler atmosphere from the top
surface that is shown in Fig. 19. This generates a reverse heat flow
starting from the bottom of the TEG units via the heat conducting
sheet. This generates some additional electrical power with a
reverse polarity. A simple polarity switch corrects the DC output.
Thus, the power generation is somehowextended to hours after the
sun set, depending upon the total PCMmass (Layer thickness). This
is called Sequential, Bi-directional Heat Flow. For a total of 4200 m2

(10 m by 3 m surfaces on 35 buildings with four flats each). With
estimated shading losses and parasitic losses, the potential power
will be: 4200 � 350 x 0.25/106 ¼ 0,35 MWe.
6.4.3. PV modules on flat roof tops
Ho [10] pointed out the potential risks of solar glare and elab-

orated on PV applications in some airports in terms of distraction,
after-image, and retinal burn. He introduced a web-based glare
analysis program developed by Sandia Laboratories in the USA, and
showed some analysis examples using the Blythe Airport Glare
Analysis Method. Fig. 20 shows the runways of the Airport and the
relative location of the existing on-land PV arrays. New roof-top PV
panel locations were tested. An example is shown in Fig. 21. Here,
the circled roof top was tested for an airplane approaching the 18 L
36R runway (Fig. 20) from south. No glare was reported by the
simulation program. Consequently, it has been estimated that 2,5
MWe-capacity PV panels on the roof tops may be additionally
installed without violating FAA regulations. The total power output
is given in Table 4.
nergy, environment, and economy nexus and optimumdesignmodel
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Fig. 17. Transparent PV application opportunities at Schiphol Airport.

Fig. 18. Advanced Photo-Heat-Voltaic-Thermal (PHVT-3) Module [51,53,62,64] (not to scale).

Fig. 19. Combined power performance of PHVT-3 on a typical summer day in
Amsterdam on a flat surface, A ¼ 1 m2, Imax ¼ 750 W/m2.
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6.4.4. Total solar PV power and PV exergy supply at the airport
The total solar design power is 3,55MWe.With the unit exergy, ε

of electric power practically equal to 1, EXPV ¼ 3,55 � 1 ¼ 3,55 MWe
of electrical exergy. Table 4 gives the break-down of total the PV
exergy supply.

6.5. Waste heat, EXW

Recuperation of the waste heat from air-conditioning systems
and on-site chillers etc. in the buildings are estimated to have a
potential of 006MW.Waste heat at the plant is assumed to be about
0,9 MWh. Therefore, EXW at 20 �C (293 K) is 1,5 MWh x (1-Tref/293).
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6.6. Model inputs for Amsterdam Schiphol airport (for Fig. 2.)

Model inputs are shown in Table 5. Low case corresponds to in
Airport biogas plant charged by human wastes. Optimization pa-
rameters are c, X, and m. High case corresponds to the first biogas
plant on premises and a second biogas plant charged by agriculture.
In this case, there will be a second biogas plant just outside the
secured Airport territory.

For the numerical example given above in Table 5 and with the
demonstrative values for m ¼ 3 and 0,7,

OF1 ¼ ð0;99þ 0;030þ 3;55þ 0;051Þ=ð2;97þ 0;99þ 0;030

þ 3;55þ 0;051Þ
¼ 0;61; fLow Caseg

OF1 ¼ ð2;28þ 0;068þ 3;55þ 0;051Þ=ð1:68þ 2;28þ 0;068

þ 3;55þ 0;051Þ
¼ 0;78: fHigh Caseg

For the low case in Table 5, the result is not satisfying the
nZEXAP condition (<0,70). For the same total Q for NG and BG,
lower the natural gas mix (m) is, then higher is the OF1. In high case
OF1 becomes 0,78.

7. Calculations

By using the EX values given in Table 5 for the low case, and
energy, environment, and economy nexus and optimumdesignmodel
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Fig. 20. Runways of the Schiphol airport.

Fig. 21. Solar glare analysis for Schiphol airport (With special permission from Forge Solar (https://www.forgesolar.com/accounts/signup/sub/).

Table 5
Model inputs for Amsterdam Schiphol Airport.

Exergy Intake Q, MWh (thermal) T, K ε, W/
W

Ex, MW (Thermal
except PV
systems)

Comments

Low
Case

High
Case

Low
Case

High
Case

Natural Gas, NG 3.42 1.93 2200 0.87b 2.97 1.68 QNG is m·QBG. Here samplema is taken 3 for low case and 0.73 for the same total Q forNG and BG.
{m � 7}

Biogas, BG 1.14 2.63 2200 0.87 0.99 2.28 QBG is calculated from Airport biogas capacity (Section 7.2).
NG þ BG 4.56 4.56 3.96 3.96
Ground Heat, G 0.876 2.00 293 0.034 0.030 0.068 QG ¼ (COP-1)$X$PeBGc

Solar, PV (All
derivatives)

na na 1 3.55 (electric) Limited by FAA rules.

Waste, W 1.5 293 0.034 0.051 Thermal waste only from the airport complex and the district plant.

a Natural gas to biogas mixing ratio.
b Tref is 283 K.
c The average COP for GSHP in the winter season is assumed to be 4. X and m are optimization variables. For the numerical demonstration purposes of this table, sample

value for X is 0.4.
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Fig. 23. Sample optimization case. a ¼ 0,5, b ¼ 0,5.
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Equation (21) through (25), with the CHP performance values dis-
cussed in Section 7.1, namely CHPEh ¼ 0.35, CHPHh ¼ 0.45,
CHPSh¼ 0.10, andJR¼ 0,85. Optimumm valuemay be determined
for OF1h. In Eq. (23), w is taken 14. Design COP of the GSHP is taken
3,5.

OF1h ¼ 1þ xþ yþ z
1þ xþ vþ zþm

where for this design

x ¼
�ðCOP � 1Þ$X$CHPEh$QBG

EXBG

	
$

�
1� Tref

Tg

�

¼
�
2:5$

�
0:5þ m

14

�
$0:35$1:14

0:99

	
$

�
1� 283

293

�

¼ 0:034$
�
0:5þ m

14

�

y ¼ EXPV
EXBG

¼ 3:55
0:99

¼ 3:59

z ¼ EXW
EXBG

¼ 0:051
0:99

¼ 0:0515

Then

OF1h ¼ 1þ 0:034$
�
0:5þ m

14

�þ 3:59þ 0:0515
1þ 0:034$

�
0:5þ m

14

�þ 3:59þ 0:0515þm

¼ 4:612þ 0:0024m
4:612þ 1:0024m

The variation of OF1h with m is shown in Fig. 22.
This figure shows that OF1h alone (b ¼ 0) may not provide an

admissible solution: the irrelevant solution is m ¼ 0 with OF1h
approaching 1. This shows that OF2h is necessary for an admissible
optimum solution, which adds another relation with m to solve OF.
Then, by applying the arbitrary condition, a¼ b¼ 0.5 and with OF2h
being modified in order to express c in terms of PP and m:

c ¼ ð1þmÞPBGð1� XÞ þ QPV

Pp
¼ ð1þmÞQBGCHPEhð1� XÞ þ QPV

Pp
(37)

The term X is related to m by Eq. (22). For the design input of
CHPEh ¼ 0,35, QBG ¼ 1.14 MW (Low Case); QPV ¼ 3,55 MW, and if Pp
is set for 10 MW (Peak power load charged for the plant), then the
optimum m value of 6, obtained by referring to Equation (27)
through (29) for OF2 gives OF1h as 0,72 (Fig. 23), Xopt ¼ 0,93.
Fig. 22. Variation of OF ¼ OF1h with m. a ¼ 1, b ¼ 0.
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8. Discussion of results

Exemplary results show that the exergy-based optimization
function OF was correctly chosen with a composition of two com-
ponents, namely OF1 and OF2. OF1 alone, in other words, using only
this exergy term as an initial solution does not reveal any optimum,
except an irrelevant condition of zero natural gas mix. When OF2 is
introduced in terms of different weighing functions, then it is
possible to reveal an optimum fuel split and the corresponding
nZEXAP criteria. Results also show that exclusion of wind energy,
by definition of the model introduces a serious handicap to airports
in achieving the nZEXAP airport status. Introduction of off-site
wind energy purchase may be an option but there must be an
upper cap to it. Otherwise, an airport purchasing all its power from
renewables located off-site will automatically become nZEXAP,
which is not admissible. It is also advisable to relax the nZEXAP
criteria, namely 0,7 in heating season and 0,6 in cooling season
should be relaxed by testing the model further in other existing
airports. ASHRAE TC 1.6, Terminology will be advised to work on
this topic and elaborate for a consensus. In spite of these initial
difficulties in terminology the beauty of this algorithm is that real
(absolute values of the) peak load data for power and others are not
required to optimize the design and to find copt and Xopt. To know
the ratios of different exergy intakes, like from PV to biogas and so
on is sufficient if the biogas intake is known due to the waste po-
tential at the airport. It is obvious that the high case (additional
biogas from outside) will definitely help to gain nZEXAP status but
this again requires a revision of the nZEXAP definition slightly,
maybe drawing a boundary limit around the airport. Actually, this
model presents a simple design tool waiting for further develop-
ment to investigate the effect of all design variables on the opti-
mum results like PESR, COP, solar PV capacity, JR, hI, etc.

9. Conclusions

In this paper, the importance of exergy rationality in net-zero or
nearly-zero buildings connected to 4DE systems was discussed and
new definitions were made. It has been shown that net-zero or
nearly-zero exergy building definitions are more realistic and
definitive compared to the DOE definition [21]. In the same token,
CO2 emissions need to be calculated according to the both First and
Second-Laws of thermodynamics. In this respect, a new zero carbon
definition was also made, which supersedes previous definitions,
being developed only in terms of the First-Law.

In addition to the current optimization algorithm some more
optimization task awaits at the buildings side of an nZEXAP airport.
Especially for new airports, or deep renovation projects of terminal
energy, environment, and economy nexus and optimumdesignmodel
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projects, there exists a chance to further optimize the heating and
cooling heat transfer optimization: Lower the heating fluid tem-
perature demand or higher the cooling temperature demand from
the GSHP, COP of the heat pump increases. This brings LowEx
buildings forward. However, higher or lower the fluid temperature
in cooling or heating, respectively, the temperature drop between
supply and return fluid temperature needs to be smaller, like in
chilled beams versus fan-coils, such that pumping size and cost
increase and usually heating or cooling equipment must be over-
sized. These costs factors and exergy inputs and output to from
GSHP, pumps, and oversizing establish a challenging optimization
problem. But the result will be rewarding [52].

Nomenclature

a Annum (year)
a,b,c,d Scaling and weighing coefficients of OF1 and OF2,

respectively
c Electric power generation of CHP to the peak load ratio
cl Unit CO2 content of the natural gas and biogas mixture

consumed for power and heat generation in the airport
district energy plant, kg CO2/kW-h

cm Unit CO2 content of the fossil fuel consumed in a distant
power plant, kg CO2/kW-h

C Power generation to heat generation ratio of CHP
CT Catalysis factor
CDH Cooling degree hour, K
CF Natural survival rate factor of a given type of tree
COP Coefficient of Performance
CO2 Carbon dioxide emission, kg CO2
DF Number of trees to be subjected to cutting (deforestation)
EB Methane production for a given number of person a day,

kWh-h/day
eB Daily unit methane production per person a day,

0,076 kWh-h/day-person
EDR Ratio of emissions difference
E Power load, kW-h
Ex Exergy, kW or kW-h
HDH Heating degree hour, K
IF Operating factor of CHP
j, l Coefficients in Eq. (28)
LF Latent factor
m Natural gas to biogas mixing ratio at design conditions
LCS Loss of CO2 sequestration potential due to deforestation,

ton CO2/a
nZEB Nearly-zero energy building
nZED Nearly-zero energy district
NZED Net-zero energy district
nZEXAP Nearly-zero exergy airport
NZEXAP Net-zero exergy airport
NZCAP Net-zero carbon airport
OF Objective function
P, Pe Electric power, kW, MW
PER Primary energy ratio
PEXR Primary exergy ratio
PES Primary energy savings percentage
Q Thermal load, thermal output, kW-h
RefEh Reference value for partial electric power generation

efficiency of CHP
RefHh Reference value for partial thermal power generation

efficiency of CHP
RefSh Reference value for partial steam power generation

efficiency of CHP
s Annual carbon sequestration potential of a tree kg CO2/a
T Temperature, K
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w Coefficient to relate X and m, Eq. (25)
X Power split factor regarding power split from CHP to

GSHP and the nZEXAP
x, y, z Terms in Eqs. (22)e(24)
ZEB Zero energy building

Greek symbols
ε Unit exergy, kW/kW, or kW-h/kW-h
h Efficiency
jR Rational exergy management efficiency
RefjR Reference value of jR, 0,211P

CO2 Compounded CO2 emission responsibility of the airport
district plant, ton CO2/a

Subscripts
app Application
B Base scenario
BG Biogas intake
base Base value
1, 2 First and second
I, II Related to First and Second-Law, respectively
c Cold, cooling
dem Demand
des Destroyed
e Electric
EX Exergy related
f Fuel, flame
g Grid-fed or ground
G Ground heat intake
h Heat, heating
i Exergy flow branch counter
l, m Local and distant, respectively
NG Natural gas intake (To the district plant)
PV Solar PV (and other PVT versions) intake
P Peak, number of exergy flow branch
R REMM related
ref Reference
ret Return
sup Supply
T Transmission
W Waste intake

Acronyms
AAAE American Association of Airport Executives
ABS Absorption chiller
AC Air-conditioning
AFT Adiabatic flame temperature, K
ADS Adsorption chiller
APU Auxiliary power unit
ASHRAE American Society of Heating, Refrigeration, and Air-

conditioning Engineers Inc.
ATES Aquifer thermal energy storage
BAU Business as usual
BAPV Building-attached PV
BIPV Building-integrated PV
BTES Bore hole thermal energy storage
CCHP Combined cooling, heating, and power
CHP Combined heat and power
CWT Cold water tank
DE District Energy
4DE Fourth-generation district Energy system
DHW Domestic hot water
EU European Union
FAA Federal Aviation Administration
GSHP Ground-source heat pump
nergy, environment, and economy nexus and optimumdesignmodel
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HCS Heat and cold storage
HE Heat Exchanger
HWT Hot water tank
IT Ice tank
LEED Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
LowEX Low-exergy
nZEXAP Nearly-zero exergy airport (Use N for Net-)
NZEXD Net-zero exergy district
nZEB Nearly-zero exergy Building
ORC Organic Rankine cycle
PCA Pre-conditioned air
PV Photo-voltaic
PVT Photo-voltaic-thermal
PHVT-3 Next-generation photo-thermal-voltaic-heat
SARES Sustainable Aviation Research Society
SDEWES Sustainable Development of Energy, Water and

Environment Systems
SRA Sustainability Ranking of Airports
TES Thermal energy storage
TSE Turkish Standards Institute
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6HVVLRQ�����$GYDQFHG�%XLOGLQJ�6\VWHPV�� (QHUJ\�*HQHUDWLRQ����

$QDO\VLV�RI�)RXUWK�*HQHUDWLRQ�'LVWULFW�(QHUJ\�6\VWHPV�ZLWK�5HQHZDEOH(QHUJ\�
&RJHQHUDWLRQ�E\�8VLQJ�5DWLRQDO�([HUJ\�0DQDJHPHQW�0RGHO

%LURO�.,/.,6D

D�%DVNHQW�8QLYHUVLW\��7XUNH\��HPDLO�

$%675$&7�

5HFHQW� �WK�JHQHUDWLRQ� GLVWULFW� HQHUJ\� V\VWHPV� HQYLVLRQ� RSWLPXP� EXQGOLQJ� RI� GLIIHUHQW� HQHUJ\� UHVRXUFHV� DQG�
FRQYHUVLRQ�V\VWHPV�ZLWK�PDLQ�HPSKDVLV�RQ�VXVWDLQDELOLW\�DQG�UHQHZDEOH�HQHUJ\�XVH��%HFDXVH�UHQHZDEOH�HQHUJ\�
VRXUFHV� JHQHUDOO\� KDYH� ORZ� H[HUJ\� DQG� VRPH� RI� WKHP� DUH� LQWHUUXSWHG�� WKH\�PXVW� EH� VWRUHG�� WLPH� DQG� H[HUJ\�
PDWFKHG�ZLWK� ORZ�H[HUJ\�GHPDQGV��7KH�FRPSOH[�QDWXUH�RI� WKH�VRXUFH�DQG�GHPDQG�K\EULGL]DWLRQ�UHTXLUHV�QHZ�
H[HUJ\� IRFXVHG� FRQWUROV� EDVHG� RQ�5DWLRQDO� ([HUJ\�0DQDJHPHQW�0RGHO�� 7KLV� QHHG� DFWXDOO\� GHILQHV� WKH�PDLQ�
FRQFHSW�RI�VPDUW�PHWURSROLV��,Q�WKLV�SDSHU�D�QHZ�DOJRULWKP�IRU�RSWLPL]LQJ�WKH�H[HUJ\�EXQGOLQJ�RI�UHQHZDEOH�HQHUJ\�
DQG�FRQYHUVLRQ�V\VWHPV�LQ�FRJHQHUDWLRQ�IRUPDW�ZLWK�ORZ�H[HUJ\�PHWURSROLV�GHPDQGV�LV�GHVFULEHG�ZLWK�WKH�REMHFWLYH�
RI�PLQLPL]LQJ� WKH�&2��HPLVVLRQV��$�VHFRQG�DOJRULWKP�IRU� WKH�FRQWURO�RI� WKH�K\EULG�V\VWHP��ZKLFK� LV�WHVWHG� LQ�D�
VPDOOHU�VFDOH� LQ�D�/(('�3ODWLQXP�EXLOGLQJ�$QNDUD�KDV�EHHQ�DGRSWHG�DQG�SURMHFWHG� WR� W\SLFDO�PHWURSROLV��1HZ�
GHILQLWLRQV�OLNH�1HW�=HUR�([HUJ\�0HWURSROLV��1HW�=HUR�&DUERQ�0HWURSROLV�DUH�DOVR�GHVFULEHG��7KH�SDSHU�FRQFOXGHV�
WKDW�WKH�6HFRQG�/DZ�RI�WKHUPRG\QDPLFV�OHDGLQJ�WR�WKH�H[HUJ\�FRQFHSW�LV�WKH�SULPDU\�SOD\HU�LQ�GHYHORSLQJ�VPDUW�
PHWURSROLV�DQG�PLQLPL]LQJ�WKHLU�FDUERQ�IRRW�SULQW��

.H\ZRUGV� VXVWDLQDEOH�QHLJKERXUKRRG��FRJHQHUDWLRQ� UDWLRQDO�H[HUJ\�PDQDJHPHQW�PRGHO

�� ,1752'8&7,21�

'LVWULFWV� KDYH� VHYHUDO� WDVNV� WR� DFFRPSOLVK� ZLWK� KLJKHVW� UHOLDELOLW\� DQG� EHVW� VXVWDLQDELOLW\� ZKLOH� IDFLQJ� WLPH�
GHSHQGHQW�ORDGV�RI�GLIIHUHQW�IRUPV�DQG�H[HUJ\��)LJXUH���VKRZV�W\SLFDO�KRXUO\�YDULDWLRQ�RI�WKHUPDO�DQG�SRZHU�ORDGV�
RI�D�'LVWULFW��$FFRUGLQJ�WR�WKLV�ILJXUH��SHDNV�RI�GLIIHUHQW�ORDGV�DUH�QRW�FRLQFLGHQW�DQG�HYHU\�GLIIHUHQW� ORDG�KDV�D�
GLIIHUHQW�SURILOH��&RQVHTXHQWO\��QRW�RQO\� WKH�PDJQLWXGHV�EXW�DOVR� WKH� ORDG�SURSRUWLRQV�FKDQJH�ZLWK� WLPH��/DUJH�
YDULDWLRQV�RI�GLIIHUHQW�ORDG�SURSRUWLRQV�DUH�SDUWLFXODUO\�LPSRUWDQW�IRU�FRJHQHUDWLRQ�V\VWHPV��EHFDXVH�WKH\�GHOLYHU�
KHDW�DQG�SRZHU�DOPRVW�DW�D�FRQVWDQW�UDWLR�RYHU�WKHLU�UHJXODU�RSHUDWLRQDO�UDQJH��$OO�WKHVH�IDFWRUV�PDNH�LW�QHFHVVDU\�
WR�HPSOR\�PRUH�WKDQ�RQH�HQHUJ\�FRQYHUVLRQ�V\VWHP�DQG�WR�EXQGOH�YDULRXV�HQHUJ\�VRXUFHV��SUHIHUDEO\�E\�XWLOL]LQJ�
GLIIHUHQW�VXVWDLQDEOH�V\VWHPV��7KLV�PDNHV�LW�HVVHQWLDO�WR�H[WHQVLYHO\�XVH�7(6��7KHUPDO�(QHUJ\�6WRUDJH��V\VWHPV�
DQG� ±LI� IHDVLEOH� WR� HPSOR\�� HOHFWULFDO� VWRUDJH� V\VWHPV�� EHVLGHV� JULG� H[FKDQJH�� 2QH� DOVR� QHHGV� WR� NQRZ� WKH�
DYDLODELOLW\�RI�UHQHZDEOH�HQHUJ\�V\VWHPV�RQ�DQ�KRXU�E\�KRXU�EDVLV�IRU�D�VXVWDLQDEOH�DQG�QHDU�]HUR�GHVLJQ�DQG�
RSHUDWLRQ��,Q�DGGLWLRQ��FRQWUROV��V\VWHPV��DQG�HTXLSPHQW�SULPDULO\�UHVSRQG�WR�FRPIRUW�FRROLQJ�DQG�KHDWLQJ�ORDGV��
ZKLFK�LPSRVH�WLPH�GHSHQGHQW�WHPSHUDWXUHV��QRW�RQO\�WKH�PDJQLWXGHV�DQG�SURSRUWLRQV�RI�ORDGV�FKDQJH�EXW�DW�WKH�
VDPH� WLPH�GHPDQG� WHPSHUDWXUHV� IRU� WKHUPDO�HTXLSPHQW�DQG�V\VWHPV�FKDQJH�FRQWLQXRXVO\��)RU�H[DPSOH�� LQ�D�
+9$&�V\VWHP�VXSSO\�WHPSHUDWXUHV�DUH�SURSRUWLRQDWHO\�FRQWUROOHG�ZLWK�UHVSHFW�WR�RXWGRRU�DLU�WHPSHUDWXUH��ZKLFK�
DIIHFW�WKH�V\VWHP�DQG�HTXLSPHQW�SHUIRUPDQFH��)LQDOO\��WKH�IDFWRUV�WKDW�DIIHFW�SDUW�ORDG�HIILFLHQF\�RI�WKH�HTXLSPHQW�
PXVW�EH�DOVR�FRQVLGHUHG�LQ�RUGHU�WR�\LHOG�DFFXUDWH�KRXUO\�HTXLSPHQW�HQHUJ\�GHPDQG�GDWD��
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)LJXUH����7\SLFDO�'DLO\�/RDG�3URILOHV�LQ�D�'LVWULFW�

2Q� WKH�RWKHU�KDQG��'LVWULFWV�DUH�EHFRPLQJ�D�YLWDO� SDUWQHU�RI� WKH�EXLOW�HQYLURQPHQW�DQG�JHW�PXOWL�GLPHQVLRQDOO\�
FRQQHFWHG�WR�WKH�FLWLHV�IRUPLQJ�D�QH[XV�RI�HFRQRP\��HQHUJ\� �H[HUJ\���DQG�HQYLURQPHQW��)RU�H[DPSOH��'LVWULFWV�
VHQG�WKHLU�WUDVK�WR�ELRJDV�SODQWV�LQ�WKH�QHDUE\�FLWLHV�DQG�UHFHLYH�SRZHU�DQG�HQHUJ\�LQ�UHWXUQ��)RU�D�VXVWDLQDEOH�
IXWXUH��WKH�PRVW�UHFHQW�WUHQG�LV�WR�FRQQHFW�'LVWULFWV�WR��'(��)RXUWK�*HQHUDWLRQ��GLVWULFW�HQHUJ\�V\VWHPV�LQ�WKH�EXLOW�
HQYLURQPHQW��ZKHUH� ORZ�WHPSHUDWXUH� KHDW� �IRU�'+:��/RZ([�KHDWLQJ��� KLJK�WHPSHUDWXUH�KHDW� �IRU� FRQYHQWLRQDO�
VSDFH�KHDWLQJ��SURFHVV�KHDW���PRGHUDWH�WHPSHUDWXUH�FROG��VSDFH�FRROLQJ��� ORZ�WHPSHUDWXUH�FROG��SURFHVV�FROG��
DQG�SRZHU�JHQHUDWHG�ZLWK�FRQYHQWLRQDO�DQG�UHQHZDEOH�HQHUJ\�V\VWHPV�DQG�UHVRXUFHV�DUH�H[FKDQJHG�DW�YDULRXV�
H[HUJ\�OHYHOV��6RODU�HQHUJ\�LV�XVHG�WR�JHQHUDWH�SRZHU�LQ�WKH�EXLOW�HQYLURQPHQW�ZLGHO\��+RZHYHU��ZKHQ�LW�FRPHV�WR�
KDUYHVW�VRODU�DQG�ZLQG�HQHUJ\��'LVWULFWV� IDFH�VHULRXV� OLPLWDWLRQV�GXH� WR�DLU� WUDIILF�VDIHW\��*HQHUDOO\�QHZ�'LVWULFW�
FRQVWUXFWLRQ�DQG�WKHLU�RSHUDWLRQ�PD\�LPSRVH�VHULRXV�HQYLURQPHQWDO�ULVNV���,Q�VSLWH�RI�DOO�WKHVH�FRPSOH[LWLHV��8��6��
'HSDUWPHQW�RI�(QHUJ\��'2(��KDV�UHFHQWO\�GHILQHG�=HUR�(QHUJ\�%XLOGLQJ��=(%��LQ�DQ�RYHU�VLPSOLVWLF�IRUPDW�E\�XVLQJ�
RQO\�WKH�)LUVW�/DZ�RI�7KHUPRG\QDPLFV��,Q�WKHLU�GHILQLWLRQ��HQHUJ\�VXSSOLHG�UHFHLYHG�EDODQFH�LV�VLPSO\�EDVHG�RQ�DQ�
DQQXDO�VLQJOH�FXPXODWLYH�EDVLV�RI�DOO�NLQGV�RI�HQHUJ\�ZLWK�GLIIHUHQW�H[HUJ\�YDOXHV�ZLWKRXW�WDNLQJ�LQWR�DFFRXQW�WKH�
H[HUJ\� YDULDWLRQV� DQG� DVVRFLDWHG� &2�� HPLVVLRQV�� ZKLFK� DUH� KLGGHQ� LQ� WKH� 6HFRQG�/DZ��7KLV� LVVXH� ZDV� ILUVW�
DGGUHVVHG�E\�>�@�E\�GHYHORSLQJ�QHZ�GHILQLWLRQV�IRU�QHW�RU�QHDU�EXLOGLQJ�LQ�WHUPV�RI�H[HUJ\��1=(;%��Q=(;%���,Q�IDFW��
DFFRUGLQJ�WR�0DUV]DO�DQG�+HLVHOEHUJ��WKH�GHILQLWLRQ�RI�QHW�RU�QHDU�]HUR�EXLOGLQJ�LV�TXLWH�FRPSOLFDWHG��

�� 7+(25<�

6HYHUDO�(XURSHDQ�FRXQWULHV�DUH� LQ� WKH�SURFHVV�RI�GHYHORSLQJ�DQG� LPSOHPHQWLQJ� WKHLU� URDG�PDSV� IRU�QHDU�]HUR�
HQHUJ\�EXLOGLQJV��Q=(%��DFFRUGLQJ�WR�WKH�UHOHYDQW�(8�'LUHFWLYH�IRU�+LJK�3HUIRUPLQJ�%XLOGLQJV��7KHUH�DUH�VHYHUDO�
GHILQLWLRQV�IRU�Q=(%�FRQFHSW�DQG�DOO�PRGHOV��GHILQLWLRQV��DQG�LPSOHPHQWDWLRQV�DUH�EDVHG�RQ�WKH�)LUVW�/DZ��ZKLFK�
RQO\�GHDO�ZLWK�WKH�TXDQWLW\�RI�WKH�HQHUJ\�H[FKDQJH�EHWZHHQ�WKH�EXLOGLQJ��JULG��DQG�WKH�GLVWULFW��&XUUHQW�SUDFWLFH�LV�
SULPDULO\�IRFXVHG�RQ�HOHFWULF�SRZHU�H[FKDQJH��7RGD\��'HQPDUN�LV�WKH�RQO\�(8�FRXQWU\�WKDW�IDFWRUV�LQ�WKH�WKHUPDO�
HQHUJ\�H[FKDQJH��7KHUPDO�HQHUJ\�DW�GLIIHUHQW�VWDWHV�DQG�WHPSHUDWXUHV�PHDQ�D�ZLGH�YDULDWLRQ�RI�WKH�WKHUPDO�HQHUJ\�
TXDOLW\��H[HUJ\���2WKHU�VKRUWFRPLQJV�RI�WKH�FXUUHQW�1=(%�RU�Q=(%�GHILQLWLRQV��ZKLFK�PD\�EH�LQIHUUHG�IURP�.ÕONÕú��
ù��DUH�

x 7KHUPDO�HQHUJ\�H[FKDQJH�GHILQLWLRQV�PXVW�GLVWLQJXLVK�GLIIHUHQW�IRUPV�RI�KHDW�OLNH�VWHDP��KRW�ZDWHU��VHUYLFH�
ZDWHU��FROG�ZDWHU�HWF��

x 4XDOLW\�RI�HQHUJ\�H[FKDQJH�QHHGV�WR�EH�HPEHGGHG�LQ�WKH�Q=(%�GHILQLWLRQ���
x 7KH�TXDOLW\�RI�HQHUJ\�H[FKDQJHG�LQ�FDOFXODWLQJ�WKH�KDUPIXO�HPLVVLRQV�PXVW�EH�WDNHQ�LQWR�DFFRXQW�E\�D�QHZ�

GHILQLWLRQ��

0RUH�LPSRUWDQWO\��WKH�WHPSHUDWXUHV�RI�WKH�KHDW�UHFHLYHG�IURP�DQG�VXSSOLHG�WR�D�GLVWULFW�V\VWHP�PXVW�EH�WDNHQ�LQWR�
DFFRXQW� LQ�GHWHUPLQLQJ�WKH�VXSSO\�DQG�GHPDQG�H[HUJ\�EDODQFH�DV�VKRZQ�LQ�)LJXUH����)RU�H[DPSOH��DQ�H[HUJ\�
H[FKDQJH�GHILFLW�RFFXUV�LQ�WKH�JULG�FRQQHFWHG�EXLOGLQJ�LI�WKH�EXLOGLQJ�GHOLYHUV���R&�ZDWHU�WR�WKH�GLVWULFW�EXW�UHFHLYHV�
��R&�ZDWHU�IURP�WKH�GLVWULFW�LQ�WKH�VDPH�DPRXQW�RYHU�D�JLYHQ�SHULRG�RI�WLPH��$�VLPLODU�GHILFLW�RFFXUV�IRU�FRROLQJ��
EHFDXVH�H[FKDQJH�WHPSHUDWXUHV�RI�WKH�FKLOOHG�ZDWHU�DUH�GLIIHUHQW��

)URP�WKH�&RQIHUHQFH�3URFHHGLQJV�RI�:RUOG�6XVWDLQDEOH�%XLOW�(QYLURQPHQW�&RQIHUHQFH������+RQJ�.RQJ���,6%1����������������������ZZZ�KNJEF�RUJ�KN
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����

)LJXUH����6XSSO\�DQG�UHWXUQ�WHPSHUDWXUHV�EHWZHHQ�D�VXVWDLQDEOH�EXLOGLQJ�DQG�GH�V\VWHP�

7KHUHIRUH��WKH�XQLW�H[HUJ\�RI�HDFK���N:�K�RI�WKH�VXSSO\�KHDW��ɸVXS DFFRUGLQJ�WR�WKH�LGHDO�&DUQRW�&\FOH�PXVW�EH�
FRQVLGHUHG��(TXDWLRQ���D�PD\�DOVR�EH�XVHG�IRU�GHVWUR\HG�H[HUJ\�DQG�GHPDQG�H[HUJ\��(TXDWLRQV���D���E�����DQG�
��HVWDEOLVK�WKH�HQHUJ\��HQYLURQPHQW��DQG�HFRQRP\�QH[XV��UHVSHFWLYHO\��

(QHUJ\�
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(TXDWLRQ���E��5DWLRQDOLW\�RI�HQHUJ\�XVH�

(TXDWLRQ���D�WKURXJK���F�HVWDEOLVK�WKH�HQHUJ\�DQG�H[HUJ\�PHWULF�RI�WKH�QH[XV��)RU�D�JUHHQ�GLVWULFW�DQG�VXEVFULELQJ�
EXLOGLQJ�WKH�DQQXDO�DYHUDJH�RI�ʗ5�PXVW�EH�JUHDWHU�WKDQ��������

(QYLURQPHQW�

(TXDWLRQ���D��(QYLURQPHQW�

(TXDWLRQ��D��ZKLFK�LV�GHULYHG�IURP�WKH�5DWLRQDO�([HUJ\�0DQDJHPHQW�0RGHO��5(00��HVWDEOLVKHV�WKH�HQYLURQPHQW�
PHWULF�RI� WKH�QH[XV��$W�EHORZ��('5� LV� WKH�5DWLR�RI�(PLVVLRQV�'LIIHUHQFH��7KH�&2�EDVH� WHUP�LV�WKH�VWDQGDUGL]HG�
HPLVVLRQ�UDWH�FDOFXODWHG�ZLWK�SUDFWLFDO�GHIDXOWV�IRU�����N:�K�WKHUPDO�DQG�����N:�K�HOHFWULFDO�ORDG�SHU�KRXU��

�&� ����6HH�(TXDWLRQ���F��ZKHUH�&2�EDVH�LV������NJ�&2���N:�K��ZKLFK�LV�GHULYHG�IURP�(TXDWLRQ���D��('5�PXVW�EH�
FORVH�WR�RQH��

('5� ���±�>&2�RQ�VLWH�&2��EDVH@�

(TXDWLRQ���E��(PLVVLRQV�DUH�EDVHG�RQ�5(00�

(TXDWLRQ���F��
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����

(TXDWLRQ����(FRQRP\�

(TXDWLRQ���SURYLGHV�WKH�HFRQRP\�PHWULF��ZKHUH�3(6�PXVW�EH�JUHDWHU�WKDQ�����LQ�RUGHU�WR�TXDOLI\�IRU�D�JUHHQ�
VWDWXV��,Q�RUGHU�WR�VDWLVI\�WKH�DERYH�PHWULFV��D�FRPSOH[�GHVLJQ�H[DPSOH�IRU�DFKLHYLQJ�1=(;$3�VWDWXV�LV�VKRZQ�LQ�
)LJXUH����.LONLV��%����������,Q�WKLV�GHVLJQ�WKH�FRPELQHG�KHDW�DQG�SRZHU�V\VWHP��&+3��LV�VXSSRUWHG�E\�UHQHZDEOH�
HQHUJ\�V\VWHPV�LQFOXGLQJ�VRODU�FROOHFWRUV��39�V\VWHPV��DQG�WKHLU�GHULYDWLYHV��DQG�UHPRWH�JUHHQ�HOHFWULFLW\�SRZHU�
IURP�ZLQG���%XLOGLQJV�DQG�ODUJH�FRPSOH[HV�QHHG�WR�XVH�UDGLDQW�KHDWLQJ�DQG�FRROLQJ�V\VWHPV�DQG�WKXV�PD\�HDVLO\�
TXDOLI\�IRU�/RZ�([HUJ\�%XLOGLQJ�VWDWXV��ZKLOH�WKH\�HPSOR\�PRGHUDWH�ZRUNLQJ�WHPSHUDWXUHV��7KXV�VRODU�HQHUJ\�PD\�
EH�GLUHFWO\�XWLOL]HG�LQ�WKHLU�+9$&�V\VWHPV��+RW�ZDWHU��FKLOOHG�ZDWHU��DQG�LFH�WDQNV�VKDYH�WKH�SHDN�ORDGV��VKLIW�WKH�
ORDGV�WR�FRQYHUJH�WR�WKH�VXSSO\�SURILOHV��DQG�PDWFK�WKH�WKHUPDO�H[HUJ\�OHYHOV�RI�YDULRXV�VXSSOLHV�DQG�GHPDQGV�LQ�
WKH�FRPSOH[��

)LJXUH����1=(;$3�WUL�JHQHUDWLRQ�SODQW�GHVLJQ�

�� 237,0,=$7,21�2)��'(�6<67(06

)LJXUH���VKRZV�D�W\SLFDO�GDLO\�SRZHU�ORDG�SURILOH�DW�GLIIHUHQW��F��YDOXHV�ZLWK�UHVSHFW�WR�33��3HDN�SRZHU�ORDG����F��LV�
WKH�UDWLR�RI�WKH�VHOHFWHG�FDSDFLW\�RI�D�FRJHQHUDWLRQ�SODQW�WR�WKH�SHDN�SRZHU�ORDG��)RU�H[DPSOH��LI�D�WUL�JHQHUDWLRQ�
V\VWHP�LQ�)LJXUH���LV�VHOHFWHG�ZLWK�D�FDSDFLW\�HTXDO�WR�33��WKHQ�LW�ZLOO�RQO\�RSHUDWH�IRU�DERXW�RQO\�WZR�KRXUV�DW�D�
FDSDFLW\�QHDU�WR�LWV�IXOO�FDSDFLW\��$W�WKH�VDPH�WLPH�EHFDXVH�PRVW�&+3�HQJLQHV�DUH�QRW�DOORZHG�WR�RSHUDWH�EHORZ�
����FDSDFLW\��LW�ZLOO�UHPDLQ�LGOH�IRU�DERXW���KRXUV�LQ�D�W\SLFDO�GD\��8QOHVV�FDVFDGHG��WKH�&+3�XQLW�DW�SDUW�ORDG�ZLOO�
KDYH� UHGXFHG�HIILFLHQF\�� ,W� LV�REYLRXV� WKDW�1=(;$3�RU�Q=(;$3�FRQGLWLRQV�PD\�RQO\�EH�VDWLVILHG�DQG�HQHUJ\��
HQYLURQPHQW��DQG�HFRQRP\�QH[XV�EH�HVWDEOLVKHG�E\�D�FDUHIXO�VHOHFWLRQ�RI�WKH�WUL�JHQHUDWLRQ�SODQW��7KHUHIRUH��WKH�
FDSDFLW\�LHV��RI�&+3�V\VWHPV�PXVW�EH�FDUHIXOO\�RSWLPL]HG�DQG�FDVFDGHG��LI�QHFHVVDU\��

)LJXUH����7\SLFDO�KRXUO\�FKDQJH�RI�SRZHU�GHPDQG�

*6+3

&+3

%LRJDV

1DWXUDO
*DV
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����

��� 2EMHFWLYH�IXQFWLRQ�DQG�LWV�VLPSOLILFDWLRQ

7KH�SULPDU\� REMHFWLYH� LV� WR�PD[LPL]H� WKH�SHUIRUPDQFH�RI� D�&+3� V\VWHP�XQGHU� WKH� HQHUJ\�� HQYLURQPHQW�� DQG�
HFRQRP\�QH[XV��0DLQ�SDUDPHWHUV�DUH�)LUVW�/DZ�HIILFLHQF\��ɻ����F��YDOXH��2SHUDWLQJ�)DFWRU��,)���5DWLRQDO�([HUJ\�
0DQDJHPHQW�(IILFLHQF\��ʗ5���&2��HPLVVLRQV��DQG�HFRQRPLF�UHWXUQ��7HUPV��M��DQG��O��DUH�FRUUHODWLRQ�SDUDPHWHUV���

2)  �I�ɻ��FL��,)��Ɏ5��&2���

(TXDWLRQ���D��0D[LPL]H�

�FL��IRU�QDWXUDO�JDV�LW�LV�����NJ�&2���N:K�K��,)�GHSHQGV�RQ��F��WKDW�LV�VKRZQ�LQ�)LJXUH����ZKHUH�,)  �I�F��>�@��
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(TXDWLRQ���

$IWHU�WDNLQJ�WKH�XSSHU�OLPLW�RI Ɏ5 ��ɻ(; FRQGLWLRQDO�LQHTXDOLW\��DVVXPLQJ�&� ����DQG�XVLQJ�WKH�XSSHU�OLPLW�RI�WKH�
ɻ(; ������āɻ,�FRQGLWLRQDO�LQHTXDOLW\��(TXDWLRQ���E�UHGXFHV�WR�D�VLQJOH�YDULDEOH�H[SUHVVLRQ��

2)  �I�F��

(TXDWLRQ���D��0D[LPL]H�

)LJXUH����$SSUR[LPDWH�FKDQJH�RI�,)�ZLWK��F��

3URYLGHG�WKDW�IRU�JDV�HQJLQHV��F��PXVW�EH�JUHDWHU�RU�HTXDO�WR������(TXDWLRQ���E�JLYHV�WKH�LQLWLDO�VROXWLRQ��

� 
GF

G2)

(TXDWLRQ���E�

&RQVWUDLQWV�RI�WKH�QH[XV���

ɻ, ��������

������F���������������,) ����

Ɏ5�� �����&2����&2�EDVH���
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����

2QFH�WKH�RSWLPDO��F��YDOXH�LV�GHWHUPLQHG��WKH�&+3�V\VWHP�PD\�EH�FDVFDGHG��LQ�RSWLPDO�QXPEHUV�DQG�LQGLYLGXDO�
FDSDFLWLHV�GHSHQGLQJ�XSRQ�WKH�GDLO\�DYHUDJHG�KRXUO\�ORDG�SURILOHV��,Q�JHQHUDO��WKH�ILUVW�FDVFDGH�LV�DOORFDWHG�WR�WKH�
PLQLPXP�FRQWLQXRXV�ORDG�����KRXUV�D�GD\���WKH�VHFRQG�RQH�LV�VL]HG�VXFK�WKDW�LW�RSHUDWHV�DERXW����KRXUV�D�GD\�
EHWZHHQ�LWV�IXOO�FDSDFLW\�DQG�����FDSDFLW\��DQG�WKH�UHPDLQLQJ�RQH�V��DUH�VL]HG�IRU�SHDNLQJ�SXUSRVHV�VXFK�WKDW�
WKH\�RSHUDWH�DERXW���KRXUV�D�GD\�EHWZHHQ�IXOO�FDSDFLW\�DQG�����FDSDFLW\��([WUHPH�FDXWLRQ�PXVW�EH�H[HUFLVHG�IRU�
WKHVH�SUDFWLFDO�VHW�RI�FDSDFLWLHV�DQG�FDVFDGLQJ�VFKHPHV��,QVWHDG��WKH\�PXVW�EH�VHOHFWHG�DIWHU�DQ�KRXUO\�ORDG�EDVHG�
HFRQRPLF�DQDO\VLV��ZLWK�DQ�REMHFWLYH�RI�DFKLHYLQJ�D�VLPSOH�UHWXUQ�SHULRG�RI�DW�PRVW�IRXU�\HDUV��

��� $XWRPDWLRQ

:LWKRXW�D�GHGLFDWHG�JHQHUDO�DXWRPDWLRQ�V\VWHP��D��'(�V\VWHP�ZLOO�QRW�RSHUDWH�VXFFHVVIXOO\��$�QRYHO�DXWRPDWLRQ�
V\VWHP�ZDV�GHYHORSHG�IRU�WKH�(6(5�/(('�3ODWLQXP�%XLOGLQJ�LQ�$QNDUD�7XUNH\��NHHSLQJ�LQ�PLQG�WKDW�WKH�VDPH�
DOJRULWKP� LV�H[SDQGDEOH� WR� WKH�GLVWULFW� OHYHO��$�JUHHQ�DQG�K\EULG�HOHFWURPHFKDQLFDO�V\VWHP�FRQVLVWV�RI�VHYHUDO�
HQHUJ\�VRXUFHV��HQHUJ\�FRQYHUVLRQ�V\VWHPV��DQG�YDU\LQJ�WLPH�EDVHG�SHUIRUPDQFH�YDOXHV��DV�D�UHTXLUHPHQW�RI�WKH�
V\VWHP��(VHU�*UHHQ�%XLOGLQJ� LV�DOVR�GHVLJQHG�DQG�FRQVWUXFWHG�DV�D�KLJK�SHUIRUPDQFH�JUHHQ�EXLOGLQJ�DQG�KDV�
YDULRXV�JUHHQ�DQG�K\EULG�V\VWHPV�LQFRUSRUDWHG�ZLWKLQ�LWV�HOHFWURPHFKDQLFDO�VWUXFWXUH��7KH�EXLOGLQJ�KDV�SODWLQXP�
FHUWLILFDWLRQ�IURP�/(('��:LQWHU�DQG�VXPPHU�RSHUDWLRQ�GLDJUDPV�RI�(6(5�*UHHQ�%XLOGLQJ�DUH�JLYHQ�LQ�)LJXUH���DQG�
)LJXUH����,W�LV�DOPRVW�LPSRVVLEOH�IRU�WKHVH�GLIIHUHQW�V\VWHPV�WR�ZRUN�WRJHWKHU�LQ�KDUPRQ\�DQG�VXSSO\�YDULRXV�HQHUJ\�
DQG�SRZHU�GHPDQGV�RI�WKH�EXLOGLQJ�DQG�DFKLHYH�WKH�GHVLUHG�HQHUJ\�VDYLQJV�ZLWK�WKH�XVH�RI�WKH�H[LVWLQJ�%XLOGLQJ�
0DQDJHPHQW�6\VWHPV��$Q�DXWRPDWLRQ�DOJRULWKP�IRU�KLJK�SHUIRUPDQFH�EXLOGLQJV��EDVHG�RQ�H[HUJ\�EDODQFH�EHWZHHQ�
VXSSO\�DQG�GHPDQG�ZDV�GHYHORSHG��7KLV�VRIWZDUH�LV�FDOOHG�DV�³5DWLRQDO�([HUJ\�$XWRPDWLRQ��$(2��3URJUDP´��7KH�
PDLQ�REMHFWLYH�RI�WKH�DOJRULWKP�LV�WR�GHOLYHU�H[HUJ\�IURP�RQ�VLWH�VXVWDLQDEOH�V\VWHPV�DQG�RWKHU�HTXLSPHQW�WR�YDULRXV�
GHPDQG� SRLQWV� ZLWK� PD[LPXP� VXSSO\� DQG� GHPDQG� H[HUJ\� EDODQFH�� ,QFUHDVLQJ� WKH� EDODQFH� UHGXFHV� H[HUJ\�
GHVWUXFWLRQV�DQG�WKXV�FRPSRXQG�&2��HPLVVLRQV��7KH�PHWKRG�LV�EDVHG�RQ�5DWLRQDO�([HUJ\�0DQDJHPHQW�0RGHO�
�5(00���

)LJXUH����:LQWHU�RSHUDWLRQ�VFKHPH�IRU�WKH�GLVWULFW�
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����

)LJXUH����6XPPHU�RSHUDWLRQ�VFKHPH�IRU�WKH�GLVWULFW�

)LJXUH����%DVLF�5(00�%ORFN�

(TXDWLRQ���

(TXDWLRQ���JLYHV�WKH�RYHUDOO�5(00�HIILFLHQF\�RI�WKH�GLVWULFW�ZLWK�P�VXSSO\�SRLQWV�DQG�Q�GHPDQG�SRLQWV��,I�WKHUH�DUH�
D�FRORFDWLRQ�RI�VXE�GLVWULFWV��WKHQ�S�LV�WKH�QXPEHU�RI�VXE�GLVWULFWV�

�� &21&/86,216�

Q�WKLV�SDSHU�WKH�LPSRUWDQFH�RI�H[HUJ\�UDWLRQDOLW\�LQ�QHW�]HUR�RU�QHDU�]HUR�EXLOGLQJV�FRQQHFWHG�WR��'(�V\VWHPV�ZDV�
GLVFXVVHG�DQG�QHZ�GHILQLWLRQV�ZHUH�PDGH��,W�KDV�EHHQ�VKRZQ�WKDW�QHW�]HUR�RU�QHDU�]HUR�H[HUJ\�EXLOGLQJ�GHILQLWLRQV�
DUH�PRUH�UHDOLVWLF�DQG�GHILQLWLYH�FRPSDUHG�WR�WKH�'2(�GHILQLWLRQ�� ,Q�WKH�VDPH�WRNHQ��&2��HPLVVLRQV�QHHG�WR�EH�
FDOFXODWHG�DFFRUGLQJ�WR�ERWK�)LUVW�DQG�6HFRQG�/DZV�RI�WKHUPRG\QDPLFV��,Q�WKLV�UHVSHFW�D�QHZ�]HUR�FDUERQ�GHILQLWLRQ�
ZDV�DOVR�PDGH��ZKLFK�VXSHUVHGHV�SUHYLRXV�GHILQLWLRQV��EHLQJ�GHYHORSHG�RQO\�LQ�WHUPV�RI�WKH�)LUVW�/DZ��

�� 6<0%2/6�

F 5DWLR�RI�WKH�VHOHFWHG�&+3�SRZHU�JHQHUDWLRQ�FDSDFLW\�WR�WKH�SHDN�SRZHU�GHPDQG�

FL 8QLW�&2��HPLVVLRQV�RI�DQ\�IXHO�FRPEXVWLRQ��L���NJ�&2���N:K�K�

& 3RZHU�WR�KHDW�UDWLR�RI�&+3��GLPHQVLRQOHVV�

&+3(ɻ� 3DUWLDO�HOHFWULFDO�SRZHU�JHQHUDWLRQ�HIILFLHQF\�RI�&+3��GLPHQVLRQOHVV�

)URP�WKH�&RQIHUHQFH�3URFHHGLQJV�RI�:RUOG�6XVWDLQDEOH�%XLOW�(QYLURQPHQW�&RQIHUHQFH������+RQJ�.RQJ���,6%1����������������������ZZZ�KNJEF�RUJ�KN
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